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A B S T R A C T
A shared visual workspace and video in addition to voice are two func-
tionalities or technologies which this thesis focuses on. What is clarified in
this work is how these influence remote collaboration and conversational
grounding in particular — where grounding refers to the pro-active pro-
cess of seeking, creating and maintaining the shared meanings needed for
conversational partners to communicate effectively.
Additionally, this thesis clarifies how to support non-collocated synchronous
mediated-collaboration around intelligence analytic tasks — away from tra-
ditional tasks that involve the identification or manipulation of physical ob-
jects which previous studies appear to favour.
This research is guided by these three primary research questions:
—RQ1) How can we expose aspects of conversational grounding in medi-
ated communication involving different combinations of a video (show-
ing a remote participant’s head and shoulder, and hands and work-area)
and a fully shared visual workspace in addition to voice?
—RQ2) In relation to the negotiated process of grounding, how can we
explain what is happening when parties are collaborating on an intelli-
gence task using a fully shared visual workspace?
—RQ3) How can we design better fully shared visual workspace systems
to support remote collaborative intelligence analysis tasks?
study1 — reported in Chapter 5, is an exploratory research which also
serves as a groundwork for study2. The findings there led to the formulation
of more focused hypotheses later investigated in study2. Further, the most
significant contribution of the study1 was the coding schema constructed
for analysing the negotiation of common ground.
Chapter 6, 7, 8 make up study2. A human-participant experiment was
conducted using a 2 x 2 factorial between-subjects design with 2-person
teams and four media manipulations namely: video, no video, shared visual
workspace and no shared visual workspace. Conversational grounding effort
is operationalized as the number of repair-episodes per min (that is repair rate).
Results here indicate that teams using shared visual workspace have a lower
repair rate than those teams with no access to shared visual workspace. This
result is statistically significant.
Although teams using video equally had a lower repair rate than those
teams not using video, this result was not statistically significant. This is
consistent with prior research which found that a video showing a person’s
face and shoulders is not terribly important in collaborative context.
Results of another investigation demonstrate that regardless of the media
condition, teams generally have a lower repair rate over time as the task
progressed — this result was statistically significantly positive.
Additionally, assessments of a questionnaire item measuring improve-
ments of mutual agreements and shared understanding over time, showed a
statistically significantly difference between the shared visual workspace group
iv
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and the no shared visual workspace group, as was the participant’s rating of
the effectiveness of the medium for information sharing.
Results of a qualitative thematic analysis in Chapter 7 helps explain these
statistical results and more. A conceptual process model of conversational
grounding in shared visual workspace-mediated interaction is presented in
Chapter 8.
The model also summarises the research findings. The discourse there of-
fer useful implications and guidelines for moving beyond current theories
and models of the negotiation of common ground. Equally, practical design
recommendations for the design of shared visual workspaces are also dis-
cussed there.
Chapter 9, 10 reviews the research questions and considers how the re-
search that has been presented addresses them, followed by a discussion of
the contributions of the thesis, future work and conclusion.
Overall, this thesis delivers the following contributions:
—1) It advances existing knowledge silos and studies on media ef-
fects on conversational grounding — one of the ways it achieves
that is by delivering a conceptual model framework for under-
standing conversational grounding processes in real-time remote
collaborative intelligence analysis.
—2) It delivers a new coding schema for the analysis of the negoti-
ation of conversational grounding in remote work.
—3) It offers four data-driven design recommendations for good
practical design of shared visual workspace groupware that better
support more natural communicative nuances.
v
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Part I
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Chapter 1 covers the introduction to the thesis, the purpose, mo-
tivation and importance of the research. Also included in this
part is a discussion of the problem statements along with the
scope of the work covered.
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“I am merely inquisitive”.
“It’s not that I’m so smart, I stay with problems longer.”
“For if we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would
it?” — Albert Einstein1
1I N T R O D U C T I O N
Chapter 1 institutes the three main constructs which together form the nu-
cleus of this doctoral research, these are: intelligence and intelligence analy-
sis, common ground and grounding, and shared visual workspaces. A state-
ment of the contexts to this research is given, then follow the primary re-
search questions, and motivation for the study. Additionally, the chapter
discusses the research methods employed; it provides a thesis outline and
mapping, ending with a conclusion. Analyzing
Non-Collocated
Synchronous Shared
Visual
Workspace-Mediated
Interaction and
Effects on
Conversational
Grounding
1.1 foreword
Today, advances in information technologies mean that it is progressively
possible for intelligence analysts who are geographically dispersed to work
on complex problems together [2], co-acting in real time to co-produce ac-
tionable intelligence.
A talking-head video is one way of replicating the non-verbal communica-
tive cues and awareness nuances akin to F2F communications. The problem
with video mediated communicative situations is that often, the parties in-
volved are only able to see one another but maybe not any task-related
artefacts [101].
Using a shared visual workspace however, should offer a group of remote
intelligence analysts collaborating on an intelligence tasking, the possibil-
ity to see similar views of task-related artefacts at roughly the same time
[ibid]; it should in effect, provide parties with a common reference space to
compare and discuss the task artefacts, and a channel to mutually construct
their interpretations and representations through a negotiated process of
grounding.
Common ground in these circumstances thus prevails as an “indispens-
able scaffolding to distributed collaborative work” [113][pp.82] compara-
ble to non-collocated collaborative intelligence analysis tasks, where group
members are equally mutually dependent on each other for advancing the
task. Roth[137] contends that a mutual understanding of the intelligence Intelligence analysis
advocates say new
age intelligence
should be a collective
effort of multiple
analysts and agencies
request, it’s context and the motivation behind it is very significant for inter-
preting and the framing of the intelligence request. This information is com-
mon ground. Common ground refers to the natural cognitive processes that
underline successful communication, collaboration, and intelligence sense-
making [ibid]. Clark[30] sees common ground as the sum of two people’s
mutual knowledge, beliefs and suppositions.
The negotiation of common ground will be critical to, and will advance
the communicative processes, and joint actions performed by analysts when
co-producing intelligence, making joint predictions or hypothesizing about
current trends and threat potentials. To achieve common ground, analysts
1 Albert Einstein http://www.sfheart.com/einstein.html
2
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1.2 background 3
involved in mediated-communicative situations will try to arrive at a shared
understanding of what a speaker had intended by his contribution [30].
They do this by collectively constructing or negotiating meanings — this
process is referred to as “grounding”. This process describes the pro-active
seeking and providing of evidence to one another about what they under-
stand or do not understand [17][18][58].
1.2 background
Modern common ground theorists [96][113][114][120][160][172] and many
other CSCW researchers base their work on Herbert Clark’s and his col-
leagues, and "within the conversation analysis research" paradigm [31]. Com-
mon ground is heralded for advancing the development of theories on social
and cognitive factors in communication. HCI researchers even claim that an
understanding of the phenomenon is important for making reliable predic-
tions for the design of facilities to electronically mediate conversations [114].
Nonetheless, despite the well publicised extensive uses and studies on com-
mon ground, albeit in the field of HCI and Human Language research, and
in several technology-mediated contexts, the construct has remained rela-
tively unexamined in current intelligence literature. Much of the work
covered in this thesis
will focus on the
notion of common
ground
The researcher argues that much of the studies to-date on common ground
or on shared visual workspaces have essentially concentrated on geo-spatial
tasks — [36][37][38] are some examples; others on collaborative physical
tasks. An example of this is the jigsaw puzzle solving task — this is a special
form of a "mentoring" collaborative physical task where "one person directly
manipulates objects with the guidance of one or more people" [62][pp.487].
Similarly, Axelsson et al[4]’s experiment which they designed to investigate
the distinctness of grounding across three different shared virtual environ-
ments (SVE) involved a collaborative spatial task — a Rubiks-cube type
puzzle, where participants were required to rearrange cube blocks while
communicating via audio channels. Likewise, Fussell et al[60] opted for a
physical task in their probe of the role of gestures over video streams to con-
versational grounding — the task involved manipulating three-dimensional
objects. Yamashita et al[172] based their investigation of the negotiating
common ground in groups of triads (which consisted of two or more lan-
guage communities) as they communicated using machine translation, on
an aptly named: "referential communication task"[pp.681]. Even so, this too
had a physical element to it; the task asked participants to arrange an iden-
tical set of tangram figures into matching orders while communicating with
a simple multilingual text-based chat system.
The primary interests in this present work are about investigating the
roles of video and shared views of a workspace in conversational grounding.
Prior research while having extensively demonstrated the value of shared
visual workspace [58][60][73][102], those studies mostly focused on asyn-
chronous collaboration and were rarely explored within the intelligence
analysis domain. Per contra, Chung et al[29]’s study provides an exception.
They applied “Vizcept” — (a web-based visual analytics system with indi-
vidual workspace and shared visualization) to several case studies of syn-
chronous “collaborative analysis of large textual intelligence datasets”[pp.107].
Even so, the motivation for those studies were mainly driven from the per-
spectives of data exploration, and framing of hypotheses. They do not ad-
dress the concept of grounding, nor communication processes per se. More-
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1.3 meaning of a shared visual workspace 4
over, the specific arrangements while being effective for and only considers
collocated collaboration, it failed to address remote collaboration.
Hayne et al[76]’s study gives context to this research work; they investi-
gated the effects of participant’s view of each other’s whiteboards as they
collaborated on a terrorism informatics task to determine if a known individ-
ual is a terrorist. That study bears some similarity to the research reported
here but mainly in the sense that it shifts the focus away from physical tasks.
The novelty of the present research is asserted by my probing of the role of
shared visual workspaces on conversational grounding during remote intel-
ligence analysis tasks — this is also the domain of interest in this research.
1.3 meaning of a shared visual workspace
“A shared visual workspace is one where multiple people can see the
same objects at roughly the same time.”— Kraut et al[101][pp.31].
“A shared visual workspace is one where participants can create, see,
share and manipulate artifacts within a bounded space.” — Tang et
al[153][pp.74].
In consonance with the specific nature and objectives of the research re-
ported here, we offer the following extended definition:
A shared visual workspace is one where non-collocated teams in a
collaborative situation can share, visualize and interact with task-
related artefacts in real time, within an electronic bounded space.
Real world examples of a shared visual workspace are e-whiteboards and
e-tabletops.
1.4 why intelligence analysis domain?
Intelligence analysis is the domain and case study of interest in this doctoral
research. Intelligence and intelligence analysis offers us a setting in which to
research more generally things to do with common ground and real-time re-
mote shared visual workspace-mediated collaboration away from domains
and tasks which involve the identification and manipulation of physical ob-
jects, which previous studies appeared to favour. But also because, prior
studies on common ground and shared visual workspace have been very
subliminal within intelligence literature.
Nonetheless, away from those traditional tasks, intelligence analysis tasks
present a different and interesting challenge — in that it involves a ceaseless
cyclic activity which involves the discovery of “hypotheses, evidence, and
arguments linking evidence to hypotheses” Tecuci et al[157][ibid., pp.5].
Additionally, the features of intelligence analysis tasks in all its complex-
ity, warts and all, sets them apart from other forms of sensemaking and
analysis activities. For instance, these tasks typically place high cognitive
demands on the human working memory, they are dynamic and often con-
tain numerous uncertainties and inconsistencies. Crucially, perhaps most
importantly, they involve a vast amount of intelligence task-related artefacts.
Chapter 3 goes into quite some detail elaborating on these and many more
aspects of intelligence analysis domain.
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1.5 problem statement 5
1.5 problem statement
A better understanding of the “common ground” construct as a key fac-
tor in real-time remote collaborative intelligence analysis is sought. What
this research explores and clarifies are the effects of video communication
and shared visual workspace on the negotiation of common ground by dis-
tributed teams collaborating in real time on intelligence analysis tasks.
This entire work is guided by these three primary research questions:
Negotiation of
common ground in
synchronous and
distributed
collaborative
intelligence analysis
—RQ1) How can we expose aspects of conversational grounding in medi-
ated communication involving different combinations of a video (show-
ing a remote participant’s head and shoulder, and hands and work-area)
and a fully shared visual workspace in addition to voice?
—RQ2) In relation to the negotiated process of grounding, how can we
explain what is happening when parties are collaborating on an intelli-
gence task using a fully shared visual workspace?
—RQ3) How can we design better fully shared visual workspace systems
to support remote collaborative intelligence analysis tasks?
study1 is outlined in Chapter 5.
This serves as groundwork for study2. At the same time, it sensitizes the
framing of the research questions and hypotheses in study2. It delivers a
coding schema for analysing the negotiation of common ground in medi-
ated communicative situations — one that is specific enough to address the
research goals of study2.
study1 investigates the following secondary research questions:
—RQ1.1) How can we measure the negotiation of common ground by
remote pairs involved in a distributed collaborative intelligence analytic
tasks?
—RQ1.2) What experimental setup and procedures for remote work would
we need to consider to ensure data quality?
—RQ1.3) What are the possible effects of shared visual workspace on the
negotiation of common ground?
—RQ1.4) What are the possible effects of video on the negotiation of
common ground?
study2 is covered in Chapter 6, 7, 8.
The answer to —RQ1) above is given in Chapter 6 by a combination of
the answers to the hypotheses and secondary research questions outlined
below. The thematic analysis in Chapter 7 and the model in Chapter 8
provides the answer to —RQ2). The design recommendations for shared
visual workspace outlined in Chapter 8 provides the answer to —RQ3).
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1.6 scope of work 6
study2 investigates the following hypotheses and research questions:
—RQ2.1) Is there any evidence that participants using a shared visual
workspace expend less communication grounding effort than those not
using a shared visual workspace?
—RQ2.2) Is there any evidence that participants using video expend less
communication grounding effort than those not using video?
—RQ2.3) How do access to a video channel and a shared visual workspace
interact with each other to affect the amount of communication ground-
ing effort participants expend?
—RQ2.4) Is there any evidence that participants’ communication ground-
ing effort generally reduce as task progress?
—RQ2.5) Does common ground generally increase as task progress?
—RQ2.6) Does common ground increase over time more with shared vi-
sual workspace than without?
—RQ2.7) Does common ground increase over time more with video than
without?
—RQ2.8) Does shared visual workspace improve communication effec-
tiveness and collaborative work?
—RQ2.9) Does video improve communication effectiveness and collabo-
rative work?
—RQ2.10) Does shared visual workspace improve information sharing?
—RQ2.11) Does video improve information sharing?
* A matrix summarising the relationship between the three primary research
questions and the secondary research is shown in Table 16.
1.6 scope of work
Primarily, this research focuses on the constructs of “common ground” and
the “shared visual workspace”. The scope of work covered mainly involve
investigating the common ground construct in the context of mediated col-
laborative intelligence analytic tasks — with emphasis on the effects of video
and the shared visual workspace communication media on the grounding
process. Specifically, this work examines how a pair of remote analysts us-
ing these technologies in a collaborative intelligence task situation, establish
and maintain common ground.
Also, given that the domain of interest here are intelligence and intel-
ligence analysis, the scope of work includes providing overall and back-
ground information on the intelligence and intelligence analysis domain;
defining and exploring the notion of “collaborative intelligence analysis”;
understanding the meaning of intelligence failures, their causes and conse-
quences; and exploring the meaning, and types of intelligence processes —
otherwise known as the “intelligence cycle”.
Additionally, the scope of work includes a consideration of the different
types of intelligence (or intelligence collection) disciplines; identifying and
understanding the various types of intelligence analysis models; establish-
ing some clarity between the notions of sense-making and intelligence anal-
ysis as quite often they are used interchangeably in literature to mean the
same thing; establishing the role of the intelligence analyst, and exploring
the types of structured analytic approaches analysts employs in their work.
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1.7 motivation & importance 7
The scope of work also includes identifying and explaining the nature of the
intelligence analytic tasks. Further into this thesis report, the researcher dis-
cusses collaborative intelligence analysis scenario-based tasks designed and
used for the “human-participant experimental studies” that were conducted.
As such, the scope of work included exploring fundamental questions aimed
at unmasking intelligence analysis “task-specific attributes” especially as the
designed tasks needed to be both realistic and nearly as representative of
real-world intelligence analysis practices as possible.
Consequently, such task-related factors as the following were considered:
task complexity, task cognitive challenges, contradictory data, data variabil-
ity, data ambiguity, data heterogeneity and data credibility, etc.
Similarly, with respect to the communication media, the scope of work
includes an examination of the effectiveness of the communication media for
collaboration, communication, reciprocity, task performance, task efficiency,
collaboration, and information /knowledge sharing and transfers.
Further, the researcher examines how communication media may help
analysts in a joint task to minimize communicative effort, repair communi-
cation breakdown, monitor comprehension, maintain awareness, co-orient
to task artefacts, overcome task complexities, augment task workload and
reduce the tasks demands on the human working memory.
Matters of team composition per se are not included in the scope of work
covered — by this we mean, for example, the overall mix of characteristics
among the units of two individuals who were tasked to interact interdepen-
dently to achieve a common objective. As such, this work does not dwell
on aggregate member characteristics such as member heterogeneity or ho-
mogeneity, or team size. That being said, this work considers team member
roles, while factoring a cluster of individual attributes of team members
(E.g. member age, education level, knowledge, experience and skills), and
how these potentially combine to optimise performance outcomes for the
intelligence teams.
Further, the scope of work includes a consideration of issues of personal
relationships and member familiarity with each other. However, issues of
perception, attitudes, and trust in intelligence practices are not discussed.
Crucially, the scope of work includes establishing a new coding schema
for analysing the negotiation of common ground and using the coding
schema to carry out some statistical analysis, to make sense and draw some
inferences from the data from a series of human-participant experiment.
Also, this project uses the results from a qualitative analysis of the videos
collected from those experiments to explain the statistical results — out-
puts from the qualitative analysis equally contributes towards developing
a model of conversational grounding in shared visual workspace mediated
environments, plus a set of four data-driven design recommendations for
design of future shared visual workspace environments.
1.7 motivation & importance
The doctoral research is motivated by several key contributions it makes.
Firstly, the study advances existing knowledge silos and academic literature
on conversational grounding. It plugs the gap in knowledge about how a
shared visual workspace can shape how collaborators pro-actively seek, cre-
ate and negotiate meanings.
Additionally, in Chapter 6 the thesis reports an experimentally-driven and
a statistically significant evidence which supports the study’s arguments
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that participant pairs with access to a shared visual workspace will expend
less conversational grounding effort than pairs without access.
Secondly, results of a qualitative thematic analysis and a conceptual model
reported in the thesis, while offering support to the results of the statistical
analysis, provide useful insights to the grounding mechanisms that remote
collaborators adopt in shared visual workspace-mediated communication.
Thirdly, a coding schema for analysing conversational grounding reported
in thesis will be useful for future studies and measurement of conversational
grounding in real-time remote collaboration work.
Fourthly, the thesis makes system design recommendations, if implemented
would help improve remote collaborative work.
1.8 research methodology and design
The researched opted for a mix of qualitative and quantitative data in order
to maximise the benefit of both research approaches. A human-participant
experiment was conducted in study 1, 2. For study2, the researcher im-
plemented a factorial 2 x 2 between-subjects experiment with focus on two
media variables: the shared visual workspace, and video (— refer to Table 5).
All the experimental sessions were audio and video recorded. Experimen-
tal video data were transcribed, and dialogue sequences in the transcripts
categorised using codes from the pre-defined coding framework described
in Table 4. This was followed by an in-depth enumerative and thematic analy-
sis. In essence, the experimental data was subjected to quantitative and qual-
itative analysis. The researcher presents the results using texts, and graphi-
cal or tabular representations. Grbich [70], lends credibility to this form of
presentation of the results of a mixed method by voicing that the style “can
provide a concise snapshot of outcomes” [pp.198].
Participants pairs in study2 were also required to complete an online post-
experiment questionnaire followed by a short de-briefing interview. This
was done not only to strengthen the depth of data collected for this doctoral
thesis but also to help extend the researcher’s grasp and comprehension of
the situation being investigated. Statistical tests were applied to the ques-
tionnaire data, and qualitative analysis on the interview data. Intended as Qualitative and
Quantitative research
methods were used
a juxtaposition of contrasted research paradigms and following in the same
traditions as Feilzer [52] — a proponent of mixed-methods, findings from
the different research paradigms are presented alongside each other but also
discussed in isolation.
1.9 thesis synopsis
This doctoral thesis is divided into 10 chapters. A review of related work
and theoretical contexts to the work follows after this introductory chapter.
Chapter 2, 3, 4 reviews relevant literature on common ground, intelligence
analysis, and shared visual workspace and video-mediated communications
respectively. study1 is covered extensively in Chapter 5. The findings from
that study and the coding scheme inform the subsequent investigations in
study2 which is covered in Chapter 6, 7, 8. The researcher reports the results
of the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the experimental video data; a
conceptual model; and design recommendations. A discussion of the overall
results is given in Chapter 9. Finally, the thesis summary, contributions and
conclusions follow in Chapter 10
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Thesis outline
Chapter 1: introduction
Chapter 2-4: literature review
Chapter 5: (study1): analysis, results, and coding schema
Chapter 6: (study2): statistical data analysis and results
Chapter 7: (study2): results of qualitative thematic analysis
Chapter 8: (study2): model and design recommendations
Chapter 9: discussion
Chapter 10: contributions and summary; strengths, challenges,
and limitations; future work, and conclusions
Figure 1: Mapping of Thesis
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1.10 conclusion
A small number of studies, Chung et al[29] and Hayne et al[76] in par-
ticular, bear some similarities to the current work with respect to the study
domain and shared visual workspace. Nonetheless, both these studies while
offering some empirical foundation and justification for the current work,
they do not address the concept of grounding, nor communication processes
per se. In fact, they do not examine how shared visual workspaces influence
conversational grounding.
Uncertainties remain about how different media configurations and func-
tionalities affect remote communicative processes and conversational ground-
ing in particular. This is one of the central themes this thesis addresses. Ad-
ditionally, this thesis also addresses the uncertainties about how to better
support synchronous collaboration away from traditional tasks that involve
the identification or manipulation of physical objects.
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Part II
R E L AT E D W O R K
An in-depth review of relevant previous research is covered in
this part of the thesis, in Chapter 2, 3, 4.
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Common ground and grounding are the mechanism by which participants
engaged in joint activity coordinate their respective understandings of
any active discussion.
— Koschmann and LeBaron[99]
2C O M M O N G R O U N D
In order to successfully explore how different communication media or func-
tionalities — (that this voice in addition to video and /or the shared vi-
sual workspace media) influence remote collaborative intelligence analysis,
and how a team of intelligence analysts negotiate meanings, fusing together
and grounding their individual understandings and different perspectives
around a vast amount of intelligence artifacts, one must first need to gain an
in-depth understanding of the common ground and grounding constructs.
And with that in mind, Chapter 2 reviews several definitions and expla-
nations of these constructs; a review of its underlying principles, charac-
teristics, Clark’s notion of common ground, and prior studies on related
constructs are presented. The researcher considers also several empirical
evidences and suggestions of the role media plays with respect to conversa-
tional grounding. Additionally, the review discusses prior CSCW common
ground research in virtue of the present work; it also examines practical
ways of measuring and operationalizing common ground.
2.1 what is conversational common ground?
Successful communication rests on common ground (or mutual knowledge
mutual beliefs, shared understanding, and so on) [34][63][98]. And in the
opinion of Klein et al[98], sustaining an adequately high level of common
ground by parties in a communicative situation is both necessary for and
can result in efficient communication. This would imply that an increase in
participant’s shared understanding can permit more efficient communica-
tion. Other benefits of having increased shared understanding could be that
participants feel less need to introduce or clarify their conversational topics,
or that their conversational turns progress more rapidly.
Modi [113] sees common ground as “ an indispensable scaffolding to dis-
tributed collaborative work [pp.82]”. And according to Clark[30], common
ground is central for the success of people’s joint activities with others; it is
in fact “a sine-qua-non for everything we do with others — from the broad-
est joint activities to the smallest joint actions that comprise them”[pp.92].
Parties involved in a joint activity need to appeal to their existing common
ground in order for them to coordinate their actions successfully — what
they do, when they do it [ibid].
Monk[114] describes common ground as the things we know about the
information the other person in a joint activity context shares with us. Al-
ternatively, one can say that the construct describes information or knowl-
edge accumulated in the course of a joint activity, which all participants
involved believe they share, and know they share[20][22]. Furthermore, com-
mon ground describes that part of what has been said that parties to a com-
munication understand to be mutually shared [119]. This is what people
12
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aim for when they’re having a conversation — that is, to ensure that their
message recipients share an understanding with them of what has been said.
At the same time, for knowledge to be considered shared, mutual or joint, it
has to be held by all the parties in a communicative situation, and each party
has to know that this knowledge is held by the other(s).
In virtue of the foregoing, one can argue that without a common ground
premise, our joint collaborative endeavours with others are less likely to suc-
ceed, as a certain level of agreement and shared understanding is required
to make collaboration work.
Clark[30] — who many scholars still consider to be one of the earliest
and greatest contributor to the common ground literature, contends that
common ground is incrementally built on the chronicle of joint actions be-
tween communicators. Klein et al[96] correctly infers that this implies that
the state of common ground changes over the course of our joint activities
with others. Vandergriff [166]’corroborates this. According to him, the initial
common ground participants first establish at the start of a joint activity is
continually updated throughout the duration of the activity.
Describing a conceptual framework for building and supporting com-
mon ground, Deshpande et al[45] contends that “the development of com-
mon ground or shared understanding takes place as a continuous process
through arguments, elaborating and reasoning on evidences constantly cor-
recting and revising shared beliefs between the participants”[pp.2].
2.1.1 Common ground: Nature, Characteristics & Types
Common Ground consists of three main parts:
1) Initial Common Ground.
2) Current state of the joint activity.
3) Public events so far.
Participants in a communicative context start off with some form of initial
common ground [30], this gradually increases during the task or discussion
with each joint action they perform [96]. As this accumulates, conversation-
alists would need to keep track of it in order to successfully ground their
discussions. Klein et al[96] claims this form of common ground includes all
the pertinent knowledge and prior history that participants in the commu-
nicative situation bring to a joint activity.
Calabretto et al[22] substantiates this; they claim that at the outset of a col-
laborative discussion conversationalists have presupposed common ground
— it includes what they share at the inception of a joint activity such as
their shared general knowledge of the world or task domain. This may also
include what they know about each other prior to their engagement such as
their knowledge of each others’ background and training, habits, and ways
of working. Similarly, participants involved in a joint task may also have ini-
tial common ground gravitated towards a shared knowledge of the relevant
conventions associated with the task — for instance, they may have a shared
understanding of the standard ways of doing the task, and a sense of what
is expected of them.
Clark[30] categorizes "initial common ground" into:
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1) Communal Common Ground
2) Personal Common Ground
Communal common ground occurs in virtue of the communities people belong
to and associated assumptions from our experience of these different com-
munities [30] — "such as universality of particular knowledge within the
community" [100][pp.225]. A community is thus unique, and distinguish-
able by virtue of it’s shared expertise[30]. Examples of such communities are:
religion, political affiliations, ethnicity, education, occupation, employment,
etc. Personal common ground on the contrary, is based on assumptions from
our direct personal experiences with others and is driven by our joint expe-
riences and joint actions with them [30]. For instance, when Cesc and Sergio
work on a new novel together, or play a guitar-violin duet at the Royal Albert
Hall, they are performing joint actions. They could subsequently use these
personal experiences or events as shared basis for their common ground.
Nilsson et al[122] describes the current state of the joint activity as what
participants presuppose to be the state of the activity at any moment. It
refers to one’s on-going awareness of the activities of others with respect
to a collaborative context; an awareness of who is doing what; the status of
relevant task objects; status of their various goals and the overall state of the
collaborative endeavour [51][64]. Activity awareness can begin or occur at
any time during the activity — a claim Brock[20] corroborates. According
to him, this may even commence just as soon as the parties involved enter
into the joint activity.
Public events so far describes events that parties presuppose have occurred
in public leading up to the current state [122]. It includes participant’s under-
standing of pertinent aspects of the history of their joint activity [96] — joint
actions they have taken so far, and things done together up to the present
point in the joint activity. One example is knowledge of earlier precedents
established during the joint activity.
Common ground
facilitates team
coordination through
communication.2.2 grounding : negotiating common ground
Nakano et al[119] describes the grounding process as adding what has been
said or discussed to the existing common ground. Yamashita et al[172] sees
it as the process through which the requirement for common ground to be
routinely updated and monitored is achieved. And according to them, in
principle, the negotiation of common ground [or grounding] can be per-
ceived as a dual concept where the negotiation of meaning leads to an
agreement regarding meaning on the one hand, and an understanding of
a contribution, on the other.
Kashima et al[92] sees this slightly differently; they see grounding as the
process of helping conversationalists establish mutual understanding in or-
der to make their meaning intelligible to each other. Sellen[143] extends
these definitions to include the interactive process by which communicators
exchange evidence in order to reach mutual understanding. Beers et al[7]’s
alternative description to the term is that:
“Grounding concerns people making public to others their private
understanding of some contribution, verifying whether and to what
extent their own understanding is different from what others in-
tended them to understand, receiving feedback on this, that is, clari-
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fying, re-verifying, and so on, until the contributor and the partners
mutually believe that the partners have understood what the contrib-
utor meant” [pp.626].
As previously advanced in the introduction chapter in Section 2.1, it has
been extensively demonstrated that communication, collaboration and “col-
lective actions are built on common ground and its accumulation” Clark and
Brennan[31][pp.127]. Although grounding is a fundamental element of the
communicative process, reciprocally, communication which itself is a joint
activity, is advanced by grounding. In virtue of the foregoing, one can ar-
gue that communication is a fundamental element of the grounding process
in that it serves as a tool for negotiating meaning. Nonetheless, successful
grounding rarely ever guarantees mutual understanding nor can a shared
understanding always guarantee an agreement [17]. Although grounding
is a necessary condition for achieving common ground, it is simply never
sufficient [25][95].
According to Stahl[146], the mutual understanding of parties in a commu-
nicative context can never be perfect; they further implied that “participants
can never have or know that they have beliefs that are completely iden-
tical” [pp.354]. Clark and Brennan[31] theorises, that our communication
goal should be about attaining a sufficient "grounding criterion". The term
describes a situation where the speaker and the addressee mutually believe
that the addressee have understood what the speaker meant well enough
for the current purposes [31][92]. So that in essence, to ground a presenta-
tion is to establish it as part of common ground well enough to advance the
discussion [58].
Also, conversational grounding theory proponents argue that parties in a
joint activity may even agree-to-disagree; this implies that they may share an
understanding, yet disagree, and vice versa. Parties in a communication sit-
uation thus need not necessarily agree about everything in order to advance
the discussion. Simply holding the same position or sufficiently respecting
an opposing viewpoint would suffice [77]. Cherubini et al[25] and others
even argue that it is completely possible for a grounding evidence, such as
an acknowledgement, to lead a pair of interlocutors into believing that they
have achieved perfect understanding, whereas they understood two com-
pletely different things altogether.
There are no fixed time-lines for when grounding occurs during a con-
versation. Grounding should not be expected to take place only at certain
intervals between utterances, or strictly at the end of utterances [32] — they
occur continuously throughout the discussion. And as people become aware
of what one another knows and do not know during the grounding process
[172], this should help them formulate their responses more appropriately.
Ultimately, the grounding process begins with a fresh contribution [or pre-
sentation] — that is a previously unshared idea, which is articulated by a
participating member in a collaborative task for others to grasp its mean-
ing. A contribution indicates the start of a fresh discourse unit, and is either
terminated through an acknowledgement — in which case the discourse unit
is considered grounded, or by a rejection — which will imply that the dis-
course unit is not grounded [174] 1.
1 Based on these evidence, the researcher makes provision for the codes: "Introduce-Dialogue"
and "Break-Dialogue" in the new common ground coding schema; these signify the start and
finish respectively, of people’s presentations during the discussion — this is reported in Chap-
ter 6.
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Grounding generally takes place over two phases namely:
1) Presentation. 2) Acceptance
At the presentation phase, new dialogue or discourse units are articulated,
then grounded at the acceptance phase [31] 2. However, contributions are
not always grounded immediately. Sometimes further repairs, verifications,
and clarifications maybe required at the acceptance phase before grounding
can be fully established [103]. Beers et al[7]’s study demonstrated that inter-
locutors use verifications to check their understanding of a contribution, and
clarifications to shed light on the meaning of a contribution. According to
them, clarifications are particularly useful in situations where the contribu-
tion is not understood by the message recipient as clearly as the contributor
(or sender/speaker) had intended. Agreement, disagreement, acceptance and Repairs, verifications,
or clarifications may
be needed before
grounding can be
fully established.
rejection, are other forms of grounding actions. A disagreement signal, can
if used properly, test the convictions of parties in a joint activity. It can force
them to carefully examine their positions or help them strengthen their so-
lutions or conclusions [31].
To facilitate conversational grounding, each contribution is built on pre-
viously established common ground which results in what Clark[30] refer
to as the ladder of mutual assumptions. According to him, the ladder (— see
Table 1), showcases the grounding process as a collaborative effort of two
opposing yet corresponding actions. The actions are executed simultane-
ously by participants A and B in the communicative situation, at different
levels of interaction and is maintained constantly among them throughout
the grounding process. Each successive step or level in the ladder serves
to ensure that both parties have understood the previous contributions to a
degree that is sufficient given the current purpose [7][31][32].
Levels Description
level 1 A executes some behaviour that B is expected to respond to
level 2 A makes some linguistic gesture to which B responds to con-
firm receipt – (but not necessarily that the signal was understood)
level 3 A’s contribution is acknowledged as being understood
level 4 A offers an acknowledgement of the performance of the dia-
logue act
Table 1: An adapation of Clark and Brennan[31]’s "Mutual ladder of assumptions"
Table 1 shows four levels of grounding all nested together, such that ground-
ing at a top level will also contain grounding at all of the levels below it. For
instance, grounding at level 4 contains grounding at levels 3, 2, 1. Similarly,
grounding at level 3 contains grounding at levels 2, 1. And according to Clark,
if a level is completed, this is also an indication that the levels below it have
been completed. Also, grounding actions can only be completed from level
1 (or bottom level) through to level 4 (the top level) in that order.
2 This evidence along with evidence from Zollo and Core[174] informed the decision to include
the code: "Introduce-Dialogue" in the common ground coding schema.
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Clark and Brennan[31] identified two intrinsic factors which they say are
critical for shaping grounding in communication media; they list these as:
1. Purpose of communication
This describes what parties in a communicative context are try-
ing to accomplish in their communication.
2. Medium of communication
This describes the techniques in the medium for attaining the
communication goals, and the costs incurred from using them.
The grounding techniques that communication partners use in a technology
mediated interaction will depend on both these factors. In fact, the effective-
ness of a medium for whatever interaction purpose, will depend on the form
grounding takes in the medium, and whether this serves those purposes[31].
Thus the grounding techniques deployed in a mediated communicative con-
text thus change both with the purpose and medium [38]. In a technology
mediated
communication
grounding is
impacted by the
media and purpose of
the interaction.
This contrariety in grounding techniques across different media is said to
be linked to the unique features and limitations of the media [4]. As a con-
sequence, the grounding techniques available to one group of participants
in one technology mediated communicative situation, may not be available
to another group of participants using a different type of technology.
As the discussion progresses in a collaborative session, one may observe
other grounding techniques emerging. Parties in the communicative situa-
tion may offer ideas, and make repairs, or offer alternative descriptions in
response to indications of lack of understanding [45] in a bid to seek and
provide evidence of understanding to one another. Deshpande et al[45] de- The speaker and an
addressee(s) share the
responsibility for
fulfilling the
grounding
requirements.
scribe the evidence of understanding as that which assists parties in the com-
munication context to establish a mutual understanding of what was articu-
lated. As a consequence, conversationalists would need to interactively seek
and exchange evidence not just about what they understand but also about
what they intend in order to ground verbal communications, and prevent or
limit the risk of misunderstanding, misinterpretation or misinformation.
The onus of preventing misunderstanding in a communicative situation
rests on all the parties involved. This implies that the responsibility does not
reside with the speaker of the discourse unit alone, rather both the speaker
and the message recipient have a responsibility for fulfilling certain require-
ments towards the grounding process. The message recipient might offer
responses or evidence in the form of eye gaze, nods, verbal acknowledgements,
and clarification questions. And in turn, a speaker might monitor and evaluate
the offered or observed response against the response he expected [114].
If a negative evidence is offered, the speaker of the trouble statement may
rephrase or repair his previous contribution and re-present it, or choose
to revise his original intention in order to align it with the feedback from
the addressee [17]. If a positive feedback is given, this is customarily inter-
preted as an indication of understanding, whereas a negative feedback is
construed as a signal of misunderstanding [32][43]. A person might com-
monly use back-channel feedbacks and non-verbal cues such as head-nods
[40] which are also similar in function to verbal acknowledgements to signal
comprehension; or facial expressions to indicate incomprehension.
Nevertheless, to ground a communication, the evidence of comprehen-
sion rather than evidence of incomprehension is what interlocutors are ulti-
mately interested in. A listener is thus expected to issue some evidence of
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understanding to the speaker for a contribution he has articulated [31] [62]
[135]. This may include feedback tracks such as continued attention, relevant
next turn and acknowledgements. Without this, it is difficult for the speaker
to establish that his utterance have become a part of their common ground
[108].
Clark and Brennan[31] state that the nature of a speaker’s contribution
may yet explain the strength of evidence that the speaker expects in order
to convince him that an addressee has understood what was communicated.
For instance, if he presents a telephone number to an addressee, this could
be an indication that the speaker is expecting the addressee to respond ver-
batim — that is to say, the speaker is requiring a verbatim display of the
telephone number as evidence of understanding. Table 2 presents the var-
ious types of evidence of understanding ordered by the strength of each
one.
Evidence Type & Strength Description
5. Display B displays verbatim all or part of A’s presentation.
4. Relevant next turn B starts the next relevant contribution at a level as
high as the current one.
3. Acknowledgement B nods or says “uh huh”, “yeah”, or the like. 3
2. Demonstration B demonstrates all or part of what he has under-
stood A to mean. 4
1.Continued Attention B shows that he is continuing to attend A’s presen-
tation.
Table 2: Types of Evidence of Understanding. Clark and Schaefer[33]
Clark and Brennan[31] has said that “acknowledgements are the most obvi-
ous form of positive evidence of understanding” [pp.224]; they are used to
signal an addressee’s understanding of the turn so far, but may be used also
to indicate that s/he is passing up the opportunity to initiate a repair on
that turn [ibid]. Acknowledgements may occur in a discussion in the form
of back-channel responses (such as: “uh huh”, “yeah”, “ok”, “right”, “mm-
hm” “gosh”, and “really”) [ibid]. In addition, gestures such as “head nods”
are non-verbal forms of acknowledgements [17], that are also commonly
offered by message recipients as evidence of comprehension.
In consonance with Clark and Schaefer[33]’s study, in the dialogue se-
quence given in lines 1-6 below, if B understands A’s question in line 1 in
the dialogue sequence below, she is expected to provide a relevant answer at
her next turn in line 2. And at B’s turn, A is looking to B not just to provide
an utterance but also to furnish him with an answer to his question. As the
example shows, B’s utterance in line 2 is an appropriate answer, therefore it
is taken as evidence that B has understood the question in line 1.
A: Did you know that Anthony’s dad’s half-brother1
B: I don’t think that Anthony’s related to dad all2
Contrarily, in the next dialogue sequence in lines 3-6, B’s response in line 4
is not an appropriate answer to the question in line 3. This is taken as an
3 This evidence was useful for the construction of the sub-code: ‘Back-channel’ in the coding
schema in Section 5.3.2.1.
4 Similarly, the category: ‘Understanding-Check’ in that coding schema is grounded in this par-
ticular form of evidence of understanding.
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evidence of misunderstanding. This forces A to offer the clarification in line
5 which B promptly understood resulting in the appropriate response given
in line 6.
A: Where did you buy that shirt from?3
B: Oxford Circus4
A: I mean what shop?5
B: Ooh, I got it from Zara6
Continued attention refers to any positive indication that an addressee is con-
tinuing to concentrate-on the speaker [172]. Clark and Brennan[31] describes
this as when parties in a communicative situation are monitoring what their
partners are doing moment-by-moment. He illustrate this with the dialogue
sequence in lines 3-6 above — according to him, suppose that B was looking
away from A when he articulated the question for B to grasp its meaning,
then A could very easily have concluded that B wasn’t understanding him.
Whereas, if A could capture B’s eye gaze during the presentation of the
question, A is likely to take B’s maintained eye-gaze as a positive evidence
of understanding.
2.2.1 Grounding Constraints and Costs
The grounding literature is littered with several suggestions that different
media impose different constraints on the exchange of evidence during
grounding [18]. Clark and Brennan[31] first coined the phrase "constraints
on grounding " to describe the many dimensions on which different com-
munication media vary. And according to Brennan and Lockridge[18], the
more constraints a medium can provide the better it is for facilitating com-
mon ground and efficient communication. Table 3 lists various constraints
that a medium may impose on communication between parties.
Constraint Description
Copresence A and B share the same physical environment
Visibility A and B are visible to each other. 5
Audibility A and B communicate by speaking
Contemporality B receives at roughly the same time as A produces
Simultaneity A and B can send and receive simultaneously
Sequentiality A’s and B’s turns cannot get out of sequence
Reviewability B can review A’s messages
Revisability A can revise messages for B
Table 3: Media Constraints. Clark and Brennan[31]
Although the terms: constraints or affordances are used interchangeably
throughout this thesis, Monk[114] advises caution in the use of the term
constraints as in everyday use this is often construed as a negative thing.
Be that as it may, both these terms actually refer to the features the media
provide or do not provide with respect to conversational grounding. Media
5 The visibility constraint in Table 3 is singled out for a brief mention here. The researcher believe
this is particularly interesting because the results of this research’s empirical statistical and
qualitative analysis in Chapter 6, 7 finds that a talking-head video of a group member is not
terribly important. A result which is consistent with prior research.
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constraints have the potential to significantly alter the costs of grounding
techniques — where costs largely refers to the efforts incurred on the part of
the participants in a communicative situations. And as a consequence the re-
searcher argue that media constraints are proxies for grounding costs. Also,
it may cost more in one medium than in the other to use certain grounding
techniques.
These variations in the costs of grounding techniques across media would
mean that if a communication medium lacks one or more constraints or fea-
tures, it could literally force collaborators to seek or use alternative ground-
ing techniques [31]. Brennan and Lockridge[18] corroborates these claims;
and according to them, participants tended to adapt techniques they use
for grounding to the constraints of the current medium in order to meet
the associated costs. In other words, “the type of medium influences the
techniques used to compensate for the costs of grounding” [173] [pp.3].
Several cost types are associated with the grounding process. Examples of
these are: production (formulation), start-up, reception (reading, listening),
turn-taking, display, delay, understanding and speech-repair costs. Seeing a
partner’s visible feedback and task-related actions, or artefacts for instance,
can affect a group member’s utterance planning, and awareness Fussell
et al[58] 6, thus significantly lowering the group member’s utterance pro-
duction. Similarly, it is probable that the cost of formulating an utterance
(or message) via a computer based instant messenger is higher than mak-
ing an utterance via an audio medium. One possible explanation is because
for most people, talking is relatively effortless. Clark and Brennan[31] sub-
stantiates this with his account that: “speaking is swift, typing even slower”
[pp.16].
Reception costs relates to the effort needed to process the received com-
munication [173]; these are thought to be significantly lower in media with
visibility constraints. Contemporal media are susceptible to technical inter-
ruptions due to bandwidth issues. This often result in high delay costs and
can affect the grounding process overall. Display costs which relates to the
effort needed to gesture and indicate [173], may be expected to be lower
in face-to-face discourse situations than say in a collaborative shared visual
workspace.
Brennan[17] claims that it is less costly to acquire evidence about a part-
ner’s understanding via a spoken conversation or audio-only medium than
say a text-based medium. Commonly cited reasons for this are that: text-
based medium lack prosodic cues; the messages take more time and effort
to articulate; and they often require more frequent conversation turns.
Costs of monitoring group members’ awareness is significantly low for
this same reason in video-conference mediated collaborative situations [18].
Understanding costs are generally very cost-effective with visual copresence
videoconferencing media 7. As Clark and Brennan noted:
“It is also more costly for people to understand certain words, con-
structions, and concepts than others, regardless of the medium; the
costs can be compounded when contextual clues are missing” [31][pp.17].
6 This is consistent with the qualitative results in Section 7.2.6 — where it was shown that
access to the same views of task artefacts on the shared visual workspace gave group members
a platform to maintain workspace awareness of what the other person is doing and the task
artefacts being manipulated.
7 This may explain the experimental results in Chapter 6 — why teams using video constructed
fewer repairs than those not using video, although, the results was not statically significant.
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Start-up costs incurred from initiating a new discourse, from scheduling,
from assessing availability, or gaining access to videoconferencing or even
Telepresence media make this particular cost-type significantly higher in
these media than in audio-only medium. “Start-up costs are minimal in F2F;
they are a bit higher when A must get to a telephone, look up a number,
dial it, and determine that the answerer is B; they are often higher yet in
email” [31][pp.17]. Efforts needed for changing speakers (or turn-taking)
attracts certain costs too; these are significantly low in audio-only medium
since the audibility and intonation cues can make it easier for parties in the
conversation to identify when to initiate their turns.
Finally, Brennan[17] and Brennan and Lockridge[18] cite that speech re-
pair costs are particularly low in contemporal medium such as instant mes-
saging apps, where the conditions allow for a small grain of interaction,
shorter turns and rapid repairs of any errors or misunderstandings. Regard-
less of the medium, “some repairs take little time and effort; others take a
lot; still, others are impossible to make” [31][pp.231].
2.3 grounding principles
Cherubini et al[25] stated that: “the more elaborate and complex the ground-
ing object, the more difficult grounding becomes” [pp.2]. Another conjecture
is that: the less shared understanding there is, the more likely actors will en-
gage in grounding actions. One can infer from that argument that where
the initial common ground between the parties in a communicative situa-
tion is considerably fewer, they are likely to apply more grounding actions
to negotiate meanings and build up a substantial common ground.
Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs[34] discuss the principle of least collaborative effort
— Modi[113] describes this as where “actors use the best available medium
that leads to the least collaborative effort” [pp:81]. Cherubini et al[25] sees
this as a situation where no more effort is invested in grounding than what
is sufficient to advance the process. They stated that “because grounding
is essentially efficiency-driven, the notion of "effort" plays a central role”
[ibid, pp.2]. According to them, grounding is a functional process that is
steered by mechanisms of efficiency such that communication is enhanced
by investing minimal effort, adopting a conscientious approach to interpre-
tation, concentrating instead on reaching conclusions firstly, then repairing
any consequent misunderstanding.
Grounding is generally most efficient when people can monitor each
other’s voices, faces, gestures, and workspaces [31]. This same conclusion
was reached by Clark and Krych[32], who recorded a faster time when a
lego-task helper could see a builder’s workspace but a significantly slower
time when the builder’s workspace was hidden from the helper.
The process of updating common ground during a dialogue is both in-
stantaneous and continuous. And by all accounts, the grounding process
through which this occurs is neither confined to the end of utterances nor
the intervals between [31] [32]. This is closely associated with the conjecture
that many common ground increments are determined jointly by both a
speaker and the addressee [25][30][31][32][88]. So in essence, one must expect
that the onus of updating common ground and building this up with each
successive action or utterance should rest equally on all the actors involved.
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Jackson et al[88] theorizes that the role of a message recipient in the ground-
ing process is not a passive one. In their view, typically a speaker will at-
tempt to refine a prior statement — providing additional information to
the point where it becomes mutually understood by all participants, and in
some instances, the addressee may assist the speaker by suggesting alterna-
tive descriptions, and “by providing feedback about the acceptability of the
current reference and their level of understanding” [ibid, pp.13].
Furthermore, a message recipient is also expected to act on own initiatives
to flag up a problem in understanding by prompting the speaker for further
information or clarification to which the speaker is expected to respond [88].
2.4 coordination, awareness and common ground
Common ground offers a framework for understanding the coordination
and awareness function in a joint activity[96][120]. Koschmann and LeBaron[99]
see the constructs of common ground and grounding as mechanisms by which
participants engaged in a common task "coordinate" their respective under-
standings of the current discourse.
The duo of common ground, and shared awareness, have the potential to
significantly impact on team work and team functioning; they are advanced
by the support of adequate levels of communication and coordination [120].
This account is substantiated by Sunila, et al[113]. They stated that having
appropriate awareness cues of group activities and tasks, task-related arti-
facts and the expertise of group members, are essential in distributed teams
as they facilitates the collaborative activities that take place, which in turn
supports the negotiation and development of common ground.
McNeese and his colleagues8, described coordination as the attempt by
parties to act in concert in order to achieve a common goal, by following a
script or plan they all understand. Jackson et al[88] discuss two aspects
of coordination — process and content of communication. Process coor-
dination serves to ensure smooth turn-taking, while content coordination
involves the maintenance of mutual understanding (or common ground).
Therefore, the roles of common ground and an awareness of team and task
activities are useful in distributed collaborative work environments, as are
communication and coordination.
2.5 breakdown in understanding and common ground
Communication breakdowns signal an apparent problem in mutual under-
standing. Additionally, detecting or even repairing breakdowns can be prob-
lematic [25]. They manifest through attempts by parties engaged in a dia-
logue to repair a misunderstanding. An example of this is when a message
recipient makes an explicit request to the speaker of a trouble statement to
initiate a speech repair.
In saying that, with respect to the current study, these discussions give the-
oretical justification to the thematic categorization in Section 7.2.2 — where
the researcher describes participant’s speech repair mechanisms facilitated
by means of the shared visual workspace medium.
Klein et al[96] substantiates this last argument. And in their opinion, com-
munication breakdowns are likely to occur where parties lack a shared un-
derstanding of the situation, or make incorrect assumptions about what a
8 “New trends in collaborative activities:Understanding system dynamics in complex environ-
ment” — cited in [120]
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person knows or does no know. Equally, breakdowns can result from the rip-
ple effects as the parties attempt to explain away “the initial anomalies and
prediction failures by coming up with more and more elaborate accounts
which just end up adding to the distortions”[ibid, pp.19]. Communication
breakdowns
manifests through
attempts to repair
misunderstanding.
Plus they signal a
lack of common
ground
Cherubini et al[25]’s view is that attempts to grasp meanings or infer
knowledge in a communicative context can sometimes result in breakdown
in understanding, especially if it further complicates the negotiation of com-
mon ground. Sunila, et al[113]’s view is that diminished awareness cues
akin to those in technology-mediated communication involving distributed
teams, may also cause significant challenges in constructing common ground,
which can then lead to misunderstandings and breakdown in understand-
ing within the teams. Diminished awareness cues here relates to Clark and
Brennan[31]’s eight grounding media constraints (— see Table 3).
2.6 prior hci/cscw research on common ground
Gergle et al[63] conducted experiments to investigate the mechanisms through
which "the presence of a shared view of a workspace improves task perfor-
mance" [pp.487]. It involved two media conditions — one with a shared
visual workspace, or without; with the availability of the shared visual
workspace manipulated within pairs. The study theorized that task perfor-
mance will improve with the presence of a shared visual workspace because
pairs in those conditions are able to communicate and ground their conver-
sations more efficiently. They further theorized that parties with access to
shared visual workspace condition are less likely to offer verbal acknowl-
edgements of understanding than when this facility was absent. Pairs per-
formed a referential communication task — an online collaborative jigsaw
puzzle solving task. Participants played the roles of a "helper"|"worker" —
where a "helper" instructs a "worker" on how to match four pieces of blocks
against a target the helper is viewing. Results showed that:
1) With visual information, team’s performance and conversational
efficiency in the collaborative task improved.
2) When a shared view of the workspace was available to group
members, they tended to use "action" not language (or explicit ver-
bal acknowledgements) as evidence of comprehension.
Kirk, et al[95] experimentally investigated how remote gestures influence
the grounding process by comparing two communication media — a "voice
plus projected-hands" and a "voice only" which were used in the gesturing
and non-gesturing collaboration conditions respectively. They prototyped
a remote gesturing system consisting of a closed circuit system of digital
video cameras, a digital projector, and a TV monitor (— see Figure 2). In
the non-gesturing condition, a video camera above a worker’s desk was
focused to capture the entire work desk, hand movements, and objects being
manipulated on the desk, then rendered to the TV monitor on the helper’s
desk.
Similarly, and so that a helper can project their own gestures, they po-
sitioned a second video camera above the helper’s desk in the gesturing
condition, with the video image projected to the worker by virtue of a pro-
jector that was position above the worker’s desk. This second video camera
captured a helper’s work-desk, the helper’s hand movements, and or objects
on the helper’s desk onto the centre of a worker’s desk.
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In a fashion similar to Gergle et al[62], Kirk et al[95] randomized the
"worker"|"helper" roles between pairs. Pairs participated in a 10 minutes
Lego assembly task. In the task, a helper was to explain to a worker and talk
the individual through how to construct a Lego model. Task performance
measure was operationalized by the time it took a pair to complete the
assembly of the first three columns of a Lego model – results of which were
compared across both media conditions.
(a) Voice-only communication
(b) Voice plus projected-hands communication
Figure 2: Kirk et al[95]’s setup for studying the grounding of collaborative actions
with remote gestures
Results reported in that study substantiate those of Fussell et al[60], who
found that increases in remote gesture were correlated with faster task
performance. Critically, Kirk et al[95] extends this; they observed that us-
ing remote gestures could significantly reduce certain costs associated with
grounding, E.g. the turn-taking costs and repair costs. To quote them:
"The addition of remote gestures to speech, alleviates the likelihood
for interruption when utterances are being formed or modified or
when a speaker wishes to retain the floor, therefore reducing the
number of failed attempts at turn-taking, requiring that significantly
less time be expended on costly sentence repair phases" [95][pp:1046].
Kirk et al[95] further observed that the time-course of the grounding pro-
cess was affected by participant’s experience with study tasks such that the
more experienced participants became with tasks over time, the higher their
likelihood of achieving grounded interaction. However, the experimenters
reported that while it was possible for participants to achieve grounded in-
teractions in both conditions, as expected, the time it took across both media
conditions were significantly different.
Birnholtz et al[14]’s experiment investigated the usefulness of visual infor-
mation in the on-going negotiation of common ground between a "helper"
and a "worker". Much like Gergle[62], and Kirk et al[95], Birnholtz et al[14]
take visual information to mean a video view of a worker’s workspace
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where a physical task was being performed. The task used in that study
primarily involved identifying and constructing Lego pieces. It required a
worker to construct "three multi-layered columns" of different Lego bricks
in specifically marked out contrasting sections on the workspace with the
helper providing guidance and direction. The experiment was conducted
using a 2x2 factorial within-subject design with two levels of task complex-
ity (— see Figure 3), and two configurations of the camera:
—1 Static camera — which provided only a "cursory" view
—2 Automatic camera — which provided a "detailed" view
Figure 3: Birnholtz et al[14]’s Lego builds for the simple and complex task
Figure 4: Birnholtz et al[14]’s setup showing the automated camera position, mon-
tior and a Worker’s workspace (i.e. the desk)
Figure 5: Birnholtz et al[14]’s Worker’s workspace — wide shot(left) and close-up
shots (right)
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As Figure 5 show, there are six distinctly marked-out work areas on the
worker’s work-desk. Five of these were used to construct the Lego columns
during the trials — one for each trial. The sixth one with white markings
at the top of the workspace was were all the Lego bricks were placed be-
fore the start of each trial. A helper and a worker each sat at a different
work-desk in the same room but were separated by a partition-type wall
in way that ensured they could still communicate but not see one another.
The worker was seated at the desk in Figure 4, with an LCD monitor po-
sitioned across the table which relayed back what a helper saw. A helper
was also given an LCD monitor which displayed the camera output from
the worker’s workspace. Additionally, “a helper was given an exact dupli-
cate of each completed layer, one at a time” [ibid., pp.270] and a map which
identified the "marked areas" the columns would be constructed in during
each trial.
Along with the familiar nuanced task performance measures, Birnholtz
et al[14] tested several grounding hypotheses in order to better understand
the use of visual information in the grounding process. Here are some of
their hypotheses:
— 1). Participants will ask fewer questions of each other when pro-
vided with detailed visual information than if only overview infor-
mation were provided 9.
— 2). Participants will use more deictic pronouns when provided
with detailed visual information than if only overview information
were provided.
— 3). Participants provided with detailed visual information will
use more acknowledgements of on-screen behaviour than those
provided with only overview information.
— 4). The benefit of the automatic camera would be greater for the
complex tasks than for simple tasks.
Results from the study showed that participants who first used the auto-
matic camera with the detailed view system, negotiated common ground
quickly. The mutual knowledge gained was also very useful to them when
it came to performing the same task using the static camera. Contrarily,
participants who first used the static camera were not able to draw on any
existing knowledge in similar fashion, plus “it took them longer to negotiate
common ground initially” [14][pp:273].
Task performance was fastest in the condition where the "cursory view"
system was used first. Nonetheless, this may be because participants using
the static camera spent more initial time negotiating common ground, the
consequences was the refinement of a faster mechanisms for making ver-
bal references to task components — mechanisms possibly enhanced by the
subsequent introduction of the detailed visual information hence the faster
performance that was observed. Furthermore, other results showed that par-
ticipants who used the automatic camera first asked far fewer questions than
those who used the static camera first — participants asked: (M = 16.45, SD
= 9.95) questions of each other in the detailed-view condition, contrasted
with (M 42.27, SD = 20.99) in the overview-only condition; F(1, 9) = 20.48, p
< .01. Additionally, it took longer to complete the task in the simpler tasks
9 The word "question" used here also extends to any utterance clarification query used by the
pair — in essence, this is actually a form of request for a speech repair. And we have included
this in the common ground coding schema reported in Chapter 5. It was also one of the coding
parameters which make up the "repair-episodes" measure in the experimental study (— see
Section 6.4.3)
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than in the complex task situations. The presence of visual information ap-
peared to have impeded the grounding process in simpler tasks, especially
when used when not necessary. But with the complex tasks, there were sig-
nificant improvements in the grounding process — this result was attributed
to the sufficiently detailed nature of their complex tasks which allowed for
the “differentiation of specific task components” [ibid., pp.281].
Like Birnholtz et al[14] and Kirk et al[95]’s, Fussell et al[58]’s bicycle
repair task still falls within a general class of “mentoring collaborative phys-
ical tasks, in which one person directly manipulates objects with the guid-
ance of one or more experts”[58][pp.1]. They investigated the relationship
between media effects on task performance and grounding, and the exper-
tise of a helper. The were interested in understanding how communication
media influence the strategies people use to ground their discussions. The
study asks unskilled workers to perform 3 repair tasks on a bicycle with the
guidance and assistance of either an expert or novice helper. A within-subject
3 x 3 incomplete factorial experimental design was used with pairs perform-
ing one task in each of three media conditions namely:
i) Side-by-side. ii) Audio-video. iii) Audio-only
Figure 6: Fussel et al[58]’s setup: a worker wearing a head-mounted audio/video
collaborative system: video camera with eye tracking capability.
A worker was asked to wear a head-mounted collaborative system seen
here in Figure 6 — this consisted of a camera with audio/video and eye-
tracking capabilities. A worker was also required to wear an additional
camera mounted on the head mount just above their left eye. This second
camera tracked the worker’s eye gaze. The results of a repeated measure
ANOVA analysis showed that pairs in the side-by-side condition completed
the repair tasks approximately 4 times faster than pairs in the mediated
conditions.
Dialogues in the side-by-side condition were also significantly more effi-
cient. Participant pairs in the side-by-side condition also received slightly
higher ratings in the quality of their repair tasks than pairs in the audio-
only and audio-video conditions — both these conditions also had very
insignificant differences between them. They found no evidence to support
the hypothesis that task performance and grounding is mediated by effect
of helper expertise.
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2.7 conclusion
To start with, this review has demonstrated that the success of any com-
municative situation [34][63][98] or collaborative endeavour [58][62][113] re-
lies weightily on common ground (or mutual knowledge, mutual beliefs,
shared understanding, and so on) — in that it helps parties to jointly con-
struct meanings [143] and representations. Additionally, the review demon-
strates that as the shared understanding between parties increases, they
begin communicating more efficiently and effectively; speech interruptions
and speaker conversational turns become fewer [164]; as are the conversa-
tional breakdowns, requests for repair and repairs [7]10.
The review has shown that parties are often forced to consider using al-
ternative grounding techniques as a consequence of the "media constraints
and costs" — where costs represents the actual efforts to the participants,
whether it be in form of speech production, message reception or message
understanding, etc. These statements, while establishing the importance of
common ground, or media cost or constraint trade-off, they do not address
the question of how and why different communication media or functionali-
ties influence the grounding process. A review of related work on mediated-
communicative situations is needed — this is what Chapter 4 covers.
The results of the qualitative analysis of the experimental video data in
Chapter 7 further validates the findings in this review — which is that me-
dia constraints (or affordances) and grounding costs do influence the choices
people make about what grounding techniques they adopt. In fact with re-
spect to the study reported in this thesis, these led participants to use the
shared visual workspace rather than verbalise their presentations in ways
that allowed them to minimize their communication effort. This is only pos-
sible because the tool offered all parties a means to see the same task infor-
mation at the same time.
Additionally, several scholarly contributions to the common ground litera-
ture all appear to subscribe to the idea that common ground is progressively
built on a chronicle of the joint activities parties perform —- such that the
state of the existing common ground at the start of a discourse or collab-
orative activity changes over time as the activity progresses [30][96] [166].
There also appear to be a consensus that in most communicative contexts,
participants start off with some initial common ground — which generally
includes several pertinent information that people bring to a joint activity
[22][30] [96]. To this end, to align the present work within this theoretical
premise, the researcher gave pairs (taking part in the experiment in study2)
a common task artefact — aptly called Exhibit 52, and discussed this artefact
with group members at their pre-task briefing session. This way, Exhibit 52
became part of the established initial common ground that group members
had going into the task.
Evidence from the review here helped the researcher construct the cod-
ing schema reported in Chapter 5 for analysing the negotiation of com-
mon ground. For example, Clark and Brennan[31]’s theories on evidence
of understanding and mutual ladder of understanding informed the devel-
opment of the code category: Understanding Check in the coding schema.
10 In like manner, the experimental study reported in Chapter 6 operationalises grounding effort
as repair-episodes on the theoretical foundation that people use less repair strategies, in other
words they make fewer repairs, over time as the joint task progress and the shared understand-
ing increases.
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2.8 post hoc analysis
Coming up is Chapter 3.
There, crucially for the work we do later on in the research, the researcher
identifies and develops an understanding of intelligence analysis domain
specific task features such as "task complexities" and "task cognitive chal-
lenges".
If as the researcher expects that an intelligence team’s overall cognitive
performance can in fact be affected by some or all of the intelligence analysis
domain factors categorized in Chapter 3, then that characterization in turn
allows us to connect these back to other "common ground" related social
interaction factors such as analysts’ "failing to recall critical information, or
misinterpreting information in the face of conflicting information" [126][452]
— factors that has been substantially discussed in the present chapter.
Additionally, the intelligence domain features in Chapter 3 can cause both
human errors and communication breakdowns in collaborative intelligence
analysis practices. This is what makes the task characterization in Chapter 3
interesting.
Similarly and perhaps more importantly, the literature review in Chap-
ter 3 on intelligence analysis provided the basis for developing an under-
standing of and for defining the knowledge sharing and information pro-
cessing requirements in Chapter 4 , for shared visual workspace technology
to aid and augment the human working memory of a team of remote ana-
lysts working on a collaborative intelligence tasks. And for understanding
how remote analysts can benefit from using the shared visual workspace
to utilize a greater range of analytical approaches and to manage a larger
set of the intelligence task complexities — all of which are necessary within
for increasing their shared meanings, and for establishing and maintaining
common ground in order to advance their discussions and collaborative in-
telligence analysis endeavours.
Further, some of the different aspects to a piece of intelligence evidence
or the presupposed relationships between evidence proposed in Chapter 3
may not be relevant under one analyst’s viewpoint (or private perspective).
However, in a joint endeavour involving more than analyst, as the collabora-
tive intelligence analysis efforts gets underway, often the notion of common
ground — which we have been describing here in Chapter 2, interlaces with
these private perspectives, such that the ensuing social interaction forces an-
alysts to consider all (or multiple) relevant viewpoints, which would render
the outcome or interpretation may be different.
For example, using their existing common ground it is expected that ana-
lysts may then decide to "dynamically morph one person’s private perspec-
tive into the other’s, in order to highlight commonalities, mappings, or the
differences between them, or else to fuse one or more perspectives to show
an aggregate representation" [19][pp.130]. This way their private perspec-
tives are shared and continually updated via a "flexible, joint perspective
known as common ground" [ibid].
Therefore, by considering all (or multiple) perspectives through ground-
ing — the process of negotiating meanings and shared representations, the
researcher argues that this is more beneficial for delivering better outcome
for the intelligence task.
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Intelligence is a specialized form of knowledge, an activity, and
an organization —Moore[116]
3I N T E L L I G E N C E A N A LY S I S
As introduced in Chapter 1, in this thesis, the domain of interest to study the
negotiation of common ground, and how voice in addition to video and / or
shared visual workspace communication media impacts on the grounding
process is the intelligence analysis discipline.
And this is primarily because such a study involving complex intelligence
analysis tasks presents us with an interesting challenge because of its inher-
ent nature [— its dynamism, its high cognitive demands on the human work-
ing memory, and so on] while offering us a setting in which to research more
generally things to do with common ground and real-time remote shared
visual workspace-mediated collaboration, away from the traditional tasks
predominantly focusing on the identification and manipulation of physical
objects.
Chapter 3 examines what sets intelligence analysis tasks apart from other
forms of sensemaking and analysis activities. Therefore, consideration is
given in this chapter to the characteristics of a typical intelligence tasking
and the things that makes intelligence analytic tasks unique and different.
Additionally, this chapter also looks at the roles of an intelligence analyst —
all of which are pivotal in the tasks the researcher designs for study 1 & 2
reported later on in the thesis.
3.1 intelligence analysis landscape
Intelligence and the intelligence analysis landscape have begun changing in
light of the two most revolutionary incidences of intelligence failures: “the
Intelligence Community’s (IC) failure to prevent the 9/11 terrorist attacks,
and the inaccuracies in the 2002 National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) on
Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction program” [136] [pp.56].
Post 9/11 studies of US intelligence and critics and sceptics alike, claim
that the US inter-agency intelligence failures led to 9/11 al-Qaeda terror-
ist incidence. Numerous bipartisan and independent commissions into both
these incidences commonly attributed those intelligence failures to the ‘dys-
functional’, ‘conflictual’, ‘fragmented’, and ‘organizational cultures’ of US
Intelligence agencies [6][pp.479]. Others have cited the lack of ‘inter-agency
collaboration’. The Joint Congressional Investigation Report on 9/11 al-Qaeda ter-
rorist attacks claims this is the main reason why US intelligence organizations
failed to pre-empt and possibly prevent the 9/11 attacks [94]. In fact, critics
will argue that if at all any form of collaboration and information sharing ex-
isted in the intelligence community prior to 9/11, this was limited to within
intelligence organizations, but rarely between organizations.
The British Intelligence failures over Iraq WMD assessments resulted in
widespread calls for reforms in the UK [118]. And in the US, the fallout
from those intelligence failures was even more severe. The following ex-
cerpts from Rosenbach and Peritz’s report titled “Confrontation or Collabora-
tion” substantiates these claims: “The 9/11 attacks and concerns about the
30
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poor analysis of the Iraq WMD NIE created a sense of urgency for immedi-
ate, dramatic reform of the Intelligence Community (IC) ” [136][pp.56].
As a consequence of the 9/11 attacks, and heightened public scrutiny,
US senators passed the bill for the introduction of “The Intelligence Reform
and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 (IRTPA)”. Rosenbach and Peritz[136]’s
report indicated that the IRTPA of 2004 “resulted in the IC’s largest reorga-
nization in more than 30 years” — one of these initiatives was IRTPA’s es-
tablishment of inter-agency centers, and alignment of intelligence analysis,
collection, and operations from various IC entities together to foster collab-
oration.
Any measures to eliminate the bureaucratic bottlenecks, organizational
stove-pipes, and complex policies which impede and sometimes even pre-
vent information sharing and collaboration among IC and other government
organizations, should be considered as part of any wide-ranging sweeping
IC reform initiatives. Saying that, it stands to reason that the IC is expected
to become less sturdy about the apotheosized “need to know” mantra in her
intelligence practices. Needless to say, the thinking here is that a move to-
wards a culture of a “responsibility-to-provide” and “free sharing of intel-
ligence information”, rather than one of “need to know” could yield more
dividends in the fight against terrorism [Ibid., pp.56].
The IC needs to start rethinking its intelligence analytic practices. It needs
to embrace the changing intelligence landscape, one that above all recog-
nises that intelligence analysis is a group effort rather than the product of a
single analyst working alone [80]. It is a collective effort which is driven by
the significant input of multiple analysts from within the same organization,
and /or across multiple agencies. Sullivan[151] describes a future of contem-
porary intelligence where “developing the intelligence needed to anticipate,
prevent, disrupt, or mitigate the effects of an attack requires the production
of intelligence in a collaborative and integrated endeavour by a number of
analysts within or across agencies” [pp.29]. This is commonly referred to as
the “co-production” of intelligence.
3.2 defining intelligence analysis
Intelligence literature is rife with diverse interpretation of intelligence analy-
sis. Tecuci et al[157] describes the construct as the concurrent processing of
evidence in search of hypotheses, then hypotheses in search of evidence, and
evidential testing of hypotheses. In this way, intelligence analysis is a cease-
less cyclic activity which involves the discovery of “hypotheses, evidence,
and arguments linking evidence to hypotheses” [Ibid., pp.5]. According to
them, in this process, as the evidential testing of hypotheses is going on,
evidences are being used in search of hypotheses, and hypotheses in search
of evidence.
Lefebvre[107] offers an alternative definition to the above. According to
the author, intelligence analysis places raw information in the right context,
using it to make inferences about other related attributes or about the state
of the world that are not directly observable. To achieve this, an analyst first
describes what is known, highlights any interrelationships between known
elements in order to make judgements, then offer a forecast. Fischhoff and
Chauvin[54] corroborates this; they extend this definition with the claim that
the mission in many intelligence analysis undertaking, serves to evaluate,
integrate, and interpret information.
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Several conditions converge in intelligence analysis to create a distinctive
situation — one that separates it from other analysis domains. Firstly, in in-
telligence analysis “the potential always exists for deleterious consequences
if the analysis proves incorrect” [Ibid., pp.57]. Secondly, unlike other analytic
domains, there is always the potential for intelligence evidence to contain
deliberately misleading information. Thirdly, more than any other analytic
domains, there are more challenges in evaluating the credibility and validity
of information. Fourthly, the potential for analysis bias is high.
3.3 understanding the intelligence analysis process
Kang and Stasko[91]’s ethnographic observational field study of intelligence
analysts offers an insightful characterization of the processes and methods
inherent in real-world practices of intelligence analysis. They identify four
component processes which they deemed to be essential to the success of
intelligence analysis efforts — constructing a conceptual model, data collec-
tion, analysis, and production. Gray and Slade[69] describes intelligence as
both a process and a product — they see this as a five-step process, which
form an iterative cycle.
Several interpretations of the intelligence process abound in intelligence
literature. Conventionally, the intelligence analysis process has been repre-
sented by the intelligence cycle model. But there are no universally accept-
able visual representation of the intelligence cycle. Inconsistencies about this
abound in intelligence literature despite the popularity of the model.
Gray and Slade[69] describes a traditional doctrinal intelligence cycle which
they depicted as a repeating process consisting of five operational categories
— planning/direction, collection, processing/exploitation, analysis/production, and
dissemination (— see Figure 7). Johnston[90] also sees the intelligence anal-
ysis cycle as a continuous process with segmented phases conducted in se-
quence. Peterson[125] substantiates this with the claim that “each step feeds
the following step” [pp.7].
Nonetheless, this cyclic representation is not illustrative of real world ap-
plication of intelligence analysis. Treverton[163], corroborates this, he argues
that in reality, the various phases of the process are all conducted concur-
rently. For instance, one may observe an analyst processing available in-
formation while also collecting additional information, and planning and
directing the collection effort to meat new demands.
Figure 7: The Intelligence Process — Johnston[90]
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Now lets look at each of these processes individually. As stated by Peter-
son[125], decision makers identify intelligence requirements, presents this
to the intelligence community at the planning and direction phase. The phase
also signals the start and finish of the intelligence process, and it occurs
throughout the intelligence cycle. The management of the entire intelligence
effort takes place here — from receiving specific intelligence requirements
from the policy-maker, to establishing the priorities of the requirements, to
“matching collection resources to these requirements” [69][pp.499].
Gathering of intelligence information which fits the collection require-
ments, is performed at the collection phase. It involves the exploitation of in-
formation sources to gather information for the appropriate processing unit.
Analysts develop a plan for collecting relevant data which they continuously
update as the intelligence develops. In this way, intelligence requirements
are repeatedly refined during these collection exercises [163]. Richards[131]
corroborates this, and concedes that interim returns to the planning and di-
rection phase occur throughout the cycle. Several factors can diminish the
efficiency of intelligence collection efforts. Johnston[90] substantiates this,
and cites the constricting effects of using inadequate, insufficient or obso-
lete “means and methods” in gathering intelligence information as possible
factors to consider.
At the intelligence processing phase, the collected data is organized and
prepared for analysis. One of the activities included here is the recording
of information. Here, information is transformed into some sort of written
form or graphical representation, then arranged into groups of related enti-
ties [Ibid.]. New information are continually processed as they filter through.
During the intelligence process, analysts are continuously engaged in iden-
tifying information gaps, while also acquiring information to complete, con-
firm, or refute fragmentary information. Something else that needs to be
mentioned is that the sequence for information processing is determined by
the nature and urgency of the information, so that for instance, while infor-
mation that is not of immediate value is processed, a partially developed
intelligence may be disseminated if it is needed immediately [Ibid.].
The analysis and production phase is at the heart of the intelligence process;
it is central to the mission of any intelligence community [147]. In theory,
this step is an extension of the previous one. The processing of collected
data continues here. At this phase in the intelligence process, information is
converted to knowledge, and information becomes intelligence [149]. It in-
volves the querying of information data sources for reliability, validity and
accuracy. “During this step, expert analysts evaluate information for impor-
tance and context; they draw not only from current reporting, but also from
extensive historical knowledge bases to determine the reliability and sig-
nificance of newly collected information” [125][pp.9]. It involves analysing
processed data, drawing hypotheses, and testing these in order to produce
a meaningful product with the correct assessments of events. The analysis phase
and the analytic
activities inherent in
it, form the nucleus
of the entire
intelligence process.
Peterson[125] describes the dissemination phase as where a satisfactorily
evaluated and finished intelligence product is circulated to the decision mak-
ers. The success of the intelligence analysis process hinges on this step. The
entire intelligence process will count for naught if analysts fail to get fin-
ished intelligence into the hands of the policy-makers and final users. Fail-
ing to complete this step successfully is tantamount to actually missing the
purpose of the intelligence cycle.
Some models depict the intelligence cycle as only a four step process
others as a five step. The terminologies and visual representations of the in-
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telligence process may change from one researcher to the next, this notwith-
standing, the fundamental activities of the intelligence process are more or
less the same.
3.3.1 Collaborative Intelligence Analysis
To quote Cooper[39] on the subject of inter-agency collaboration:
“The success of the Intelligence Community depends on the pro-
motion of an entire set of effective collaborations: among analysts;
between analysts and collectors; between analysts and operations
officers; between analysts and the intelligence users; and not least,
between community analysts and information sources outside the
intelligence or national security enterprise” [39][pp.56].
Earlier in Section 3.1, it was stated that the lack of collaboration within
and among intelligence organisations was cited in The Joint Congressional
Investigation Report on the 9/11 al Qaeda terrorist attack as the main reason for
the failure of US intelligence to detect, and possibly prevent the attack. If any
form of collaboration existed in the intelligence community prior to 9/11, it
would have been limited to information sharing within an organization, and
not across organizations.
Intelligence literature commonly agree that no single agency is able to
survey all the available information. Also, Arney et al[2] even reported that
the quality of finished intelligence can be enhanced in an environment that
encourages the free flow of data across the IC. It is no wonder the right
direction for the IC is to change old cultures and practices to make way for
those ones that will enable her exchange information more rapidly [111].
As part of changing current intelligence cultures and values, appropriate
incentive structures that promotes information sharing and collaboration
would first need to be created [39].
Organizational stove-piping and technological constraints have been com-
monly cited in prior research as the causes of failures in intelligence col-
laboration. But the situation is actually more complex than that. To a large
extent, issues with the current work practices and processes, and organiza-
tional culture are partly to blame. The account ownership structure within
or among intelligence agencies creates an environment of institutional and
individual ownership, and according to Cooper[39], while this may be ben-
eficial in providing a basis for accountability, it “inhibits sharing, coopera-
tion, and collaboration” [Ibid., pp.31]. In turn, this encourages stove-piping
by the collection disciplines.
From the foregoing, the consensus appears to be that collaboration, inte-
gration and information sharing would need to form the core of any modern
intelligence analysis practices. Brockington[21] agrees with this; he argues
that the IC should consider embracing a future that synchronizes the col-
lection and analysis processes while also fostering collaborative intelligence
analysis.
The Joint Congressional Investigation Report on the 9/11 al Qaeda terrorist at-
tack recommended that the IC begin capitalizing on inter-agency analytical
strengths in order for her to have or perhaps better understand diverse per-
spectives on terrorist targets and threats. According to Yamashita et al[172],
in the UK, the government’s recent strategy changes are aimed at increas-
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ing collaborative intelligence analysis and information sharing between her
intelligence agencies.
Indications are that the IC is undergoing a paradigm shift with respect
to the exchange and management of information. The IC is recognising that
although the function of an intelligence analyst may be inherently an indi-
vidual knowledge construction process, a construction of knowledge also
occurs through collaboration and corroboration. Indeed, although for most
part, analysts work individually, they also often work in teams to interpret
and contextualize the information request, and to determine which informa-
tion to collect.
Connors et al[35] substantiates this, they say that collaborative analysis is
mostly evident in “the information gathering, distillation of salient informa-
tion fragments, and interpretation of that information” [pp.629]. Technolo-
gies are equally emerging that make it easier for teams within and across
intelligence agencies to assemble, share information, and work together to
solve complex problems [2].
Although the excitement and expectations of collaborative intelligence
analysis is at it’s highest, one mustn’t appear naive to the requirement for
intelligence analysts and agencies to protect the information they receive, or
indeed, the need to maintain security. The biggest challenges intelligence or-
ganizations face is balancing the need to collaborate with the imperative to
maintain control and security. The issue of fostering a healthy collaboration
and information sharing environment without compromising security and
governance is thus a very significant issue in the IC.
Existing security paradigms attaches less importance to effective collab-
orative exploitation, and analysis, and cross-fertilization; in comparison to
information protection. Cooper[39]’s study of analytic pathologies further
revealed that the current security mindsets among or within intelligence
agencies is “extremely risk averse with respect to potential information loss,
and it fosters procedures that make it difficult to pull together and share
files of relevant information, to bring fresh perspectives to bear, and to ex-
ploit the synergies of expert collaboration”[pp.39].
To conclude, while we are on the current discourse, this thesis working
definition for distributed collaborative intelligence analysis is:
“Distributed collaborative intelligence analysis describes collabora-
tion via a mediated communication, by a group of two or more in-
telligence analysts (from within the same or different intelligence
organizations), on a common intelligence analysis task, while shar-
ing information and contributing their respective ideas, knowledge,
expertise, or experience, to produce a finished intelligence for the
policy maker” [Ibid., pp.np]
Hart and Simon[75] corroborates important elements of the definition above;
they allude that:
“It is important for analysts, collectively, to be able to state multiple
positions that address an issue from potentially conflicting, multi-
disciplinary perspectives”[Ibid, pp.53].
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3.3.2 Role of an Intelligence Analyst
Marita Cook — a strategic analyst at FBI Headquarters says a good intelli-
gence analyst: “have to be very data oriented; you need to understand the
data and how all the pieces can be used together to see the larger picture;
you need to be intrigued by questions such as: why are things happening
the way they are?”. And above all, she said, “you have to be persistent, fol-
lowing every lead to its logical conclusion” (FBI Official website)1.
Excerpts from the FBI Official website provide the following insights into
the job description of an intelligence analyst. It says there that the duty of
an intelligence analyst is:
1) To navigate a variety of records, reports, case files, com-
munications and other sources to support the research and
analysis of an intelligence task requirement. 2) To identify,
and glean useful intelligence information from intelligence
sources, and investigations, analyze the data, and synthesize
the information into reports that can be disseminated. 3) To
develop specific expertise, discern patterns, and to display an
accurate understanding of threats — whether current or fu-
ture. 4) To apply rich inductive reasoning skills in order to
produce a proactive approach to potential threats.
Regardless of what discipline or program area analysts work in, the primary
responsibility of intelligence analysts bottom line, is to gather, analyze, and
most importantly, to disseminate intelligence information (FBI Official Web-
site)2. The analysis of inordinate amounts of disparate, often conflicting, and
dynamic intelligence data depend on the skills, training and judgement of
the analysts [54] to make the best possible evaluation of what is usually an
incomplete, inconsistent, and potentially deceptive intelligence information
[66].
Every analysts’ job, though daunting, is essentially to make sense of a
complicated mass of information. As a consequence, the hallmark of the
intelligence analyst’s job lies in his ability to sift through vast datasets, fuse
disparate streams of data, link unrelated events to construct an accurate
interpretation of a situation, and rapidly arrive at analytical decisions and
predictions for use by policy makers [157][170]. To do so, analysts would
require so many types of sophisticated reasoning skills [54].
Faced with many analytic complexities all of which make the decision
making of analysts daunting, intelligence analysts often have to rely on sev-
eral tools to compliment their analytical skills in order to navigate those
challenges [157]. Furthermore, intelligence analysis are fraught with several
cognitive limitations. An analyst have to contend with high cognitive work-
load. Intelligence literature show that these can impact on the quality of
intelligence products; they may even impede on the accuracy and timely
delivery of intelligence products. And in many of these circumstances these
can ultimately result in intelligence surprises and failures.
To mitigate these cognitive limitations, then go on to make stunningly
compelling arguments for the final intelligence product, the analyst must
considerably weigh all alternative viewpoints to the intelligence task at
1 http://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/2011/august/intelligence-analysts-subject-matter-experts/
intelligence-analysts
2 FBI Official website: http://www.fbi.gov
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hand, and not just his assumptions [156], by developing multiple hypothe-
ses, then seek out information from the evidence pool that can invalidate
many of them [66].
Tecuci[157] identify 5 further distinctive factors which contribute to the
complexity and intricacy of the intelligence analysts’ tasks as:
(1) Available evidence is dissonant to some degree. (2) Evi-
dence is always incomplete. (3) Evidence is commonly incon-
clusive. (4) Evidence is frequently ambiguous. (5) Challenges
in evaluating the validity and credibility of evidence.
Time pressure is also an important element of the work. An analyst also has
to shoulder the responsibility of the delicate task of drawing defensible and
plausible conclusions from the evidence pool. The onus is on the analyst
to make strong arguments in support of the data or evidence before him
in terms of its relevancy, credibility, and inferential weight [116][157] — the
strength of which will depend on the richness of his imaginative and critical
reasoning abilities.
Heuer[79] contends that in practice, it is almost impossible to separate the
mindsets of an intelligence analyst. Similarly, Richards[131] explains that
analysts typically approach intelligence requests with assumptions of their
own — assumptions nurtured through years of training, and experience,
which often create a mindset that influences their interpretation of the evi-
dence before them.
With that being said, such presumptions are not always well adapted to
the requirements of the initial intelligence request. If one considers the sheer
volume and complexities of the intelligence data [156] that an analyst must
sort through in his head, then one may begin to comprehend why many
researchers including Heuer[79] argue that the mindsets of intelligence ana-
lysts are inescapable in intelligence analysis practices.
What is clear from the foregoing is that we recommend a cautious ap-
proach to the intelligence tasking, one where the analyst sees “a well-developed
mindset as both the strength, and occasionally the achilles heel, of the expe-
rienced analyst” [ibid., pp.76].
3.3.3 Intelligence Analysis, Memory and Visual Information
In practice, in many cases analysts have more information than they can
grapple with or digest. But according to Fukuda et al[55]:
“The amount of information we can actively maintain in mind is very
limited” [55][pp.177].
Correspondingly, Stasko et al[147] argues that:
“As the number of documents and the corresponding number of con-
cepts and entities within the documents grow larger, sense-making
processes become more and more difficult for the analysts” [147][pp.118].
This capacity limitation of the mind to actively hold information is facili-
tated by what has been described as the working memory [55]. People gen-
erally find it difficult connecting the dots to a problem in all its complexity.
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To illustrate, it is quite the case that a person may not be able to retain all
the pros and cons they make to a problem in their head at the same time
even when the different arguments are necessary for them to establish how
these balance off against each other.
If therefore we expect that a person’s human memory should provide a
continuous input into the analytical process, then one would lean towards
Heuer[78]’s thinking which suggests that: anything that influences what
information a person remembers or is able to recall from memory, should
also ultimately influence the intelligence analysis process. And this is what
a shared visual workspace essentially does, as we will show in the next
chapter.
What is plausible is that in the absence of any resources to mitigate the
mind’s capacity to retain vast amount of intelligence information, analysts
are left to their own devices. In actual fact, barring any useful way of deal-
ing with the severe limitation of the human short term memory, people are
commonly forced to choose between:
“Remembering or interpreting or taking notes on information re-
ceived moments ago, or pay attention to information currently be-
ing received” Heuer[78][pp.19].
This may explain why one way that analysts try to get round these cognitive
limitations and to aid their working memory is by adopting the popular
technique of externalizing the problem — where they note down on a paper
the main arguments to the problem and how they relate to each other.
However, in a collaborative situation particularly, a channel with support
for shared visual information is needed to assist analysis activities, and help
parties deal with their cognitive limitations — including enhancing their
cognitive abilities to retain and retrieve information. In fact, “tools that cou-
ple visual and human expertise in productive ways”[24][pp.33] are needed
to boost human cognition to help analysts sort through and make sense
of the intelligence data, and to notice and quickly interpret patterns and
relationships in complex datasets.
3.3.4 Characterizing Intelligence Analytic Tasks
Intelligence analytic tasks share certain characteristics, some of which are
considered here. Firstly, intelligence analysis is a highly complex and time-
critical activity. It is an event-driven activity, one that also requires routine
monitoring for possible surprises by adversarial nations [Patterson, 2001]. Im-
plicit in that statement is the idea that intelligence data or tasks is masked
with deceptive elements. Furthermore, intelligence data are traditionally
very problematic in nature – their sheer volume and variability is notably
quite intricate to process.
Intelligence evidence often contain noise or irrelevant data – sometimes
this manifests as inaccurate data. Also, the ambiguities of intelligence data
make it extremely difficult for analysts to decipher their hidden meanings
or messages. Heuer[79] corroborates this and concedes that analysts make
their intelligence judgements typically on information that is both ambigu-
ous and potentially deceptive. This is equally supported by Taylor[156], who
also claims that the deceptive elements in intelligence data could be purely
by accident or put there on purpose. Therefore, analysts must be prepared
to consider the fact that information sources could be purposefully decep-
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tive [89]. Ultimately, the intelligence analysis process mandates that analysts
strive to detect and identify any anomalies and outliers in an intelligence ev-
idence [90].
Reliability and credibility of intelligence information and sources are noto-
riously questionable. Intelligence evidence are sometimes shy of perfection
with respect to believability and credibility [157]. Intelligence data are noto-
rious for containing disparate or contradictory pieces of information. They
are unstructured and heterogeneous [147]. As such, the role of the analyst
is to make difficult judgements, and assess the relevance, and reliability of
these sources [129].
Additionally, a general consensus in intelligence literature is that the mass
of evidence upon which an intelligence analyst’s conclusion rests are always
incomplete, commonly inconclusive and dissonant to some degree [157].
The dissonance may be because certain evidence favours or aligns with one
over the other. Other common characteristics of intelligence analysis tasks
are: the pervasiveness of uncertainty in intelligence information and the de-
mand to fuse information from multiple sources [26].
According to Jenkins and Bisantz[89] both these factors account for most
of the complexities analysts face with intelligence information. As a conse-
quence they contribute to the challenges of evaluating the accuracy of intel-
ligence assessments. To all of these the researcher adds that the following
contribute to the challenges of intelligence analysis tasks:
(1) lack of data availability or missing pedigree data
(2) data overload
(3) dynamic and evolving nature of information over time.
Unlike other forms of analysis, intelligence data are more volatile; the conse-
quences of failure could be dire — the cost of failure or delay very often re-
sults in the loss of life or damage to national security [156]. For instance, the
failure to detect and prevent 9/11 al-Qaeda terrorist attacks resulted in huge
casualties of US citizens. The significant impact of intelligence products on
national policy contribute to make the task challenging. These critical ele-
ments of intelligence analysis sets it apart from other forms of analysis and
sense-making activities .
To summarize, intelligence analysis tasks and data are ingrained with var-
ious uncertainties, complexities, and contradictory evidence. The variability
and diversity of information sources are other characteristics. Intelligence
evidence are commonly represented in multiple formats. Intelligence infor-
mation are also always incomplete, heterogeneous and unstructured. They
are ambiguous, volatile, potentially deceptive, and substantially composed
of irrelevant or inaccurate evidence. They are dynamic and constantly evolv-
ing over time.
3.3.5 Intelligence Analytic Approaches
The researcher categorizes analysts’ functions as: descriptive, explanatory, eval-
uative, or forecasting. To perform these functions analysts must arm them-
selves with an extensive tool-kit of different analytical techniques. At a min-
imum, one must expect an analyst to be skilled in: use of logic, statistical in-
ference, cause and effect analysis, probability analysis, and decision-making
models [80].
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Majority of the analytic techniques used in modern intelligence analysis
practices fall under 4 broad categories according to Heuer[80]. These are:
1) Traditional analysis which includes the "inductive reason-
ing", "deductive reasoning", "abductive reasoning", "critical
thinking", and "cases study" processes. 2) Quantitative empir-
ical data-driven technique. 3) Quantitative expert-generated
data technique. Dynamic modelling, and simulation fall un-
der this category. 4) Structured analytic methods.
The structured analytic approach when used appropriately can mitigate the
impact of an analyst’s cognitive limitations and thinking pitfalls; it can also
effectively counteract any confirmation bias [ibid., pp.3]. So many forms of
structured analytic techniques abound some of whom we give mention here.
Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) methodology offers an unbiased ap-
proach for generating and evaluating alternative and multiple competing
hypotheses in order to explain the intelligence situation.
Brainstorming and starbursting analytic methodologies are idea generation
techniques; such techniques stimulate the analyst’s mind into considering
multiple perspectives of an intelligence problem. Here a group of analysts
converge to generate several who? what? where? when? why? and how?
questions through brainstorming [80][81]
Scenarios method describes the identification and grouping events into
plausible scenarios, and indicators — which describes the noting down of
indicators to explain an intelligence situation or tasking [81]. “A story is a
powerful abstraction used by intelligence analysts to conceptualize threats
and understand patterns as part of the analytical process” [49][pp.1].
With the cause and effect analysis approach and the key-assumptions-check
method in particular, it involves the analyst applying his awareness of simi-
lar situations and expert judgement and situational logic to try and explain
a new intelligence problem [81].
SWOT analysis is a method used to evaluate the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats inherent in an intelligence plan, or decision. Pros-
cons-fixes-and-faults technique comes in handy when the aim is to systemati-
cally examine a choice between two options [ibid.].
Devil’s advocacy describes a method where an independent evaluator is
invited to critique a proposed analytic judgement, plan, or decision, and to
build the best possible case against it [ibid.]. Although Delphi method also
involve the use of external evaluators, in these situations however, the aim
is often not to critique, instead it is to glean ideas, judgements or forecasts
from different external experts [ibid.].
Finally we come to structured debates technique. Prior research have com-
monly claimed that the use of structured group debates is been out-phased
from modern intelligence analysis practices. The technique involves parties
presenting and refuting one another’s arguments.
3.3.6 Intelligence Disciplines
Moore[116] stated that intelligence is created through the analysis, synthesis,
and interpretation of evidence, preferably in collaborative "multiple-source
combinations". To produce the finished intelligence, analysts first treats in-
formation "from multiple sources" individually as single sources, then com-
bines them for an "all-source" analysis perspective.
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Stasko et al[147] assert that the types, scale, diversity, and heterogeneity of
intelligence data sources is both enormous and challenging. Indeed several
intelligence analysis disciplines abound, each with their unique vocabular-
ies, distinct analytical methods, and requiring unique expertise [156]. Intelli-
gence literature is littered with different categorization of intelligence disci-
pline (or information sources). Moore[116] categorizes these into 2 namely:
classified and unclassified — we examine some of these individually below.
humit describes intelligence information collected through the recruit-
ment and exploitation of human sources through overt, covert or clandes-
tine means (FBI Official Website)3. Here, information is extracted whether
passively and actively from human sources employing a variety of tech-
niques. Examples include surveillance, or ’tailing’ of subjects. sigint de-
scribes intelligence-gathered through the interception of electronic transmis-
sions and voice communications. It involves use of techniques such as wire-
taps, bugging, and interception of email or online chat room conversations
[69].
comint is a type of sigint which involves the interception of voice com-
munications or messages between parties. osint relates to all manner of un-
classified information [148] that is legally available and in the public domain
[150]. The term "open" refers to overt, non-clandestine or non-secret pub-
licly available sources [9]. Examples of open data sources are: broadcasts,
posts, printed newspapers, magazines, radio, television, social-networking
sites, wikis, and blogs. asint combines osint and all other sources of in-
formation and intelligence, in the production of intelligence. asint is both
an intelligence discipline and a process used to produce intelligence from
many information sources.
techint is derived from the exploitation of foreign military materials
whether weapons, equipments, documents, and know-how, for strategic,
operational, and tactical purposes [144]. More often than not, the acquir-
ing nation gathers these technical intelligence information primarily to help
it’s armed forces avoid technological surprise. Shoham and Jacobsen[144]
agrees with this and concedes that “knowledge of the characteristics and ca-
pabilities of enemy weapons allows nations to develop effective countermea-
sures” [ibid., np]. Also, every now and again, a nation may exploit technical
intelligence data of another sovereign state for the purpose of adopting it
for its own military.
geoint consists of imagery intelligence, and geospatial intelligence infor-
mation. Geospatial information may include images about a specific place,
shapes, distance, measurements, and geophysical structures, however, social
information such as population also constitute geospatial information [141].
imint relates to intelligence information exploited from imagery captured
by means of visual photography, infrared sensors, lasers, radar, etc.
3.4 rethinking the intelligence analysis process
Here the researcher addresses the conceptions that intelligence analysis is a
form of sensemaking. A comparative study of intelligence analysis versus
sensemaking is undertaken — it covers a review of popular models and
theories of sensemaking, and the tenets of both constructs/domains. The re-
searcher examines modern trends and practices of collaborative intelligence
3 http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/intelligence/disciplines
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analysis and presents arguments in support of the parallel nature and fluid-
ity of real world applications of intelligence analysis.
3.4.1 Intelligence Analysis vs. Sensemaking
To better understand the sensemaking construct, let’s start by briefly review-
ing popular sensemaking models. Klein et al[96]’s data/frame model of
sensemaking (— see illustration in Figure 8) is founded on the principle that
people often start off with some initial perspective or framework whenever
they attempt to make sense of events.
The model describes this as frames. These can be expressed as: stories,
maps, or diagrams. Sensemaking is modelled in this case as a process of
fitting available data or information into frames — a “reciprocal process of
using data to identify a frame and using the available frame to determine
what counts as data” [ibid., pp 307]. It casts sensemaking as a two-way
relationship [R1/R2] between the data and frame where:
R1) – the frames define the sense-making data.
R2) – the data changes the frames.
Figure 8: Klein[96]’s Sensemaking Model
The data/frame model is contrived as two cycles of sensemaking: an elab-
oration cycle and a reframing cycle where three different activities takes place
around the frames — elaborating the frame, questioning the frame and refram-
ing. In Klein et al[96]’s view, elaborating the frame involves expanding or
adding more details to it; the sensemaker may reject the frame, and replace
it with a reliable alternative as part of questioning a frame, this may require
that he compares alternative frames to find the frame that plausibly links
the events being explained.
Pirolli and Card[130]’s sensemaking model is illustrated in Figure 9. It
shows process flows, and transformation of information; it depicts the anal-
ysis process as circles, and data-flow as rectangular boxes. In the model,
processes and data are set against the degree of effort and information struc-
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Figure 9: Pirolli and Card[130]’s Sensemaking Model
tures, and against two feedback loops of interacting activities, namely:
1) Foraging 2) Sensemaking
At the foraging loop an analyst searches for information, filters it, and reads
and extracts it into schemas; and at sensemaking loop he develop hypotheses
to best fit the evidence. This sensemaking model which is in fact an exten-
sion of Russell[139] ’s leaning loop sensemaking model, is similar in many
respects to Klein et al[96]’s model of sensemaking.
In the first instance, both models depict sensemaking as an organization
of data into templates — ("frames" in Klein’s and "schemas" in Pirolli and
Cards’s). Just like Pirolli and Card[130]’s schema, Klein et al[96]’s frame is
represented as a mental structure that organizes the data, while sensemak-
ing is the process of fitting information into that frame. Secondly, both these
models make provisions for top-down and bottom-up reciprocal relationships.
Often times when people refer to sensemaking they are talking about an
individual’s cognitive activity of iteratively finding information based on ini-
tial frameworks [97], or on initial representations[139], or through changing
of frameworks or representations to fit new information.
Nonetheless, the conceptions of sensemaking or indeed intelligence anal-
ysis as an individual cognitive activity with no social components are mis-
guided and may yet explain why so few have explored team sensemaking
or collaborative intelligence analysis.
Although Klein et al[98]’s subsequent re-interpretation of the data/frame
model perceive team sensemaking as a process of co-creation of knowledge
and social negotiation of inferences, one that often “depends on sustaining
a sufficiently high level of common ground that can permit efficient com-
munication”[ibid., pp.316], in point of fact, the two sensemaking models
that we have been discussing here offer very little or no support at all for
the grounding process even though grounding is integral to the success of
collaborative sensemaking or intelligence analysis processes.
Another criticism the researcher makes is that both of these models do
not include any descriptions or accounts of how collaboration or interaction
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might occur between multiple analysts during a collaborative sensemaking
task.
Contrarily, Connors[35] makes the argument that while many may still
perceive the function of the intelligence analysts as conventionally an in-
dividual cognitive activity, a significant social construction of knowledge
still occurs through collaborative intelligence analysis activities especially
during “information gathering, distillation of salient information fragments,
and interpretation of that information”[ibid.,pp.629].
In virtue of the foregoing arguments, one of novelties of this research is
that it addresses the negotiation of common ground — which is a social
aspect of team sensemaking or collaborative intelligence analysis that have
remained vaguely explored up till now.
Pirolli and Card[130]’s broad brush description of intelligence analysis
which Wu[170] also endorses, considers intelligence analysis as a form of
sensemaking. In that description, intelligence analysis is perceived as a sense-
making activity that transforms information into knowledge through “infor-
mation gathering, re-representation of the information in a schema that aids
analysis, the development of insight through the manipulation of this rep-
resentation, and the creation of some knowledge product or direct action
based on the insight” [ibid., pp.2].
Wu[170] believes that Pirolli and Card[130]’s information foraging and
sensemaking framework offers a useful platform for viewing or understand-
ing the intelligence analysis process. Researchers like Kang and Stasko[91],
including myself disagree — the model’s utility as a representation of real-
world intelligence processes is questioned. One can further argue that the
model itself merely describes how information transforms from its raw state
to reportable results, and how data flows, rather than how analysts work.
Kang and Stasko[91] substantiates these claims, they say the model merely
describes an information processing course rather than the intelligence anal-
ysis process. They even say “the linearity of the model could give researchers
an inaccurate impression” [ibid., pp.2] of the intelligence analysis process.
Furthermore, many researchers — [91][131] and [163], all stated that the
intelligence analysis process is anything but sequential as Pirolli and Card’s
sensemaking model demonstrates. Although, to be fair, the model does
cover the notion of iterations and revisions between the different phases
of the sensemaking process. Saying that, the model still leaves you with the
odd perception that the intelligence analysis process is comprised of isolated
phases with a transitioning existing between the phases [131]. And this is
simply not the case in practice.
Intelligence analysis is a much more complex process than information
processing [91] as depicted by popular sensemaking models. However, sense-
making is similar to the intelligence analysis mainly in the sense that the
tenets of the former also mandates the collection, perusal, and analysis of
vast amount of datasets from diverse sources for patterns or anomalies in
order to solve stunningly complex problems.
This thesis proposes that collaborative intelligence analysis must involve
the combined activities of information sharing, information processing, anal-
ysis of large amount of data from multiple sources, and the co-creation
of knowledge. Additionally, they must incorporate collaborative grounding
given that grounding is necessary to establish and maintain the common
ground necessary for such collaborative endeavours.
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3.4.2 Linear vs. Parrell Intelligence Analysis
Kang and Stasko[91] report that:
“Rather than working linearly, analysts work on everything during
almost the entire project. One can easily observe an analyst work-
ing on collecting new information while analyzing and checking the
credibility of previously collected sources at the same time” [pp.6].
Hulnick[86] stated that depicted in the traditional intelligence cycle is a cycli-
cal pattern which by all accounts is not a true representation of the intelli-
gence analysis process; this maybe partly because it omits important aspects
of the process. It is also impossible to truly grasp the complexities and depth
of the intelligence process from this representation. Furthermore, the tradi-
tional intelligence cycle (— see illustration in Figure 7), gives the impression
that the intelligence analysis process is both linear and sequential. Unfortu-
nately, in many real situations, various intelligence operations occur nearly
simultaneously with one another or may be bypassed altogether.
Also, the intelligence cycle model does not represent the iterative nature
of the intelligence analysis process. In reality, interim returns to the plan-
ning and direction phase occurs throughout the cycle [131]. For instance, the
challenges of defining the needs of the policy-maker may mean that the
intelligence requirements is repeatedly refined [90].
Pirolli and Card’s sensemaking model discuss this notion of iterations and
revisions between the intelligence analysis steps. However, their model still
gives the perception that the entire intelligence process consists of isolated
steps; with a transitioning between them. While this may be true to a certain
degree, especially if you consider that an analyst can naturally go from say
processing intelligence information to evaluating and analysing it, the fact
still remains that this transitional relationship is not explicit — the interac-
tions between stages of the intelligence process are never as transactional as
the traditional intelligence cycle or existing intelligence model depicts [131].
According Richards[131] the flow of intelligence are also more networked
and less cyclical in reality than as the traditional intelligence model depicts.
It is often argued that the distinct elements of the analysis process are very
closely coupled and their associations very organic. Kang and Stasko[91]
suggests that intelligence analysis processes are more parallel and run con-
currently. They even successfully demonstrated that in so many situations,
intelligence collection and analysis are integrated in the process of construct-
ing a frame4. They imply that the processes of determining how to address
an intelligence question, what to research, what to collect, and the criteria
to use, can become quickly embedded in the analysis process.
Furthermore, Johnston[90]’s criticisms of the intelligence cycle are that
the model does not recognise the differences in complexities and cognitive
demands for various tasking requirements. He also claims that the impact of
resource availability on analysts is not accurately represented in the model.
Greg Treverton’s “Real Intelligence Cycle” (— shown in Figure 10) paints
a more accurate picture of the process, and reveals the iterations between the
various stages of the process. Unlike previous versions of the intelligence
cycle, Treverton’s model provides a more realistic view of the intelligence
analysis process, while also highlighting the cognitive demands that the
process places on analysts [90].
4 Klein et al (2006) Data-Frame theory
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Figure 10: The Real Intelligence Cycle — Treverton[163]
3.5 prior hci/cscw research on intelligence analysis
Bier et al([11][12])’s experiments revealed that remote collaboration was
aided through the integration of novel collaboration features that support
the sharing of intermediate products and information between analysts. Re-
mote pairs using a visualization were shown to communicate more inten-
sively than collocated pairs [5]; implicit in that finding is the underlying
suggestion that communication is necessary not just to milk the benefits of
visualization tools but also for it’s importance for any remote collaboration.
The interrelationships between visualization and communication in the con-
text of collaborative problem solving is eloquently expressed by Hart and
Simon[75]:
“A shared context is required that allows analysts addressing a com-
mon issue to see and interact with each other’s work via formally
structured dialogues” [ibid., pp.53].
Billman et al[13]’s evaluation of CACHE — a web-accessible client-server
system designed to support collaborative intelligence analysis, revealed that
distributed pairs using the system were able to collaboratively overcome
priori biases, and negotiate common ground through consensus making,
and information shared directly with a collaborating partner. Results from
these studies suggest that incorporating artefact sharing capabilities and
communication was necessary to maximize the advantages of collaboration
and collaboration tools [ibid.].
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3.6 conclusion
Section 3.3.2 - 3.3.3 sets out the fundamental limitations in human mental
processes. There appear to be inherent practical limits in human mental ca-
pacity — and limits on how much the working or short term memory can
cope with. For example, it may be asking a lot of a person’s concentration
and their ability to recall information or what an analyst is able to grapple
with, if we ask them to listen to and to somehow analyse the relationship be-
tween 30, 40 or 50 unfamiliar difficult-to-articulate names scattered across a
vast amount of different data-type frameworks. The person’s working mem-
ory can quickly become saturated by such an effort [78]. To quote the author:
“Effort by the analyst to remember; or, recall the information may
require considerable time and strain”[ibid., pp.26].
Resources to mitigate the mind’s capacity to retain vast amount of intelli-
gence information are needed. Technological aids that augment a person’s
analytical reasoning capabilities or help them deal with their cognitive limi-
tations “hold promise as one way of assisting analysis activities” [147][pp.130].
Also, by offering analysts a way of visualizing and exploring data interac-
tively, they are able to make and track connections between data — quickly
too, and develop a clearer understanding of the underlying concepts, and
relationships in the vast collection of artefacts [ibid]. Additionally, it would
also ensure that analysts are able to communicate more intensely[11][12]. To
this end, the researcher argues in Chapter 4 that a co-orientation to task ob-
jects similar to the one a shared visual workspace platform offers is useful
for advancing the grounding process in communicative situations.
If indeed “an analysts’ understanding of events is greatly influenced by
the mind-set” [78][pp.26], and that their analytical performance is attributable
to a large extent to their mental models or mental capacity; and if true that
a shared visual information channel can help them cope with this capacity
limitation of the mind, should there not be more research to explore and
document how access to shared visual information influences analysts’ con-
duct of collaborative intelligence analysis tasks? Chapter 9 reviews video
and shared visual workspaces-mediated communications with this in mind.
Discussions on the intelligence analysis process in the present chapter,
and Greg Treverton’s “Real Intelligence Cycle” in particular, helps the reader
get a feel of the cognitive demands of intelligence analysis activities — a
claim that Johnston[90] substantiates. And as this is an important feature of
intelligence analysis, this knowledge is useful — especially when making
task design decisions for study1 and study2.
Additionally, the review here have shown that a typical intelligence task-
ing or requirement often involve scrutinizing multiple-source combination
of evidence (— humint, osint, techint, geoint, and so on). Additionally,
intelligence analysis activities now appear to be positively disposed towards
a collaborative all-source (asint) structure — this involve combining the ordi-
narily isolated single intelligence sources [116]5. For these reasons, the sim-
ulated "Reconnaissance Intelligence Analysis Scenario" and its related task
artefacts adapted for study2 was modelled after the roles of an all -source
5 The term "source" is used interchangeably with "discipline" — it is used here to both refer to a
type of intelligence domain, (E.g. humint, geoint), or how it was collected, (E.g. surveillance,
wire tapping.)
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intelligence analyst. So that group members assumed they were experts in all
the intelligence collection-disciplines represented in their evidence pool.
The growing recognition of this analytical approach within the IC be-
comes apparent when one considers the following statements from one for-
mer instructor at the U.S. Defence Intelligence Agency who the researcher
consulted with during the initial development stages for the task design for
study2. Speaking to the researcher he said:
“Laurence I really think you should consider restructuring your task
design. Well, in reality, intelligence analysis activities are now tended
towards the "all-source" structure as against single discipline. Plus
it would make your tasks more aligned with current practices. In
principle, depending on the requirements, you’re more likely now
to find analysts collaborating on a pool of evidence from "different
intelligence disciplines —not just one.”
As for the intelligence vs. sensemaking debate, considering we are led to
assume that sensemaking frameworks are appropriate for understanding
intelligence analysis activities [170][130], this is most certainly not the case.
This is because the review demonstrates that intelligence analysis is much
more complex process than simply information foraging and processing
which Kang and Stasko[91] and many others identify with sensemaking.
The intelligence process is also anything but sequential [91] [131][163] as
Pirolli and Card’s sensemaking model and several others depicts. Implicit
in these findings is the notion that intelligence analysis is indeed somewhat
different from the more general sensemaking activities.
Additionally, over and beyond the features of intelligence analytic tasks
which are restated below, what sets intelligence analysis apart from other
forms of sensemaking and analysis activities are its volatility and unpre-
dictability but also because failure or delay could threaten national security
or result in loss of human life. To fully grasp the intricacies and nature of in-
telligence analysis in all its complexity, warts and all, but most importantly,
in order to make experimental intelligence tasks more realistic, one would
need to consider that intelligence analysis also consists of:
1) Dynamic — constantly evolving information. 2) High cognitive load.
3) Numerous uncertainties. 4) Numerous ambiguities. 5) Complex in-
formation. 6) Inaccurate information. 7) Inconsistent information. 8)
Contradictory information. 9) Incomplete information. 10) Poorly struc-
tured information. 11) Irrelevant or noise information. 12) Potentially
deceptive information. 13) Data from multiple information sources. 14)
Data in multiple formats. 15) Mass records, reports, and case files of
information. 16) Application of rich inductive reasoning skills.
3.7 post hoc analysis
Chapter 3 accomplishes a couple of purposes.
The primary goal of this effort was to understand the intelligence and
intelligence analysis domain as well as the processes, the roles of the intelli-
gence analysts, and to identify and characterize the domain specific factors,
and how these interact. The identification of these problems guides the de-
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sign and development of the experimental studies we conducted in this
domain as documented in this thesis in Chapter 5 – 9.
At the same time, in the context of "complex" and "cognitively" challeng-
ing collaborative intelligence analysis activities, it becomes clear that the
processes involved with both establishing and building common ground
which we outlined earlier in Chapter 2, is expected to be fundamentally
different from typical knowledge and information sharing processes that
supports common ground in mundane conversations.
Further, characterizing the intelligence analysis domain specific task fea-
tures as we have done enables us to identify important dimensions of this
task that, as well as how, and to what extent the shared visual workspace
technology should support them. Additionally, the characterization in Chap-
ter 3 of intelligence analysis domain specific task features, provides us with
a basis and the motivation in Chapter 4, to develop through literature re-
view, a deeper understanding and to perhaps to give more consideration
to determine the best possible type of general-purpose architecture for a
collaborative shared visual workspace system to support the important task
dimensions that has been identified here.
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Shared workspaces give distributed teams a common digital workarea
to engage in artefact-oriented conversations and collaborate over the
artefacts contained in the bounded environments
— Tee et al[158]
4S H A R E D V I S U A L W O R K S PA C E A N D V I D E O - M E D I AT E D
C O M M U N I C AT I O N
Following on from Chapter 1, the researcher is left to contemplate:
1) How people’s use of different media configurations in re-
mote collaborative contexts impact the grounding process.
2) How media use advance people’s communicative processes.
Chapter 2 establishes that the success of any communicative or collabora-
tive situation rides on common ground (— the shared understanding, mu-
tual beliefs, mutual knowledge, and so)[34][58][62][98][113]. Also, increased
common ground would ensure that there are fewer conversational turns and
speech interruptions [164], conversational breakdowns, repair requests and
repairs [7]. Overall, so far, it is established that increased shared understand-
ing would ensure that parties communicate more efficiently and effectively.
Chapter 2 also makes several connections between media constraints, costs
and common ground. Firstly, how parties in a communication situation en-
gage in the grounding process is linked to media constraints (or affordances)
— it was suggested that communication medium will be better at facilitating
common ground and efficient communication provided they offer more con-
straints or technological affordances [18]. Secondly, the cost associated with
the use of a certain grounding technique differ from medium to medium.
Thirdly, what grounding techniques and its associated costs people use in a
mediated communication is impacted by the media constraints. It was fur-
ther shown that the need to compensate for shortfalls in media constraints
force people to adopt different grounding strategies [18][31][173].
In the conclusion to Chapter 3 it was suggested that better technological
aids are needed to help analysts cope with the capacity limitation of the
working memory or mind to actively hold large amounts of information
[55][147]. Technological aids “hold promise as one way of assisting analysis
activities” [147][pp.130]. To this end, a shared visual workspace, not only of-
fers analysts a way of visualizing data, or tracking patterns and connections
between data, or to develop a clear understanding of the central themes in
task artefacts, but it can also help augment a person’s analytical reasoning
capabilities. Access to shared visual information would ensure that analysts
communicate more intensely [11][12].
Chapter 4 reviews two media functionalities or technologies — voice in
addition to video and shared visual workspace. What roles do these two
technologies play in communicative situations? How do they advance group
members understanding of articulated utterances and activity awareness
with respect to the task artefacts and purpose of collaborative endeavours?
A literature review of shared visual workspace-mediated communications
in comparison to video-mediated communication is presented. Additionally,
and in particular, the researcher further examines several methodologies
50
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and applications of shared visual workspace and video-mediated commu-
nication in prior CSCW research. In what follows in the current chapter, a
bit of context is first given, and then, the researcher establishes a working
definition and meaning to the term: "shared visual workspace".
4.1 background
There have been long-standing interests in CSCW, in developing new ways
of supporting real-time, synchronous collaboration amongst geographically
distributed teams connected with information and communication technol-
ogy [44][50][67][104][152]. Modern shared visual workspace designs sup-
port real-time collaboration for distributed teams, and task artefacts; in
most cases people’s fine grained actions on the artefacts are immediately
displayed on other people’s screen. 1
Tang et al[155] stated that there is need to better support collaboration
over digital artefacts, beyond conventional desktop videoconferencing and
dedicated videoconferencing installations such as "Cisco TelePresence", or
"LifeSize TelePresence" Systems. Researchers have regularly sought to merge
videoconferencing platforms with collaborative interactive workspaces in
their bid to design innovative systems to support remote group-work, such
that the videoconferencing platform serves as a task-space for completing a
joint activity, while the interactive workspaces provides a person-space for
relationship and trust building iIbid.].
Similar to Tang et al[155], the present work is situated within the pool
of research advancing the interlacing of video and shared visual workspace
media.
4.2 defining a shared visual workspace
In Section 1.3, the researcher presents several statements describing the
meaning of a shared visual workspace including this study’s working defi-
nition of the phenomenon. To recap that definition here:
— a shared visual workspace describes an electronic bounded space
that offers support for a shared sense of presence amongst remote
collaborators, while also allowing them to share, visualize, and inter-
act with task-linked artefacts in real time.
Real world examples of a shared visual workspace are e-whiteboards and
e-tabletops.
4.2.1 Visual Information as a Resource for Grounding
Studies abound in a variety of systems, domains, and disciplines on the
role of shared visual information as an important resource for grounding —
[14][17][62] are some of them. A key function of visual information in the
grounding process is establishing a joint focus of attention [58][59][60]. This
helps ensure that all the actors understand exactly which object is being
discussed at any given time — in this way they may then go on to engage in
a focused discussion or manipulation of the object [14]. With all the actors
1 — See Figure 50 in Section 7.2.8 for some examples. They show identical views of the represen-
tations pairs were making on two task artefacts in study2.
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having access to the same or similar visual information, they are able to
makes references to this information in the grounding process [ibid.].
Artefact visibility within a bounded environment can both improve par-
ticipants’ understanding, and interaction over task artefacts [158]. Similarly,
artefact information can be expected to inform many aspects of conversa-
tional grounding. In an artefact-oriented conversation, actors tended to ex-
pend less effort in understanding, confirming and repairing communication
breakdowns when task artefacts are visible than when they are not [ibid.].
4.2.2 Prior CSCW Studies on Video-Mediated
Van der Kleij et al[164] set out to investigate how communication patterns
and task performance differ in F2F communications and video-teleconferencing
and found that in the video condition, teams “took fewer turns, required
more time for turns, and interrupted each other less” [pp.355] 2. The physi-
cal arrangement of the study is shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11: Van der Kleij et al[164]’s experimental setup
Participants in video-teleconferencing groups were in separate rooms where
each group were seated at an oval half round table. They are able to com-
municate with each other — speech was transmitted to the other two rooms.
A rear projection screen was placed in front of them. Two cameras situated
on both sides of the screen transmitted images of the local participant to the
other rooms.
Results reveal that the performance scores between groups in both me-
dia conditions were comparable although the score for groups in the F2F
communications edged this slightly. Other results from the study showed
that what initial differences existed in the communication patterns between
2 The present research findings reported in Chapter 6, 7 extends Van der Kleij et al[164]’s
account that parties in the video condition tended to make fewer conversational turns and
fewer interruptions, in that, the work also showed that participants using video constructed
fewer repairs. This may well explain why speaker turns and speech interruptions may be
expected to be fewer with access to visual information.
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the media conditions dissipated as the task progressed because groups us-
ing video-teleconferencing got better at adapting to the media constraints
of their communication environment.
Using an appointment scheduling task, Dong and Fu[48]’s investigation
compared how three different CMC channels (text, audio and video) influ-
ence people’s communication strategies when exchanging information to
establish common ground. Another investigation compared how these com-
munication strategies influence the negotiation process that take occur. Ad-
ditionally, they wanted to understand whether the negotiation process has
any bearing on the team performance.
Dong and Fu[48]’s opinion are that visual cues (— facial expressions, ges-
tures, focus of attention, and so on) are important for complex social tasks.
They further stated that the ability of parties to assess social cues which
are needed to achieve successful collaboration diminishes from video to au-
dio, and from audio to text communication channels. They even claim that
media quality and synchronicity are especially important in how easily par-
ties pick up these social cues during the communication. They also argue
that the communication methods used for exchanging information may in-
fluence the grounding process because “the cost of information exchange
may impact how likely people will exchange their needs and constraints
and what strategies they will choose” [pp.168].
More generally, their experimental results showed that participants em-
ployed different communication strategies in the different CMC channels
“when exchanging information to establish common ground” [pp.174]. Specif-
ically, they found that participants exchanged information in a more con-
densed format in the "text-based chat" but did so in smaller chunks in the au-
dio and video conditions. Perhaps most importantly, they found that the ne-
gotiation of agreements and conflict resolution was better supported in the
video-mediated communication because participants using video “tended
to exchange less information at a time” [ibid]. One possible reason they
cited for this was the low cost for producing speech associated with video.
Norris et al[123]’s paper discuss CamBlend — a bi-directional conferenc-
ing system, which they say offers a “solution to support co-orientation to
objects in a video-mediated environment”. The system provides access to
both local and remote spaces. Co-orientation here refers to the capability
of parties in a communicative situation to establish joint focus of attention
around a common object [123].
In a F2F and video communication showing participants face, a range of
physical cues (E.g. glancing, gesturing or turning the head) help facilitate
co-orientation to people and objects with minimal effort [ibid]. However,
Norris et al[123] were more interested in the co-orientation to objects having
already established in a prior study that successful co-orientation can influ-
ence many collaborative processes especially with respect to the sharing of
the digital resources, and digital object-centric interaction. The CamBlend
design they came up with overcame the limitations of video to support nat-
uralistic interaction embedded in physical space by offering “a distinctive
way to allow participants to interact around actual physical resources whilst
allowing interaction around digital screen resources” [ibid., pp.1338] from
multiple locations.
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4.2.3 Prior CSCW Studies on Shared Visual Workspace
A number of systems providing a shared visual space and support for re-
mote group collaboration over artefacts using various technologies have
been proposed or developed in HCI|CSCW. Researchers have always held
a fascination for exploring the benefits of shared views of a workspace
[58][60][62][63][155]. That being said, prior research on shared visual workspace-
mediated situations have mainly concentrated on tasks that involve the iden-
tification and manipulation of physical objects. Despite the well publicised
benefits of shared visual workspace for remote collaboration, these remain
little explored in intelligence literature. Prior research on
shared visual
workspaces have
mainly concentrated
on physical tasks —
tasks that involve the
identification and
manipulation of
physical objects.
Researchers have demonstrably shown interests in understanding the mech-
anisms and features through which having shared views of a workspace
improves performance and grounding [63][101]. In Chapter 2 the researcher
discuss Birnholtz et al[14]’s experiment which investigated the usefulness
of shared visual information towards advancing the negotiation of common
ground. Kraut et al[101]’s study of pairs engaged in a collaborative remote
repair task demonstrated that the presence of shared visual workspaces fa-
cilitates grounding through participants’ mutual knowledge of the task arte-
facts and situational awareness of the workspace.
Rittenbruch et al[133] present "CubIT" — a large scale multi-user inter-
face with support for shared workspaces where multiple users sharing a
large workspace canvas can “interact with and share their own content on
the Cube’s display surfaces” [ibid., pp.1] using their individual workspace
handles. Users are able to manage the shared workspace and their shared
contents; they are able to "pin" their shared content to the canvas; or rear-
range its position; they can also maximize or minimize content. It includes
customizable presentation widgets for stacking task-artefacts. That being
said, the CubIT is only intended to support co-located synchronous collabo-
ration and offers nothing in favour of remote work.
Kurata et al[105], Sakata et al[140] developed a "WACL" system. It rep-
resents a "wearable active camera head with laser pointer" which allows a
remote instructor to instruct a worker in tasks, and observe and point to real
objects in the worker’s workspace using the laser-pointer, independently of
the worker wearing the WACL.
Huang et al[85]’s "HandsInAir" wearable real-time remote collaboration
system, similarly offers support for scenarios in which a remote helper
guides a local worker performing a physical task. Remote collaborators are
not confined within the conventional fixed desktop spaces with this system,
rather it provides support for mobility of remote collaborators.
Similarly, Tang et al[155] prototyped a system for a three-way collabo-
ration over connected digital multi-touch tabletops, with support for three
communication channels — a person space, reference space and task space.
The study explores design configurations for a system to support a three-
way collaboration over artefacts in distributed shared visual workspaces (—
see Figure 12). Their work investigated the mechanisms which allow col-
laborators to reference, point and to relate to one another in a visual task
space.
Figure 13 shows Hayne[76]’s "C-RAM" system. The system was imple- Shared visual
workspace remain
underexplored in
intelligence analysis
literature.
mented as a real-time whiteboarding CSCW application with an interface to
a "shared visual environment" for viewing multiple source data while also
providing a range of presentation features for intelligence analysts to orga-
nize, sort or fuse these data. Analysts are able to view and manipulate data
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Figure 12: Tang et al[155]’s multi-touch tabletop workspace
items represented on the whiteboard as Decision-Cards; they are able to
rate relevant information in order of importance in relation to any hypoth-
esis there are working on; and assess their ratings against those made by
another group member. The experimenters investigated the cognitive and
collaborative effects of their C-RAM system on team collaboration and per-
formance of pairs working on an intelligence task. It involved two treatment
levels of the whiteboard media namely:
1) Partial access — a user could only access their own whiteboard.
2) Full access — a user could also access another user’s whiteboard.
The study used a between-subjects design involving forty-four 3- member
teams. Participants were assigned to one of the two treatment teams. Com-
munication was via the shared whiteboard function and chat function, they
could not see or talk to each other verbally — if anything, this is an indica-
tion that the authors did not consider conversational grounding in the study.
In any case, results from Hayne[76]’s study showed that teams who were
able to view each other’s whiteboards had far more discussion than teams in
the restricted condition. They further demonstrated that team performance
was significantly higher for teams that could view each other’s whiteboard
(M=6.4, SD=.51) than teams without a shared whiteboard (M=4.8, SD=.71).
This result was also statistically significantly different between the two treat-
ment groups, (F=51.45, ρ <.0001). No evidence was found to support the
hypothesis that team processes are mediated by a shared whiteboard.
Yamashita et al[172] experimentally investigated whether upper body views
improved collaboration when multiple participants are locked-in distributed
tabletop collaboration by comparing their interactions and activities on the
tabletop with and without upper body view. Their experimental set-up was
implemented as a "t-Room" — a room-duplication system with support for
remote collaboration, and a shared visual tabletop workspace for collabo-
rators. A single t-Room consists of eight (8) Monoliths aligned polygonally.
Rooms were designed with identical layouts. They consists of walls of 65
inch LCD display panels “on which users and physical or virtual objects
are all shown at lifesize”[82][pp.1]; multiple high definition cameras placed
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Figure 13: Hayne[76]’s C-RAM System
above the walls; and a table in the middle of the room (— see Figure 14).
“In this way, the user space enclosed by t-Room’s surrounding displays can
be shared as a common space at any other site”[82][pp.1].
Activities above and around the table are captured by the cameras and
projected unto the remote tabletop and the LCD panels in a remote t-Room.
Although provision was made for transmitting local auditory sounds made
by participants via wireless microphones and earpieces, the main effects
being studied were visual effects (not auditory effects) of the multi-party
group. The experimental design consisted of four-person groups — with 2
members of the group collocated in one t-Room across two different sites,
and two media conditions namely:
1) a shared tabletop plus upper body views (— Figure 15)
2) a shared tabletop (— Figure 16)
The t-Room study included "helper"|"worker" pairs in each site. A worker
was required to assemble a railway track and kit using the "blue" track or
"scenic" pieces provided with the guidance and instructions from a helper
who had the final completion map. The study compared the completion
times across the media conditions in order to determine the effects of upper
body view on task performance in a repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) test. Yamashita et al[172]’s results in that experiment showed
significant differences in the completion times, (F(1,15)=9.91, ρ <.01). Teams
with access to the upper body views of their remote partner completed the
task faster than those without the upper body views. The main effect for
task was not significant. There was also no significant interaction between
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Figure 14: Yamashita et al[172]’s t-Room hardware design
Figure 15: Yamashita et al[172]’s t-Room: Four collaborators (2 of them collocated
at each site) working around a shared tabletop (with upper body view of
remote collaborators)
Figure 16: Yamashita et al[172]’s t-Room: Four collaborators (2 of them collocated at
each site) working around a shared tabletop (without upper body view
of remote collaborators)
media conditions and the task. In summary, where other studies fail to reach
a consensus on the subject, Yamashita et al[172]’s t-Room experimentation
appear to distinctively demonstrate, using objective measures, the benefits
of access to upper body views for object-centric remote collaboration.
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Gumienny et al[72] present "Tele-Board" (— see Figure 17).
Figure 17: Gumienny et al[72]’s Tele-Board prototype setup
The Tele-Board system “combines video conferencing with a synchronous”
[ibid., pp.47] translucent whiteboard overlay. The system was designed to
help geographically separated creative design teams “simultaneously ma-
nipulate artefacts while seeing each other’s gestures and facial expressions”
[ibid., pp.47]. The Tele-Board allow users to create and manipulate digi-
tal sticky task notes directly on a whiteboard using different input devices
while also ensuring that these actions are synchronized automatically and
are projected in real-time to all parties involved. This way every user con-
nected to the whiteboard client in the collaborative design task can access
the same visual information of the task notes and collaborate on these notes
in real-time.
Tang et al[154]’s "VideoArms" project is similar to Gumienny et al[72]’s
in that it too uses “digital embodiments to enable pointing” [ibid., pp.49] in
remote shared visual workspace collaborative setting. VideoArms offer rich
embodiment techniques to digitally capture “people’s arms as they work
over large work surfaces, where it overlays these arms on the remote dis-
plays” [154][pp.85]. Unlike the present study’s experimental setup reported
in study2 which combined video with upper body views and a shared vi-
sual workspace in one of the experimental manipulations, Tang et al[154]’s
"VideoArms" model of the shared visual workspace only focused on the
arms. Their observational study compared gestures in VideoArms and Tele-
pointers embodiments and found that gestures in the VideoArms were more
fluid, and “more varied and natural than those expressed with the telepoint-
ers” [ibid., pp.13].
4.2.4 A review of Shared Visual Workspace and Video-Mediated Communications
Most CMC-related studies are comparative in nature; comparisons are often
made between different CMC set-ups or between different CMC and FTF
communications. This thesis compares the effects of shared visual workspace-
mediated communications on conversational grounding to video-mediated
communications. Early research studies found no positive effects of video-
mediated communication when reviewed alongside audio-only media [110].
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A more recent investigation by Anderson et al[1] corroborates this, they too
found no positive effects with respect to communication when they manip-
ulated video-media and group size. However, some newer studies report
contradictory results. Yamada and Akahori[171] found that communication
and comprehension via video was the most successful. The study compared
four media manipulations — text-based chat with and without interlocutors’
image, audio conferencing, and video conferencing against four language
learning features — “perceived consciousness of social presence; perceived
consciousness of language learning in communication; productive perfor-
mance; and consciousness of learning objectives” [ibid., pp.37]. According
to them, the presence of a partner’s image:
“enabled subjects to use non-verbal communication devices such as
laughing and nodding” — it motivates interlocutors to engage more
“fully, intellectually and emotionally”[ibid., pp.61].
According to Yamaha and Akahori (2007) as cited in van der Zwaard and
Bannink[165], participants feel reassured by the presence of their partner’s
image in video-mediated communication. Yamaha (2009) and Ko (2012) found
that as a consequence, this contributes to fostering “a more active and effec-
tive communication” [as cited in van der Zwaard and Bannink[165], pp.138].
Although video-mediated communications offer support for non-verbal
signals, one limitation is that communications mediated via video “results
in an attenuation of visual cues” [57][pp.168]. What this simply means is
that when compared to F2F communications, visual cues typically diminish
in video-mediated communications. If all the actors in a
communicative
situation can access
the same visual
information and at
the same time, it will
mean that they are
able to make
references to this
information during
the grounding
process.
Modern video-mediated communications tools also fail to fully replicate
the intricacies and nuances of human behavioural gazing actions, well, not
nearly as good as FTF communication. Monk and Gale[115] corroborates
this in their investigation of the benefits of gaze awareness in object-centric
video-mediated communication. They discuss some of the difficulties of
achieving mutual eye contact and a full gaze awareness with typical video-
conferencing setups. For instance, in the case of full gaze awareness they say
that typical video systems fail to bring a user’s immediate environment into
the view.
Describing a typical setup of communications mediated via video, Full-
wood and Doherty-Sneddon[57] stated that:
“the camera is usually placed above the monitor and not inside of it,
and therefore if one participant looks at the eyes of another person,
it will appear to the other user that he/she is looking in a downward
direction”[Ibid., p.168].
Bohannon et al[15] argue that although videoconferencing may offer a
richer form of communication than audio, it is still not quite as informative
as FTF communication. Nystrom et al[124] contends that the technology
is still not considered as an adequate substitute for FTF communications.
However, they found that by adding "shared viewing" and "manipulation
of 3D models" to classic videoconferencing, this provided a much improved
platform for conveying information.
Gericke et al[65] studied the differences video made to the shared white-
board in contrast to an audio-only set-up and found that the video-shared
whiteboard teams worked significantly faster and more actively.
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Chung and Jung[28] concluded that body gestures via their shared white-
board system where users could see rough representations of each other on
a computer screen, did very little to bolster faster task completion or user
experience. Nonetheless, researchers continue to applaud the potential of
video-mediated communication via videoconferencing to mediate presence.
All in all, in this researcher’s opinion the value of visual information is
possibly the biggest motivation driving the designs and implementation of
a host of videoconferencing platforms available today. However, opinions
appeared divided when it comes to whether or not a video showing the
face of group members generally improve human-2-human interaction.
Kraut et al[101] however, makes the argument that the true benefits of vi-
sual information is derived not from people seeing one another but through
media that allow them to collaborate and share a workspace.
4.3 conclusion
So then, what does this all mean?
For complex
communicative tasks
and tasks with high
cognitive load,
technological aids for
establishing a
"co-orientation" to
task-artefacts is
particularly
important.
Gumienny et al[72]’ "synchronised" video collaboration design Tele-Board
which was discussed in this review, has implications for the "Yoked Arte-
fact Window" design recommendation that the present study makes for
shared visual workspaces in Chapter 8. In a similar fashion to the "syn-
chronised design whiteboard panel" of the Tele-Board, the "Yoked Artefact
Window" if implemented, should likewise, temporarily tie-in the shared vi-
sual workspace’s active artefact window of the presenter to those of all the
connected parties.
Yamashita et al[172]’s t-Room experimentation successfully demonstrate
the benefits of seeing upper body views, albeit for object-centric remote col-
laboration. And they achieved this using objective measures. Overall, those
results have significant implications for and give empirical justification to
the statistical results in Chapter 6. More specifically, results from the present
research demonstrate that pairs using video performed better — producing
fewer speech repairs than pairs using audio only (and therefore not using
video).
This review has shown that establishing a joint focus of attention — or "co-
orientation" [48], is especially important for complex communicative tasks.
This is true not least because of the benefits it contributes to the grounding
process in these communicative situations. Just like the present study, this
review demonstrates that the benefits of co-orientation to people or objects
in the grounding process is facilitated by access to a shared visual informa-
tion [58][59][60]. This way visual information is central to the grounding
process.
The review presented arguments that shared visual information facilitates
common ground by giving actors evidence from which to infer what others
in the communicative situation understands [62] but also evidence about a
partner’s level of understanding [63] 3.
Arguments from Tee[158] and others in the review have demonstrated
that parties in artefact-oriented discussions tended to expend less effort
3 All of these have bearing to the present studies. But in addition, and rather uniquely, the
present study finds in Chapter 7 that message recipients used the visual information via the
shared visual workspace helped parties in the task to monitor the speaker’s comprehension of
what the speaker is articulating. This way they were able follow the active presentation their
partners were making; and make sense of and interpret the data them-self as that discussion
progressed. Additionally, they were able to compare their partner’s verbalised information
with the one on the shared visual workspace.
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in understanding, confirming and repairing communication breakdowns
when task artefacts are visible than when they are not. The problem is that
and with respect to grounding, these claims remain substantially underex-
plored; also the mechanisms for assessing these are not quite clear.
Nonetheless, Tee[158]’s arguments provides a rich foundation and empir-
ical justification to the results of the experimental analysis of the present
study in Chapter 6. In fact there using repair-episodes as a objective measure
of grounding effort, results there similarly and considerably demonstrated
that pairs using shared visual workspace — where multiple people can see
the same objects at roughly the same time” Kraut et al[101][pp.31] and /or
video, generally constructed fewer repairs that those not using these func-
tionalities.
This review successfully established that there are indeed benefits of co-
orientation to people and objects in the grounding process. But it would ap-
pear that the true benefits of establishing a joint focus of attention in remote
collaborative contexts lies not necessarily from seeing a participant’s face
and the “subtle physical cues such as turning the head, glancing or gestur-
ing” [123][pp.1329], but from a co-orientation to objects in a shared visual
workspace — establishing a common focal point around digital resources
(E.g. presentations, digital documents); from prefiguring, predicting, or an-
ticipating the unfolding actions [106] and group members activities on the
shared visual workspace. These are some of the several gaps in literature
that this study addresses.
As well as establishing a joint attention around a common focal point, the
review show that social cues and visual cues are equally important for com-
municative task contexts. Cues such as nodding, gestures, glancing, facial
expressions, full gaze awareness and eye contact decreases from F2F com-
munications to video-mediated communication, and from video-mediated
communication to audio-based communications [57][115].
Yamaha (2009) and Ko (2012) may have established that the presence of
a partner’s image in a video-mediated communication led parties to en-
gage in a more active, effective, and focused interaction, Hayne[76]’s results
demonstrate that access to a shared visual workspace yielded a complimen-
tary, perhaps even similar results to video. Specifically, Hayne[76] showed
that participant’s access to same visual information in the shared workspace
motivated the parties to engage in more conversations. Team performance
was also significantly better for teams with access to a full shared visual
workspace than those with a partial access. This review has demonstrated
that neither video-mediated communication nor shared visual workspace-
mediated communication can be regarded as adequate substitutes to F2F
communications.
This review further demonstrate that opinions may be divided on how
and whether or not a video of participants face improves human-2-human
interaction. Even so, it appears that there are no such disagreements with
respect to a shared visual workspace. And to echo Bohannon et al[15]’s
arguments, the researcher expects that a videoconeferencing system which
also offers support for shared visual workspace where participants can col-
laborate in real time should offer an even richer form of communication
than either audio-only or video-only communication.
To these the researcher further adds that evidence from the literature sup-
port the idea that shared visual information generally improve human-2-
human interaction and communication, team performance and efficiency,
conversational grounding. It offers actors a common reference space that
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supports the co-orientation to objects and people’s actions on the space, and
evidence from which collaborators can infer what a person understands or
does not understand.
Overall, the true benefits of visual information is derived not from peo-
ple seeing one another [101] but through a shared visual workspace that
offers a platform for actors to collaborate in real time around task artefacts
— through media that lends supports to the grounding process and a co-
orientation to task-artefacts.
It remains unclear how people collaborate differently with and without
remote shared visual workspace. Another problem is that it is not quite clear
how to support mediated non-collocated synchronous collaboration around
intelligence analytic tasks in particular. This is the domain of interest in this
study — one that is also a significant departure from historical traditional
tasks that involve the identification or manipulation of physical objects.
The literature review in Chapter 2, 4 extensively covered these instances —
where for instance a remote helper or instructor guides a local worker per-
forming a physical task [14][58][60][62][63][85][95][105][155][172]; directed
puzzle completion and a design tasks[154]; and tasks were participants per-
form on-screen manipulation or stacking of physical task objects[76][133].
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Part III
S T U D Y 1 ( S 1 )
This part covers study1 — an exploratory qualitative study re-
ported in Chapter 5.
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The literature review demonstrates that the constructs of conversational
grounding and of shared visual information akin to those promoted by
shared visual workspaces have mainly focused on tasks that involve the
identification and manipulation of physical task objects and remained under-
charted in intelligence analysis literature. This knowledge lends support and
motivation for the research questions investigated here.
Chapter 4 shows that shared visual information offers actors a common
reference space to compare and discuss task-artefacts. It enhances human-
2-human communication, conversational grounding and team performance.
In particular, it offers the parties involved evidence from which they can
infer what a person understands or does not understand.
Chapter 2, 3, 4, discusses several benefits of a shared visual information
through media that supports real time collaboration around task artefacts
and a "co-orientation" to task-artefacts. For one example, the literature re-
view shows that for people involved in remote complex collaborative tasks
and tasks with high cognitive load, shared visual information can help them
establish a joint focus of attention around task-artefacts, assist analysis ac-
tivities, and augment a person’s analytical reasoning capabilities, and the
grounding process. The only problem is that the mechanisms or how a
shared visual workspace facilities these remains unclear.
The literature review in Chapter 3 uncovered a number of attributes that
characterise intelligence analysis activities (or intelligence requests). A good
number of these features have been reproduced in the present study —
please refer to the task description in Section 5.2.2 for a demonstration of
how these attributes were applied to the task design in study1.
Ultimately, Chapter 5 focuses on study 1. The exploratory investigation
in study1 and the coding schema offers substantive outputs in terms of
results to the doctoral research. Additionally, the study itself provides the
groundwork and a structural platform for, and way of conducting study2.
Further, the results and observations from this study helped the researcher
formulate the hypotheses investigated in study2. A brief overview of the
research questions and the objectives motivating study1 are presented next.
5.1 study 1 : aims & research questions
An exploratory research approach was adopted for study1. And although
the results of exploratory research are not always definitive, its benefits for
providing significant insights into a given situation justify its use here. As
Gray[68] explains, “exploratory studies seek to explore what is happening
and to ask questions about it; they are particularly useful when not enough
is known about a phenomenon” [pp.36]. To the above Creswell[41] adds that
exploratory studies can be useful when the main emphasis is to unmask
ideas about a problem, or gain new insights and familiarity with the phe-
nomenon. More so if one considers Marshall and Rossman[109]’s account
that the approach is invaluable if the purpose is to formulate a more precise
problem or develop relevant hypotheses for more categorical investigation.
64
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study1 is guided by the following secondary research questions and aims:
—RQ1.1) How can we measure the negotiation of common
ground by remote pairs involved in a distributed collaborative
intelligence analytic tasks?
The aim here is to define an initial vocabulary — a coding schema for
analysing the negotiation of common ground in mediated communicative
situations. The motivation was to deliver a coding schema that was inclusive
and specific enough to address the research goals of study2
—RQ1.2) What experimental setup and procedures for remote
work would we need to consider to ensure data quality?
—RQ1.3) What are the possible effects of shared visual workspace
on the negotiation of common ground?
—RQ1.4) What are the possible effects of video on the negotia-
tion of common ground?
* RQ1.3 and RQ1.4, aims to establish some initial observations and general
ideas about how remote participant pairs negotiate, establish and maintain
common ground. Knowledge gained from the study was expected to con-
tribute to and inform the framing of the research questions and hypotheses
for the subsequent studies that followed.
5.2 method
This study used qualitative exploratory descriptive design in order to help
the researcher develop new knowledge. The approach offered the researcher
a flexible method of gaining further insights to the problem. 2-person groups
collaborated on a simulated intelligence analysis task. The pairs sat in dif-
ferent rooms, simulating remote work situations, connected either by a high
quality audio plus video connection or by audio plus video and shared vi-
sual workspace.
Further discussion of this study’s research method follow in the subse-
quent sections — with focus on the equipments and materials used; descrip-
tion of the study setting; task description; participants sampling, selection
criteria and demographics, and description of experimental procedure.
5.2.1 Equipment & Setting
To start with, the setting and location for the study are two HCI labora-
tory premises, in Middlesex University, London. The actual study ran for 2
months — from 12|06|2011 - 16|08|2011.
Figure 18 shows the laboratory set-up and participants sat in different
laboratories completing the task in the study. Two adjoining laboratory
rooms with similar workstations installed was used. Each workstation was
equipped with an Apple 27-inch iMac machine with a built-in camera and
speakers for web-conferencing. Headsets were also provided for verbal com-
munication between team members.
The study used the Cisco WebEx video-conferencing system — this pro-
vided a platform for remote participants to communicate and a video show-
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ing participants’ face and shoulders. Additionally, the system had an em-
bedded shared visual workspace feature — see Figure 19, this allows non-
collocated collaborators to share their task-related artefacts, manipulate task
artefacts using annotations tools [E.g. arrow pointers, laser pointers, text
tool, line tool, markers, e-Pen, e-Pencil, coloring, eraser, and so on] , while
ensuring also that they are able to see a shared view of those artefacts at
roughly the same time. It also had an embedded whiteboard. Depending
on the study condition, the researcher manipulated video and shared visual
workspace.
The researcher recorded a voice and video recording of participants com-
munication, participants’ faces and shoulders, their on-screen activities in-
cluding shared artefacts and any annotations made on the shared artefacts.
These were recorded using a camcorder positioned behind each participant
and directly facing the iMac’s LCD.
Figure 18: Participants completing the task
Figure 19: Video-conferencing system with embedded shared visual workspace
5.2.2 Tasks
— Task 1: This task required participant pairs to fuse together the
different streams of data they were given, and analyse the data
with the aim of identifying the most "preferable weapon type"
used in terrorism related incidences across US shopping centres
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over a particular time period.
— Task 2: This required the pair to agree on and specify two best
possible explanations for why there was a higher number of terror-
ism incidences which involved the use of a specific weapon type
in US shopping centres for that period.
In order to perform these tasks, the pair needed to apply analytic thinking
skills. The tasks lasted 1 hour. Each group member was given similar task–
instruction sheet and solution sheet.
Also, each group member received 2 sets of data — one each from the
following two categories:
— Intelligence report (IR):
The report discusses several terrorism related incidences in Europe
and the US since 2000. It gives considerations as to why US shop-
ping centres may be attractive dispositions or challenging for ter-
rorism attacks. It also included details of several terrorist attacks,
the weapons used in each instance and the frequency of weapon
use. Two versions of the intelligence report — IR1 | IR2, were pro-
duced. Each group member was given a version different from
the other group member’s. Figure 20 shows excerpts of the intelli-
gence report.
— Intelligence statistics (IS):
A group member received either a frequency distribution table IS1
(see Figure 21), or a graph IS2 (see Figure 22), both characteriz-
ing "different terrorist attacks by weapon use for between 1998
and 2010". The two artefacts displays statistics on the terrorist inci-
dents across the US in general and those specifically targeting US
shopping centres.
Pairs were randomly assigned to Analyst 1|2 roles. Analyst1 was given
dataset: IR1|IS1 — the intelligence report and intelligence statistics respec-
tively. Analyst2 got the other set: IR2|IS2. The two versions of the "intel-
ligence report" contained significant variations between them and inconsis-
tencies.
Earlier, the researcher reviewed the attributes characterising intelligence
requests in Chapter 3. To demonstrate how these features were reproduced
in the present study, firstly, the researcher intentionally included "noisy"
or irrelevant data in the pair’s datasets — the noisy data were also biased
towards the weaker solutions in the task. Secondly, the task required them
to fuse together "disparate streams" of data, and link unrelated events in
order to construct an accurate interpretation of the situation.
Thirdly, task artefacts were presented to participants in different formats:
as scripts, graphs, or tables. Fourthly, a group member’s individual dataset
only contained one-half of the evidence or a partial evidence — the re-
searcher deliberately excluded and in some cases, altered relevant informa-
tion.
The intelligence reports that they pair were given were outlined in a way
that made them appear to lack any real structure or flow; plus these re-
ports contained numerous contradictory information and discrepancies. In
fact these task manipulations while helping to ensure that intelligence tasks
represent real situations, some of them are included in the task design to
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Figure 20: Excerpts of Intelligence Report|IR2
Figure 21: Intelligence Statistics: IS1
Figure 22: Intelligence Statistics: IS2
provoke potential breakdown in common ground and thereby sensitize dis-
course.
The tasks were chosen because they had the capability of engendering
robust discussion, consensus-making and negotiation. For this task partic-
ipant pairs assumed the role of intelligence analysts involved in a remote
collaborative intelligence task. The tasks required that the pair share task
information; discuss and compare contrasting information in their respect
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datasets — all of which was aimed at helping them perform the collective
task successfully.
Success in the tasks, albeit on negotiating the multiple task perspectives,
reaching a consensus on and attaining the optimal solution, depended on
how well group members collaborated — on how well they shared relevant
task information, ideas, opinions, and collectively pieced together evidence.
5.2.3 Participants
Participants were recruited from School of Engineering and Information Sci-
ence (EIS) at Middlesex University, London; there were either undertaking
a post-graduate degree study within the School or working as academic
member of staff — as a consequence they were expected to be fluent En-
glish Language speakers and to demonstrate good computer literacy skills
including some prior experience of using related remote video-conferencing
technologies like Skype.
Additionally, in virtue of this academic community to which these partic-
ular cohort of participants belonged, they were also expected to demonstrate
a willingness and interest for analytic thinking, and problem solving.
The study used a convenience non-random sample of graduate-level stu-
dents and employees of the University. Participants age ranged from 27-45.
It consisted of 10 males and 8 females. Of the 18 participants recruited from
Middlesex University, 2\3 were postgraduate university students and (1\3)
were employees. In return for their cooperation, participants received £20 as
financial compensation. To kick start the process, an email communication
was first sent out to a selection of postgraduate students and staff within
the School of Engineering and Information Science at the University calling
for participants .
The observational study was run with a total of nine teams — consisting
of 2-member teams — where members assumed the roles of intelligence
analysts. Majority of the teams were same-gender groups. Most of partic-
ipants were acquainted with each other. Group tasks were performed in
English Language. Participants had very little or no prior experience with
intelligence analysis nor on the collaboration media used. Also, pairs were
assigned to media conditions randomly.
5.2.4 Procedure
The Cisco WebEx Videoconferencing system provided the video digital con-
nection in addition to voice. In the video condition, the hand gestures, face,
shoulders, of the remote participant were visible.
Across all conditions, the tasks were the same for each pair — each pair
worked on two-related intelligence tasks. Each session lasted around 1.5
hours — 1 hour for the actual collaborative exercise between participant;
15 minutes for the pre-task briefing and training; and a further 15 minutes
for the post-task debriefing. All the sessions were video-recorded for offline
viewing and analysis.
To help participant pairs become familiar with the communication mode,
pairs participated in a short technical training exercise prior to the com-
mencement of the task — during which they were shown how to use the
tool. Similarly, in order to get the pair acquainted with the group tasks,
but also in order to ensure that they understood the tasks, at the pre-task
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briefing, pairs participated in a general discussion of the task, and task in-
structions.
The full task instruction is included in the appendix. However, the re-
searcher notes here that before commencing with the intelligence tasks, the
pair were told:
— 1) To use any strategy they pleased in order to accomplish the task.
— 2) To communicate, collaborate, share and compare information.
— 3) The task artefacts we gave them contained noisy information.
— 4) The version of the intelligence report we gave each of them was
somewhat different from the other person’s. They were told the differ-
ences were in some cases subtle and may not be immediately obvious,
but that they are very crucial to the task.
— 5) Each group member had been presented with an intelligence
statistics in the form of either a "graph" or "frequency table" chart-
ing "Terrorist Attacks by Weapon Type, between 1998 and 2010".
— 6) To bear in mind that the intelligence report and intelligence statis-
tics had some notable inconsistencies between them.
The pre-task briefing information and training were intended to form part of
the initial common ground participant pairs had going into the task. At the
end of the pre-tasking briefing, they completed consent forms. Next, par-
ticipants were then randomly assigned to different laboratory suites, and
commenced work on the group tasks. Once the task was completed, partici-
pants then typed their solution on MS Word.
At the end of the task, the pair participated in an informal interview style
post-task briefing session — where the researcher probed participant about
their performance, the media use and effectiveness; the collaboration and
the task. After this, they were presented with £20 worth of Amazon gift
vouchers.
5.3 data analysis & results
This section discusses how the researcher analysed the video data and the
results from study1. Results are presented in terms of the research aims.
5.3.1 Data Coding
The researcher performed verbatim transcription for all recorded conversa-
tions for 6 out of 9 teams. The other 3 audio-video files were left out due to
poor technical quality. No considerations were given to intonations, overlap-
ping speeches, pauses or other linguistic attributes, since the objective was
to document what was said rather than how it was said.
An elementary version of the coding schema which the researcher adapted
from pre-established coding schemes, and from assessments of study1 video
transcripts was used to code statements indicating a negotiation of common
ground, or other related grounding actions (— see Section 5.3.2.1 for a de-
tailed discussion on why and how the codes were developed, and Table 4
for the final version of the coding schema).
Using the analytical tool: Hyper-Research (— seen here in Figure 23), the
researcher associated codes from the coding schema to the transcribed texts.
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Figure 23: Data coding and analysis
5.3.2 Results — Set 1
—RQ1.1) How can we measure the negotiation of common
ground by remote pairs involved in a distributed collaborative
intelligence analytic tasks?
A detailed discussion follows in Section 5.3.2.1 on the final version of a
coding schema established for the analysis of the negotiation of common
ground. This is also the most significant deliverable of study1. The discus-
sion there covers why and how it was constructed. The common ground
schema has been adapted from several pre-existing coding schemas derived
from the review of the common ground literature, and assessments of group
members’ conversations in the study1.
5.3.2.1 A coding schema for the analysis of the negotiation of common ground
To begin with, it will be misguided for anyone to assume that there exist
some sort of “one-model fits-all” coding schema for analysing the negotia-
tion of common ground. The researcher found significant differences in the
code categorizations, and their definitions amongst existing coding schemas.
The complexities and variability of these schemas may account for the poor
adoption of pre-established coding schemes by researchers.
The problem with using any prior CSCW pre-established coding schema
in the present research is that those codes were intended for use with a
specific unit of analysis. In addition, those codes were created for “a specific
data type — E.g. chat, threaded discussions, etc” [8][pp.427].
A coding schema applicable to one research context and task may not nec-
essarily be suited to another not least because, the purpose of both studies
may differ. Additionally, to a large extent, existing coding schemas contain
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several ambiguities, which all contribute to the challenges of differentiating
their categorizations appropriately Han and Hill[74].
Also, where you have different configurations of communication media
and experimental conditions, and have to quantify and compare themes
across the conditions, it becomes problematic applying pre-established codes
[10] — this is because “many schemes lacked classifications that could be
easily quantified and compared across different conditions”[ibid., pp.1318]. There are no
"one-model fits-all"
coding scheme for the
analysis of common
ground.
The problem gets compounded when one considers that most existing
analytic coding schemes rarely or fully incorporate the dimensions of tech-
nology, mode of communication, and other related factors associated with
technology-mediated collaborations [74] — Traum[160]’s Grounding Acts
Coding Schema and Convertino et al[37]’s Dialogue Act Codes, are some
examples.
Furthermore, where pre-established codes are not well suited to the di-
mensions, and contexts of a study, using existing codes in these circum-
stances could result in so many vital data lying uncoded.
Despite all of these problems, Rourke and Anderson[138] still endorses
the use of pre-established coding schemas, as do Stacey and Gerbic [145],
who suggest that applying existing instruments would generally enhance
their reproducibility. Every new CSCW
research has it own
unique requirements
which often mean
that it may require a
new coding scheme
better suited for it.
Contrarily, Beers et al[8] make persuasive arguments for CSCW domain
researchers to consider incorporating new and specialist analysis coding
schemes in their work — for them to consider developing their own cod-
ing schemes, or extend or modify exiting coding schemes. According to
De-Wever[42] many CSCW domain researchers now tended to adopt this
perspective anyway.
It appears that the rationale here is that new or modified analytic instru-
ments will be better suited to the unique requirements of new CSCW re-
search. Because each CSCW research is characteristically different from the This study’s coding
schema is a synthesis
of existing
pre-established codes,
and assessments of
the transcripts of the
interactions of our
subjects in study1.
other in terms of its research goals and requirements, all of those will need
to be taken in account when considering coding schemes for data analysis.
Any researcher wishing to use any sort of hand-coded data, (that is where
data items are labelled with codes or themes) may also need to consider
demonstrating or ensuring the reliability and validity of the coding schemes
used [3][8], although validity concerns can easily be resolved by implement-
ing solid annotation rules for newly created or modified codes.
According to Artstein and Poesio[3] if applying a coding scheme to data
items, independent coders are able to consistently produce similar results,
then we can infer that they have a similar understanding of the annotations
rules for the coding scheme. And as a consequence, they can be expected
to maintain the same homogeneous results under this understanding thus
stating a claim for the reliability of the coding scheme.
With respect to this research, it was considered that a new common ground
and shared visual workspace research project of the sort reported in this
thesis, and focusing on a theoretical framework or research scope which
is different from prior research (that is a non-physical task), will generally
require new coding themes for any subsequent data analysis.
Based on the foregoing arguments, existing coding schemes did not seem
particularly suited to the study reported in this thesis. Therefore a content
analysis codebook was constructed to enable us assort several elements of
the discussion and interactions between participant pairs in both these stud-
ies.
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The coding scheme presented in this thesis was developed with the guid-
ance of existing theoretical and empirical studies of the negotiation of com-
mon ground, and computer-mediated communication — it can best be de-
scribed as a synthesis of related pre-established codes, and assessments of
the transcripts of the interactions of our subjects in study1.
The development process began with a review of related literature on
common ground and CSCW research. The objective was to identify relevant
codes and coding schemes, and establish the characteristic, and basic dif-
ferences between them. Next, we proceeded to modify and in some cases
extend selected pre-established codes to the extent determined by the pur-
poses of this research.
Once the remodelling exercise of pre-established codes was completed,
and a baseline of relevant codes developed, these were then subjected to
multiple iterative changes resulting in the final coding schema shown in
Table 4.
study1 presented us with the right belvedere to both base and substan-
tiate the initial round of the iterations performed on the coding scheme.
For instance, once we reviewed study1, a decision was made to reduce the
number of codes from twenty-four to fourteen — this was because it was
discovered that some of the codes held far more greater similarity than dis-
tinction.
Also, majority of those initial codes were weakly defined, and the rules
for annotating them mostly unclear. If left unresolved these could present
a problem with interpreting and applying the codes, and it can impact on
any inter-rater reliability tests on the new coding scheme. Scaling down the
number of codes was thus both necessary and effective in making the code
categorizations more robust, easily distinguishable, and interpretable, and
more specifically focused. This was perhaps one of the most critical steps
taken in the development circle of the coding-schema.
Further, the researcher got the two members of research supervision team
to take part in two ad-hoc and ‘informal’ inter-rater comparative rounds of
testing the codes, feedbacks from which prompted the researcher to review
and modify some of the code vocabularies. As one of them pointed out dur-
ing one of the sessions:
“Laurence, as a thought, the name of this code: ‘Input’, it is not clear
to me at all; it doesn’t suggest what it is to me..... Are you trying to
say here that this is a way of checking understanding? In which case,
you should consider changing it to ‘understanding check.”
Feedbacks like this and similar others, motivated the researcher to incorpo-
rate more familiar terminologies in the coding nomenclature so as to facil-
itate the ease of code interpretation. The researcher believes that the new
terminologies later adopted better explain the situations we are trying to
describe with the codes.
The codebook in Table 4 is the outcome of all the iterative changes, and
the final version of the common ground coding schema. In the discussions
that follow below, the researcher qualifies how and which codes evolved
from the literature and which codes came from observations in study1.
To begin with, the review makes it clear that the grounding
process starts with a contribution being articulated at the pre-
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sentation phase and grounded at the acceptance phase [31]. A
contribution represents the start of a new dialogue [174] or dis-
course unit [161] — which Zollo and Core[174] says is either
terminated through an "acknowledgement" or ended through
a "rejection". To these the researcher adds that an active con-
tribution also ends if the contributor "abandons" it. Based on
these inputs from the literature, the codes: introduce-dialogue
and break-dialogue was constructed; they signify the start
and ending of a discourse unit or fresh contribution respec-
tively. Crucially, the researcher made a provision in the anno-
tation rules that the introduce-dialogue code excludes utter-
ances given in response to queries put forward by a message
recipient. A separate code termed expand-dialogue has been
created in the codebook to carter for things like that.
As the literature review demonstrated, it is often the case that
some contributions are not always grounded immediately [30],
in which case, further clarifications, elaboration, or verifica-
tions and repairs are required [7][31][37] before grounding can
be advanced [103]. As a consequence of these findings from the
literature, the code: expand-dialogue was constructed specifi-
cally for utterances (including examples, definition, and so on)
given by "any" person participating in a communicative situ-
ation, which serves to expand on, extend or support a prior
utterance or contribution.
From observing participants during the experiments in study1
and the subsequent review of the experimental video, it imme-
diately became necessary for the researcher to distinguish the
various utterances people were making based on the task at
hand — the researcher refers to this as task-talk; utterances
aimed at managing group processes — process-talk; utter-
ances relating to the communication mode (issues and media
effectiveness, and so on) — media-talk; and finally social-
talk for utterances which generally fall into one of these cat-
egories: greetings, jokes, chitchats, and so on. Utterances that
do not identify with any one of the other coding categories in
the codebook are grouped as unsorted.
Clark and Brennan[31] describes acknowledgements as “the
most obvious form of positive evidence” [pp.224] of under-
standing that a message recipient can be expected to give to
a speaker of an articulated utterance. Clark and Schaefer[33]’s
evidence of understanding in Table 2 and the mutual ladder
of assumptions in Table 1 makes provision for this code entry.
Also, manifesting in the form of a sub-code in the codebook,
in what has been called back-channels (representing contin-
uers such as ’uh huh’, ’yeah’, ’mm-hm’, and so on) in existing
literature, the code acknowledgement was included in the
codebook presented in Table 4.
The following subcodes to the parent code: acknowledge-
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ment have all been gleaned from observations in study1 : 1)
echoe|reinforcer; 2) paraphrase; 3) sentence finishing;
and 4) other-repetition.
Much of the sub-codes to the parent code: repair in the code-
book evolved from a review of existing literature. To this end,
Kaur[93] used instances of self-initiated repair “to identify the
types of repair performed and the kinds of trouble addressed”
[ibid, pp.2704]. Rieger[132] discusses the use of repetitions
as self-repair strategies. Dingemanse et al[47] discusses the
conversational structures associated with other-initiated repair.
Several accounts have been proposed for use of "other-initiated
self-repairs" [61][127]. In sum, it has been identified in a host of
literature that repairs can be performed in one of four fashions:
1) self-initiated self-repair; 2) other-initiated self-repair; 3) self-
initiated other repair; 4) other-initiated other-repair [27][112][159].
The code: repair request, to a large extent was influenced by
Traum[160]’s Grounding Acts Coding Schema. It was neces-
sary to include this category because more often than not, with
only few exceptions, a repair is usually preceded by a request
for speech clarification — which is what this code represents.
The construct has been substantially discussed in several past
studies albeit under different names: clarification-request [56],
clarification-acts [7], and clarification checks [87]. However, the
researcher favoured the use of the terms repair request, as
did Traum[160], this is because they are more completely ade-
quate for describing the study data.
Convertino et al[37]’s Dialogue Act Codes offered the most sig-
nificant contribution towards the developments of the parent
code: understanding check, and the child codes: self under-
standing check and other’s understanding check. How-
ever the researcher have had to extrapolate several more def-
initions and annotations rules in order to better qualify these
codes for the present study.
— From observing and analysing the experimental video data
in study1, it soon became clear to the researcher that a pro-
vision had to be made for queries about a person’s under-
standing of another’s prior action (— E.g. an annotation on
the shared visual workspace). The child code: prior action-
check was created for this purpose.
The codes: deitic expression, agreement, and disagreement
evolved from both the literature review and study1. Beers et
al[7]’s coding scheme originally included separate categories
for agreement, and disagreement — inputs from these were
fundamental to the related code definitions in Table 4. Say-
ing that, the researcher demonstrated in the literature review
that the negotiation of meaning very often results in the at-
tainment of an agreement regarding meaning [172]. Addition-
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ally, Hosoda[83] and others have all said that people respond
with either an agreement or a correction to a request for con-
firmation. This way, agreement is a negotiated output of the
grounding process. Similarly, the review has demonstrated that
disagreement may also emerge during the negotiation of mean-
ing — as a matter of fact, disagreements was shown to con-
tribute to the grounding process by helping participants exam-
ine their convictions and to strengthen their conclusions [31].
Finally, as Figure 24 and the series of dialogue sequences from
study1 there show, participants in study1 were observed mak-
ing deictic pointing references to task artefacts during the task.
As consequence, provision was made in the coding schema for
deictic referencing in the experimental task.
Table 4: A codebook for the analysis of the negotiation of common ground
Codes Code Description
1. Introduce-Dialogue To code a new discourse unit — a new point, idea, topic, or
information.
Annotation Rules
Excludes responses or utterances evoked or elicited by a per-
son’s conversation partner.
2. Expand-Dialogue (1). To code any utterance which expands, extends, or in-
creases the depth, scope, or meaning of an active discussion.
(2). To code a definition, example, or further explanation given
in support of an earlier utterance.
Some examples:
To elaborate ...; For instance,...
Annotation Rules
This code does not just apply to the contributor of the original
active discourse; all parties involved may expand on the active
discourse once it has been articulated.
3. Break-Dialogue To code utterances that forces an end to an active (i.e. current)
discourse unit.
Some examples:
Should we go over Exhibit 52 — Um, just forget it.
4. Understanding Check (1). To code any utterance a person produces to check ‘self’
or the message recipient’s understanding of a previous utter-
ance; or current state of understanding with respect to the
task.
Subcodes
Prior Action-Check (2). To code questions or phrases for checking whether a pre-
vious ‘action’ has been understood by another group member.
Some examples:
Do you see what I’m doing?; Did you see what I just shared?
Self Understanding Check (3). To code phrases or check questions that a person produces
to check own understanding of a previous utterance.
Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page
Codes Code Description
Some examples:
Do you mean ...?; If I understand you correctly,..
A1: Seriously, what was I thinking getting drawn into this?
A2: You mean joining the fraternity? (*Self-Check)
(4). To code a message recipient’s question about facts in a
preceding utterance to verify that s/he has understood.
Some examples:
Peter went to the park?; Latif co-owns Rahimid Chemicals?
Other’s Understanding Check To code a statement a speaker produces to check the recipi-
ent’s understanding of a prior utterance; or to check that the
recipient is continuing to attend to the discourse.
Some examples:
Are you listening?; Did you get that?; Does that make sense?; You
understand what I’m saying?’
Annotation Rules
All or some the information referenced has to have been pre-
viously presented, to others.
5. Repair-Request (1). To code a message recipient’s requests for the speaker to
repeat, rephrase or simplify an utterance.
Some examples:
Sorry?; Excuse me?; Pardon?; I don’t understand; Say that again
please
A1: Did Kris finally resit his Mth 401 exams?
A2: Hu:h? (*Repair-Request)
A1: Did Kris retake his Mth 401 exams afterwards? (*Repair)
A2: I have no idea
(2). To code a message recipient’s question about a specific
word or fragment that was not understood in a previous ut-
terance.
Some examples:
Peter went where?; Latif co-owns what?
(3). To code single question-words like: "who", "what",
"where", or "when" that a message recipient produces to force
the speaker of the previous utterance into making a speech
repair.
Example:
A1: Sucre’s over there kissing some Hispanic bloke — I swear
A2: What? Where? (*Repair-Request)
A1: The courtyard — over there! (*Repair)
Annotation Rules
(i) A request for repair may be accepted and acted on, ignored,
or rejected. (ii) All or some of the information has to have
been previously presented, by others.
Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page
Codes Code Description
6. Repair (1). To code speech clarifications, in which new information
or omitted material is added; or speech corrections where
changes are made on previously uttered material. (2). Re-
casting (restatement), repeating, rephrasing or aborting utter-
ances mid-sentence, and restarting utterances are other exam-
ples.
Subcodes
SelfInitiated Self-Repair To code speech repairs of trouble statement that is both ini-
tiated (set in motion) and carried out by the speaker of the
trouble statement.
SelfInitiated Other-Repair To code speech repair of a trouble statement that is carried
out by the message recipient but is initiated by the speaker of
the trouble statement.
Other-Initiated Self-Repair To code speech repair of a trouble statement that is carried
out by the speaker of the trouble statement but is initiated by
the message recipient.
Other-Initiated Other-Repair To code speech repair of a trouble statement that is both initi-
ated and carried out by the recipient of the trouble statement.
Annotation Rules
(i) Repair may be carried out by the speaker of the trouble
statement or the recipient. (ii) Repairs can occur on ‘pronun-
ciations’, ‘misunderstanding’ or ‘misinformation’. iii) ‘Repair’
may not always be preceded by an explicit ‘repair request’.
7. Acknowledgement (1). To code utterances that indicate the message recipient has
understood the message preseneted.
Subcodes
‘Back-channel’ (2). To code a message recipient back-channel response used
in response to the sender’s prior statement.
Some examples:
‘yes’, ‘yeah’, ‘mm-hm’, ‘okay’, ‘Uh huh’.
‘Echoe|Reinforcer’ (3). To code a message recipient’s response which serves to
strengthen the sender’s prior idea or statement.
Example:
A1: ‘It was such terrible ordeal.’
A2: ‘Yes, it really must have been terrible.’
‘Other-Repetition’ (4). To code when an recipient repeats the sender’s prior state-
ment.
‘Paraphrase|Summarize’ (5). To code when an recipient paraphrases or summarises the
sender’s prior statement.
‘Sentence Finishing’ (6). To code when a recipient completes another person’s ac-
tive sentence. Example:
A1: ‘I wonder if I might have a ....’
A2: ‘.... a cup of coffee?’
8. Agreement To code an utterance a message recipient produces to show
s/he supports the speaker’s prior idea or statement, or think
it is correct.
Continued on next page
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Table 4 – concluded from previous page
Codes Code Description
Some examples:
‘Absolutely!’, ‘Sure!’, ‘I know!’, ‘That’s right!’, ‘I agree’.
9. Disagreement To code an utterance a message recipient produces to show
s/he disapproves, or opposes or rejects the speaker’s prior
idea or statement, or think is incorrect.
Some examples:
‘I’m not sure I agree’, ‘That’s not true’, ‘That can’t be right’
10. Deitic Expression To code an utterance which points to a time, place, or situation
the current speaker is speaking about.
Some examples:
‘I/we/you’, ‘now/then’
‘this/that’, ‘these/those’, ‘here/there’
A1: ‘Look at this’
A1: ‘This one here’
Annotation Rules
This code only applies where the deictic expression is accom-
panied by some form of gesturing or pointing movement.
11. Task-Talk/Process-Talk To code any references to the task objects, the task; it includes
references relating to team coordination.
12. Media-Talk To code references about about the effectiveness of or issues
with the communication media in the task.
13. Social-Talk To code any tete-a-tetes, jokes, chitchats, greetings, salutations,
and apologies during the collaboration.
Some examples:
‘Hello’, ‘Thank you’, ‘Goodbye’
14. Unsorted To be used for all other utterances not included in any other
code categories.
5.3.3 Results — Set 2
—RQ1.3) What are the possible effects of shared visual workspace
on the negotiation of common ground?
—RQ1.4) What are the possible effects of video on the negotia-
tion of common ground?
The investigation in study 1 produced the following results:
— initial observations : Initial findings from study1 suggest that by
providing participant pairs access to a shared visual workspace, this posi-
tively helped participants resolve communication breakdowns or disagree-
ments during remote collaboration.
Specifically, the researcher observed that, because the tool offered people
a visual platform from which they were able to ascertain the correctness
of theirs or other’s articulated utterances it allowed parties to make both
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solicited or unsolicited speech repairs and advance the grounding of their
discourse. The dialogue sequence below in Episodes 1, 2, and taken from
the data, help the researcher illustrate this.
Additionally, the communication mode allowed participants to use elec-
tronic indexical and referential pointing to ground their discussions — in
turn these helped participants follow their group member’s discussions
around task artefacts, but also their manipulations and annotations on these
shared artefacts. In sum this was also useful in the task for orienting the at-
tention of the message recipient to an active discourse.
Episode 1 — In this example, there appear to be a confusion (or disagree-
ment) over A2’s prior statement in line 12 — "OoH. You don’t? Yes you
do....". This confusion is only resolved after A1 recalls artefact "IS1" on the
shared space.
A2: Incidences involving Fire-bomb is actually less in shopping center attacks7
compared to all-incidences of terrorism across the US it seems. If that’s the case, I8
think the second weapon-type, has to be —9
A1: It has got to be Explosives-suicides, I think. Erm – Yeah10
A2: I don’t have any dataset on Explosives-suicides.11
A1: OoH. You don’t? Yes you do. What do you mean you don’t?12
A2: No no I don’t. Erm you have the presentation rights — Can you just select the13
next tab and recall my table to this shared whiteboard please?14
[−→ A1 obliges the request ]15
A1: Looking at this, Erm you do have Explosives-suicides there, I mean there’s a16
provision for it; what you don’t have is any entry for the "No.of attacks" against it.17
Isn’t it?18
A2: Well, yeah.19
Episode 2 — A2 is trying to establish if A1 has information on terrorism
incidences specific to "US shopping centres", similar to hers.
A2: Erm you don’t have that kind of information.20
A1: Yeah:21
[−→ But A2 sees Artefact IS1 which A1 shares on the visual workspace, and realises22
she’d inadvertently misinformed her discussion partner — as a consequence, she23
makes the unsolicited speech repair in line 26; and by so doing the pair able to24
advance the active discourse]25
A2: Oooh. Sorry — you do have that information. If you look at the top bit,26
incidences specific to shopping centres is there alright.27
A1: Yeah28
A2: So we have got the same information just different types of representation of29
the same information.30
A1: Ok. So you’ve got graph and I have got the statistics of the same information?31
A2: Yes — it looks like we have got the same information indeed.32
A1: Ok. It was just represented in a different way.33
A2: Yeah34
Contrarily, when video was added to the shared visual workspace, some
participants turned to pointing with their pens or fingers when they are
making references to a task object or when they are attempting to draw
their partner’s attention to something on the task artefact.
In this task, at certain times, as opposed to spending time formulating
and trying to articulate their utterances or presentation to their discussion
partner, some participants appeared to favour the easy option of holding up
their task artefacts to the video camera.
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However, it must be said that these observed behaviours tended to be hap-
pening more whenever participants appeared to encounter some problems
using the shared visual workspace. Figure 24 and the two related dialogue
sequences below — Episodes 3, 4 taken from study1 transcripts illustrates
these events in the data and give further exposure to the data that’s in-
formed these conclusions.
Figure 24: Deictic referencing – Analysts pointing at, or holding up their task objects
to the web-camera during conversation.
Episode 3 — In this example, the pair A3|A4 have been arguing and ne-
gotiating whether to treat as "noise data", and therefore disregard a certain
contradictory information on Firearms weapon-type.
To explain, the trouble information in IR2 and IR1 respectively reads:
— "Firearms and Non-suicide Explosives constitute about 75 percent of the
attacks in shopping malls and centres."
— "Together, Firearms and one other category of weapon-type constitute
about 75 percent of the attacks."
[−→ A3 is seen holding a document to the camera and pointing with pen ]35
A3: Do you see where my pen is pointed at now?36
A4: Mmm.37
A3: Alright — The first entry here is for Firearms. Right here.38
A4: Okay.39
A3: As you can see, it looks like it is only the third largest weapon type used in40
shopping centre attacks. [−→While still pointing with a pen, A3 adds: ] This one.41
A4: Okay.42
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A3: Yeah — I think it is. See the terrorism related incidences at shopping centers are43
the darker bars on the chart.44
[−→ Still pointing with a pen, A3 adds:] You see it?45
A4: Yes I do. Mmm Mmm.46
Episode 4 — In this example, the pair have been trying to establish some mu-
tual understanding (or common ground) about the differences, and where
these lies, between their respective sets of "Intelligence Report"/ "Intelli-
gence Statistic" data.
A12: The intelligence report I have is IR1.47
A11: Mine’s IR2.48
A12: Okay.49
A11: But there is something on here about "Intelligence statistic: "IS1" artefact,50
which I didn’t have time to read earlier. [−→ A11 can be seen holding up document51
IR1 to the video camera and is pointing with her finger ] Can you see that?52
A12: Yes I can and from what I see, yours does look different from mine. Can you53
hold out page 2 please. Yeah it does look as though you’ve got a different54
document there. That’s page 2 is it not?55
A11: Yes. This is page 2.56
A12: Right! I see.57
[−→ A11 still holding document "IR1" to the camera and pointing with the finger,58
says: ]59
A11: This place where my finger is now is where it talks about the "Intelligence60
statistic: "IS1" — which I didn’t have time to read before now.61
A12: Okay. Right. Right. It all makes sense now. Listen, I’ve got that artefact — you62
know, the "Intelligence statistic: "IS1". I have got it in tabulated form. Its a frequency63
table by weapon types of terrorist attacks from 1998-2005.64
A11: What do you mean you have it in tabulated form?65
A12: Well I don’t know. I’d try and coordinate it — I mean show you.66
[−→ A12 is seen here now holding up document "IS1" to the camera ]67
Can you see this now?68
A11: OoH. Mmm. You’ve got a table.69
A12: Yes.70
A11: So are you trying to suggest that I have some text to this this "Intelligence71
statistic: "IS1" whatever, and that you’ve got the data?72
A12: That’s exactly what I’m trying to say.73
Bar any technical problems or difficulties with using the shared visual workspace,
when participants use video for indexical pointing referencing strategies in
the ways the researcher has been describing above, one possible explana-
tion for this is that because the communication mode provided a myriad
of affordances, its led these group of participants to adapt seemingly differ-
ent grounding techniques — constantly using different tools available and
techniques at various stages to ground their discourse.
Additionally, whenever there was a slight delay between when a task ob-
ject was shared and when it appeared on the shared visual workspace, this
forces group members to deviate from their active discussions, ultimately
prolonging the time it took for them to ground the particular discourse. The
researcher therefore makes the argument that technical difficulties like this
had significant impact on the interaction between group members.
Finally, in the collaborative tasks people simply didn’t use the shared
visual workspace enough or nearly as effectively as they did in the tasks
in study2. In fact, participant’s activities on the shared visual workspace
(that is, their interactions, artefact manipulation, and annotations, and so on)
were substantially fewer in this task than in the intelligence task in study2.
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One may attribute this to the significant differences between the levels of
complexities of both sets of tasks, but also the nature of both tasks — also
in the latter study participants worked with a vast majority of task artefacts.
All of these changes the researcher have had to make in study2 as a con-
sequence of this observation.
—RQ1.2) What experimental setup and procedures for remote
work would we need to consider to ensure data quality?
The following paradigms derived from the study1 helps the researcher an-
swer this question.
— useful paradigms : Evidence gathered from observing participants
in this study and from the subsequent analysis of the data revealed what
configurations, set-up and technical nuances for the shared visual workspace
would best suit for conducting study2. For instance, the present study uti-
lized a video bandwidth of 5 fps at low resolution but it was necessary to
set this at a maximum of 30 fps at high resolution in study2 to enhance the
video quality.
The study revealed what camera positioning and placement work best in
order to capture the data. The camera was mounted on a tripod stand — its
positioning was perpendicular to the right side of the participant and facing
the LCD Display. This camera placement allowed the recording of all user
on-screen activity.
As a consequence of study1, improvements were made in the subsequent
study to the audio communication tools and set-up. For example, in study2
the researcher replaced the headset with a pair of external speakers in each
laboratory setup — this action was taken specifically to boot the audio qual-
ity and participant communication experience more generally, while also
helping to improve the quality of the audio recordings the researcher col-
lected in order to ensure the ease of transcription.
The choice of laboratories and lighting options in particular required care-
ful consideration after study1 as this was shown to affect how a participant
sees what has been displayed on the shared visual workspace.
Simply observing the facial expressions of participants from a centrally
located observing suite, and not being able to hear them or see their actual
on-screen interactions was not very helpful in study1. The researcher’s ob-
servation suite was excluded from the experimental set-up in study2 as a
result. In its place, in study2, the researcher was constantly moving between
participants study rooms throughout the duration — spending a couple of
minutes at a time observing each participant as they worked and noting
down any observations in a journal.
As opposed to the observation suite, with this approach the researcher
could actually listen-in on the pair’s communication while observing their
on-screen interactions and activities — all of which ensured the quality of
real-time data collected as participant pairs worked.
The expectation that students recruited from the School of Engineering
and Information Sciences would be fluent English Language speakers is not
completely true as the present study showed.
In collaborative task it was quite problematic, more for some participant
pairs than other pairs, understanding each other — for the problem groups,
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all sorts of comprehension problems arose that could have been avoided
had the researcher actually considered fluency in English language as part
of the initial selection criteria.
Additionally, it was difficult transcribing the problem sessions. As a con-
sequence, while continuing to keep "computer skills-level" variable constant
in study2, English language competency and communication pedigree were
also fundamental items in the sampling criteria.
5.4 discussion & conclusion
To begin with, one may rightly argue that the most significant deliverable
of study1 is the common ground coding schema — to this end, study1
gave the researcher empirical evidence beyond the literature to construct
this coding schema which was used in study2 to analyse the negotiation of
common ground.
The common coding schema reported here gives the researcher a practical
way to code, measure and analyse units of conversational grounding statis-
tically in study2 — thus fulfilling RQ1.1. More specifically, in that study, the
researcher operationalises conversational grounding effort as a measure of
the rate of repair-episodes per minute — this measure takes into account the
number of repair requests made by participant pairs, and "repairs" (— under-
standing checks, repetition, resubmissions, paraphrases, and so on).
Section 5.3.3 delivers some significant initial understanding about the
common ground phenomenon being investigated beyond the literature re-
view — thus addressing RQ1.3 and RQ1.4. They give the researcher a plat-
form to build-on for study2. For example from the initial results of this
exploratory study one can deduce that grounding can be improved if group
members can see what their discussion partners are doing, or observe their
gestures and what they are referring to during active presentations. These
findings are similar to Clark[30]’s — but more than that, initial results here
show that grounding is equally improved by people’s co-orientation to task
objects shared on the visual workspace. However, these results would need
to be explored further and in-depth in study2 in order to understand exactly
how this happen.
As a consequence of the results in study1, the researcher probes to know
in study2 how people’s co-orientation to task-objects on the shared visual
workspace influence the grounding process. In fact, results here sensitizes
the researcher to probe in the subsequent study the specific ways that access
to a shared visual workspace affects participants’ interactions — their nego-
tiation of common ground in particular and communication more generally.
Also, the researcher explores in study2 the effectiveness of the shared
visual workspace media and/ or video for grounding; the researcher explore
if and how grounding improve significantly over time in those media. In
particular, the researcher explores the ease of grounding in these media.
Results here was critical to and informed the research design decisions in
study2. Also, these results provide the groundwork for study2 while offer-
ing the researcher significant insights about ways of setting up the experi-
ment and collecting data in that study. Additionally, the hypotheses formu-
lated for study2 have all emerged from the present study (— see Chapter 6).
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5.5 a posteriori interaction with domain experts
A posteriori explanation and interpretation of intelligence insights was re-
quired before commencing study 2 — this was especially most relevant for
those insights gained through experience and learning about the workings
of complex intelligence analysis processes.
To do this, domain expertise was required. A high level of cooperation
and real interests in the study was demonstrated by the domain experts con-
sulted. Additionally, the involvement of domain experts was most relevant
in lending credibility to and are critical for the ecological validity arguments
the researcher makes about this doctoral research project.
Several interviews and meetings were held with domain expert master
intelligence instructors with extensive experience in intelligence analysis,
intelligence analysis training, and joint intelligence operations. The aim of
these meetings was to extract industry and task-related knowledge about
the current trends, work patterns and practices, tasks, technology, etc.
study 1 started with no a priori intelligence task model. Nonetheless, with
intelligence instructors lending their expertise, a post priori iterative exami-
nation of the experimental tasks and the results from study 1 informed the
changes the researcher then makes in the tasks design of study 2. For in-
stance, at these interviews, it soon became clear that in practice, the current
trend was for the analyst’s role in the analytical process to be modelled as
an all-source intelligence.
What this means is that an analyst working on an intelligence tasking
typically has the sophistication and expertise to work on several different
intelligence disciplines related to the task rather than a sole discipline.
Additionally, domain experts offered "rich picture” insights of analysts at
work — in fact, the involvement of domain experts helped the researcher
answer specific interests such as:
—) What would one see if one watched an analyst at work?
—) What kinds of problems do intelligence analysts tackle?
—) How would they go about tackling intelligence analysis
tasks? How do analysts do things?
—) What is their starting and end point? Are there processes in
the middle? Are there common steps? Are there sub-processes
to these?
—) What kind of representations do analysts at work create
(including texts, graphical) to help with reflection and informa-
tion and knowledge sharing?
—) What kind of technologies are used for communication/col-
laboration? Are there difficulties or challenges with using the
technologies for intelligence analysis — what are they?
—) What function do communication play in this context?
—) How do the roles of master intelligence instructors fit in?
In implementing the foregoing changes and applying the knowledge and
answers gleaned from interacting with the domain experts the researcher
ensured that the intelligence analysis scenario-based tasks there better re-
flect the practices in today’s collaborative intelligence analysis.
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Part IV
S T U D Y 2 ( S 2 )
An account of study2 is covered in this part of the thesis — in
Chapter 6, 7, 8. It includes a discussion of results of the statistical
analysis and qualitative analysis, the conceptual process model
and the design recommendations.
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In our own studies, we did not know of, nor could we find
any valid coding schemes for the analysis of negotiation of
common ground, thus we needed to develop a new one
— Beers et al [8](pp.429)
6S 2 : I N T R O D U C T I O N
Two media functionalities or technologies in addition to voice considered in
this thesis are video and a shared visual workspace. Arguments were put
forward in the literature review which suggests that opinions are divided
about the real benefits of a video showing the faces and upper bodies of re-
mote collaborators. However, from the review it is clear that a fundamental
requirement that can ensure the success of real-time remote collaborative
environments, a shared visual workspace which provide support for a co-
orientation to task artefacts.
Additionally, the literature review in Chapter 3 revealed that by providing
remote parties access to a shared visual workspace, this could cause them
to communicate more intently [11]. Furthermore, the review showed that
technological aids offering support for shared visual information (— E.g.
a shared visual workspace) can augment a person’s analytical reasoning
capabilities in a way that advances analysis activities [147]. Nonetheless,
the problem is that it is still not exactly clear how video or a shared visual
workspace facilitates any of these in order to advance the grounding process
— this is a motivation of this study as is the need to find out if there is an
interaction between video and shared visual workspace on conversational
grounding.
Chapter 4 makes clear that a co-orientation to task artefacts rather than
a co-orientation to people’s faces yields better visual information dividends
[101] — through media that offers parties a common reference space and
platform to collaborate in real time around task artefacts. Even though the
review makes evident that a shared visual information should help them
infer what a person understands or does not understand, what remains un-
clear however is an understanding of how and why a co-orientation to task
artefacts on a shared visual workspace may impact on how they collaborate,
and communicate, and ground discussions.
Additionally, it remains unclear how video or shared visual workspace
mediated interactions impact on conversational grounding between parties
involved in a real-time remote collaborative intelligence analytic tasks —
complex analytic tasks with high cognitive workload, away from traditional
physical tasks that involve the identification and manipulation of physical
objects. Also, although previous studies have shown that common ground
generally increase as task progress, the issue of whether common ground
increase over time during synchronous video or shared visual workspace
mediated interactions has not been substantially demonstrated experimen-
tally. study2 will look to explore this.
Chapter 5 presents a new coding schema for the analysis of the negotia-
tion of common ground in real-time distributed team work — the codebook,
which is a direct spin-off from study1 and from the review of related com-
mon theories and pre-established coding schema, is used here for analysing
the experimental video data from study2. Empirical evidence emerging
87
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from study1 led to the formulation of the specific research questions and
hypotheses which the researcher investigates experimentally in study2 —
in this study in which participants performed an intelligence analysis tasks,
two variables were manipulated — whether participants had access to a
video and/or to shared visual workspace.
Chapter 6 provides solution to the primary research question:
—RQ1) How can we expose aspects of conversational grounding in mediated
communication involving different combinations of a video (showing a remote par-
ticipant’s head and shoulder, and hands and work-area) and a fully shared visual
workspace in addition to voice?
The answer to the above is given by some combination of the answers to
the following secondary research questions:
6.1 research questions & hypotheses
—RQ2.1) Is there any evidence that participants using a shared visual
workspace expend less communication grounding effort than those not
using a shared visual workspace?
—RQ2.2) Is there any evidence that participants using video expend less
communication grounding effort than those not using video?
—RQ2.3) How do access to a video channel and a shared visual workspace
interact with each other to affect the amount of communication ground-
ing effort participants expend?
—RQ2.4) Is there any evidence that participants’ communication ground-
ing effort generally reduce as task progress?
—RQ2.5) Does common ground generally increase as task progress?
—RQ2.6) Does common ground increase over time more with shared
visual workspace than without?
—RQ2.7) Does common ground increase over time more with video than
without?
—RQ2.8) Does shared visual workspace improve communication effec-
tiveness and collaborative work?
—RQ2.9) Does video improve communication effectiveness and collabo-
rative work?
—RQ2.10) Does shared visual workspace improve information sharing?
—RQ2.11) Does video improve information sharing?
6.2 method
In the rest of this section the researcher discuss the study2 experimental
design and setup, the task design, procedure and sampling methods.
6.2.1 Design
The study used a factorial 2 x 2 between-subjects design. It compared 2
media variables — the presence or absence of video and shared visual
workspace. Thus, the study design included four communication media-
conditions (— see Table 5 for illustration). Audio was constant across all
four media configurations.
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Communication-Media Configurations
Video No Video
Shared Visual Workspace Audio-Video & SVW | Cond. 4 Audio & SVW |Cond.3
No Shared Visual Workspace Audio-Video |Cond. 2 Audio only |Cond. 1
Table 5: Study2 Experiment Design
6.2.2 Measures
The dependent measure analyzed in the study was conversational grounding
effort — this was operationalized as the number of repair-episodes per min (or
repair rate). Note that the number of repair-episodes per min is used here and in
the rest of thesis as one way of operationalising conversational grounding effort.
In this study, the researcher argues that a reduced effort of conversational
grounding is proxy for increase in common ground.
6.2.3 Task
Participant pairs collaborated on a modified version of a US Navy "Recon-
naissance Intelligence Analysis Scenario" task which was originally devel-
oped by Warner[168]. Each team member was given a set of intelligence
materials relating to an Afghanistan warlord — Demkapsah Farah, (who
happens to be working for the US led coalition). The task asks participant
pairs to determine if Farah has allegiance with a new terrorist cell network
recently formed in his home town of Dissibad, and then to specify the five
most plausible events or evidence from the intelligence data which supports
the conclusion reached.
Group performance in this intelligence analysis task depended on how
well the pairs shared information — task-related artefacts, fused disparate
streams of information together, and collaborated around task artefacts.
The validity of the original version of the tasks had been previously estab-
lished, and deemed to be representative of various real-world intelligence
analytic tasks. In this simulated intelligence scenario, the modified version
of the task was modelled after the roles of all-source intelligence analysts —
with subject matter expertise in three cross-intelligence disciplines, namely:
1. Human intelligence
2. Geospatial intelligence
3. Open source intelligence.
A total of eighteen intelligence task artefacts spread across all three disci-
plines was used in this task. Each piece of intelligence artefact is marked
"Exhibit X" — where "X" is a unique number for identifying the particular
intelligence information. "Exhibit 52" was the same for the pair — it con-
tained essential background information to the task. In addition to "Exhibit
52" which both received, analyst1 was given eight task artefacts, which was
completely different from the nine analyst2 was given.
Artefacts used in the task consists of: financial transactions statements,
eye-witness accounts, transcripts of police interrogations, telephone records,
aerial surveillance shots, and satellite images, population statistics, location
demographics, and so on.
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These Exhibits were presented in hard-copy formats to participant pairs.
But those of them in the shared visual workspace media-conditions, also
received soft-copies of the same Exhibits to allow for artefact sharing, ma-
nipulation, and collaboration on the shared visual workspace. All of these
artefacts have been included in the appendix pages to this thesis along with
the task-instruction sheets and the participant solution sheet.
To further align this task with the features of intelligence analytic tasks re-
ported in Chapter 3, noisy data were included in the artefacts; it contained a
host of contradictory, and inconsistent information. Vital information were
even deliberately excluded. Artefacts were in different formats and types;
the large evidence pool made the task cognitively challenging and compli-
cated; rich inductive reasoning and problem solving skill was required to
tackle the task. An hour was earmarked for this collaborative task — this
was constraining and designed to add some element of pressure.
6.2.4 Setting & Set-up
The study location was Hendon Campus of Middlesex University, London.
And in order to simulate a "non-collocated" collaboration situation, the set-
ting was two psychology laboratories, situated next to each other — so that
each participant sat in a separate laboratory from their group member.
At each workstation, a participant had 2 Apple iMac 24 inch widescreen
LCD systems — one to access and complete the online questionnaire, and
the other for the collaborative work. The latter had in-built web-camera and
microphone for video-conferencing; a set of speakers was positioned on
either side of the iMac system for communication between participants.
Figure 25 shows images and set-up of the four media conditions below:
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(a) Shared Visual Workspace | Video
(b) No Shared Visual Workspace | Video
(c) Shared Visual Workspace | No Video
(d) No Shared Visual Workspace | No Video
Figure 25: Participants completing the tasks in four different media set-up
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6.2.5 Participants & Procedure
A total of 56 people — 39 men and 17 women, participated in the study in
pairs over a 5 month period. Age range of participants was 18-48. A total
of 28 teams of 2-members each was distributed across 4 experiment condi-
tions. 25 undergraduate and 31 graduate students studying at the Middlesex
University took part. Selected participants could communicate fluently in
written and spoken English, and were adept in computer skills and PC use.
Additionally, selected participants had some prior experience with some
form of remote collaboration. A convenience sampling technique was used.
An advert detailing information about the study was sent out via the Mid-
dlesex University Intranet, calling for participants to sign up for the study 1.
It included the contact details of the researcher. Once people have indicated
an interest to take part in the study, the researcher made connection with
them to have an informal chat — with the aim of accessing their suitability
for the task based on the selection criteria.
Participants were allocated to the date and time-slot that they them-self
chose via online Doodle polling link.
At the start of a pre-task briefing session for participant pairs prior to the
experiment commencing, they were given an informed consent form upon
arrival requesting their permission to be video-taped as they completed the
task for subsequent post-experiment communication analysis. The form pro-
vided general information about the research, including information about
what their participation would involve. They were also given an instruction
sheet outlining the nature of the intelligence task.
After a pair of participants have had an opportunity to read through the
instructions themselves, the experimenter repeated the instructions verbally,
and offered further clarifications to participants as required.
At the pre-task briefing session, group members were:
— 1) Told to assume the role of all-source intelligence analysts deal-
ing with all three types of intelligence disciplines considered in
the task ( — that is, Human-intelligence (HUMINT), Geospatial
intelligence (GEOINT) and Open source intelligence (OSINT).
—2) Told, their mission was not to prove the intelligence situation
beyond a reasonable doubt. Instead they were required to sim-
ply provide the experimenter with the best possible solution and
justification to the intelligence situation.
—3) Presented with "Exhibit 52" — and told this was the only
piece of intelligence artefact (out of a possible 8 or 9 they would
each receive), that was identical and contained the exact informa-
tion for the pair.
—4) Told that success in the collaborative intelligence analysis
task depended on how well they communicated with each other,
worked together and collaborated while also sharing relevant in-
formation, fussing together disparate streams of information and
connecting the dots.
After the researcher explained the task and study structure to them, par-
ticipant pairs were given a short technical training on the communication
mode. Thereafter, the pair were shown to their different workstations across
1 http://unihub.mdx.ac.uk/mdx/announcements/FBIintelligenceagentforaday.aspx
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two adjoining laboratory rooms — where each participant was presented
with at least 8 or more intelligence artefacts which were also significantly
different from those we gave their collaborating partner.
The pre-task briefing session lasted 15 minutes. After which participants
pairs had 30 minutes to work individually — during this time participants
were simply asked to spend time on their own, familiarizing themselves
with their respective artefacts. They were free to make notes if they need to;
mind-map; and so on. During this time, the researcher muted all commu-
nication protocols between the two laboratories, so that the pair could not
communicate with each other.
At the end of this "individual" work session, the pair were given 60 min-
utes to complete the intelligence task together. And after they concluded
the task, participants were asked to complete a short post-condition ques-
tionnaire followed by a debriefing with the experimenter which included
interview-style open-ended questions. The entire study lasted 2 hours.
Figure 26: Typical video data captured using the camcorder
Figure 27: Typical video data captured using the WebEx recorder
All the experimental sessions were video and audio-recorded using:
— 1) External video camcorders.
— 2) An in-built recorder on the Cisco WebEx Videoconferencing
Tool which participants used for the collaboration.
The video-camera was on a tripod stand — the positioning was perpendic-
ular to the right side of the participant and facing the LCD Display. This
recorded all user on-screen activity. Figure 26 shows the sort of data the
camcorders recorded. The WebEx tool recorded a user’s "on-screen" inter-
actions and annotations on the shared visual workspace, participants’ faces
and upper body, and immediate surrounding areas of their respective work-
stations. It also recorded the entire collaborative session. Figure 27 shows
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snapshots of the sorts of video data captured on WebEx recorder. An inte-
grated VoIP audio links operating at full duplex (and without any delay)
was implemented across all conditions. A High-definition video (720p) with
high video bandwidth of 30 fps was used.
6.2.6 Post Experiment Questionnaire
The researcher developed an online 19-item questionnaire self-reported in-
dices which focused on: education and prior experiences; group-work pro-
cesses; group performances; performance satisfaction; effectiveness and per-
ceptions of the communication media; prior experiences with intelligence
analysis; remote collaboration; and degree of acquaintance of participants.
It also covered the task structure; communication means; quality of com-
munication; key common ground and shared understanding indicators; ease
of (decitic) referencing and workspace awareness.
Four questionnaires were developed, 1 for each media condition — the
questionnaires were more or less the same across all 4 media conditions in
the study except for media-condition specific questions. The comprehensive
questionnaire can be seen on the appendix.
Figure 28: A participant completing the online post-experiment questionnaire from
Study2
6.3 data analysis
A discussion of the collection, transcription, coding and analysis of the ex-
perimental data is presented here.
6.3.1 Data Generation & Preparation
Primary data for study2 was collected via experiment and direct observa-
tion. Data was also generated from post experiment online questionnaires
which participants completed at the end of the trials, and from the post-
experiment interviews.
A technical problem meant that 5 of the WebEx recordings could not
be used, but the remaining 9 along with all 24 recordings from the video
camcorders were logged and analysed. To prepare the video files for tran-
scription, the video files were first converted from mts to mp4 file formats
to ensure their interoperability with the software system used for the tran-
scription, but also to ensure an optimal playback quality of the video files.
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6.3.2 Data Transcription
Each participant was assigned a unique code to make the transcription eas-
ier. The tool used for transcription was Hyper-TRANSCRIBE. After the tran-
scriptions for all 28 trials was completed, these were proof-read for spelling
errors and punctuation marks, then set out so that every new utterance or
statement was represented in a new line, for ease of coding.
6.3.3 Coding Reliability
To ensure the reliability of the coding scheme and code definitions we used
in the study, two raters were recruited, trained on code identification, and in-
structed on the purpose of the study. We then asked them to independently
code "pre-selected" portions of two separate transcripts from our experi-
mental data. We used two transcripts to allow us to perform a comparison
analysis between the two cases.
To calculate the level of agreement between the raters we used Cohen’s
kappa reliability statistic:
κ =
Pr(a) − Pr(e)
1− Pr(e)
— Pr(a) represent the overall agreement probability, (and is common to all
coefficients), Pr(e) refers to the chance-agreement probability, (and is specific to
each index). A complete agreement is when κ = 1. A kappa statistic within
the range 0.81- 1.00 would be considered as a "high agreement", 0.21-0.40 is
a "fair agreement", while 0.00 would indicate a "no agreement".
Both raters coded 26.7% of 5727 word transcript from the "shared visual
workspace|video" condition, and 33.6% of 4611 word transcript from the
"no shared visual workspace|video" condition. The first transcript yielded
a percentage agreement rate of 75%. And following further discussions
with the researcher on code identification, the second transcript achieved
an agreement rate of 85%. Coding reliability was delivered this way.
6.3.4 Data Coding
Coding of the video transcriptions was done with the tool: Hyper-RESEARCH,
and with pre-defined codes from our codebook — see earlier discussions in
Section 5.3.2.1 and the coding sample in Figure 29.
At the outset of the coding process, the researcher coded the data using
pre-determined low-level common ground coding categories. These were
later combined to form a super variable termed: "repair-episodes". This is
important because as previously stated in Section 6.2.2, the "rate of repair-
episodes per min" is one way of operationalising "communication ground-
ing effort" — which is dependent measure analyzed in the study.
Repair-Episodes: This super variable is comprised of the following
codes — checks for understanding (comprehension), confirmation
checks and explicit requests for repair. It also include, speech com-
pletions, speech alteration (insertions), speech restatements (resub-
missions), speech restarts (recasts), speech cancellations (abandon),
clarifications (elaborations), paraphrases, repetitions, and spelling).
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Figure 29: Data coding and analysis on Hyperresearch
6.3.5 Data preparation: Box-Cox Data Transformation
Prior to running the 2-way-ANOVA test, a Box-Cox power transformation
developed by George Box and Sir David Cox was performed on the data —
this remedial action was done in order to normalize the data. More generally,
the aim of the Box-Cox transformations is to ensure the usual assumptions
for Linear Model hold.
Using this technique the researcher tried to find the best lambda value
from Lambda = -5 to Lambda = +5 to perform the transformation. With λ
being the transformation parameter, a Box-Cox transformation of variable y
is defined as:
y(λ) =
y
λ−1
λ λ 6=0;
log y, λ = 0
An extended version with the potential to accommodate negative y’s was
proposed by the duo; this is given as:
y(λ) =
 (y+λ2)
λ1−1
λ λ1 6=0;
log (y+ λ2), λ1 = 0
Where λ = (λ1 , λ2)′. In practice, λ1 can be taken as the model parameter
where one elect to use λ2 such that (y + λ2) > 0 for all instances of y.
In sum, prior to running the 2-way-ANOVA tests, a Box-Cox power trans-
formation of the dependent variable was performed using the statistical
software package: "SPC for Excel". — The lower and upper confidence levels
(CLs) in Figure 30 show that the best results for normality were reached
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Figure 30: A Box-Cox Plot for "Repair Episodes" Data
with Lambda values between -0.32 and 1.51. Although, a Lambda value (λ
= 0.54) was identified as the most suited exponent; this is the value we used
to transform our original data into ”normal shape.” — This Lambda value
simply indicates the power to which all the original data values were raised.
In Figure 31, the first set of histogram and normal probability plot are
for the original data prior to the box-cox transformations; the second set of
histogram and normal probability plot shows the transformed data using
Lambda (λ) = 0.54, now more normally distributed. — Finally, the trans-
formed data is shown side-by-side with the original data in Table 7 under
the new variable name: "Repair Episodes Transformations".
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Figure 31: "Repair-Episodes" Data Transformation
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6.4 results
The rest of this chapter is dedicated for reporting the results of the ex-
periments and the post-experiment questionnaire. Results are ordered by
research question (and/or hypothesis), with the experimental results inte-
grated with questionnaire results. But we begin first by analysing the socio-
demographic data ratings of participants.
6.4.1 Results: Socio Demographic Data
Table 6 describes the socio-demographic and task-related characteristics of
the sample. Surveyed respondents was 2:1 male-to-female ratio. 42.9% of the
sampled population were aged between 25 and 34, the second highest was
the 18-24s, while the number of the "over 45s" was the least with only 3 re-
spondents. Respondents who rated English as their first language was lower,
(44.6%), than 55.4%, for whom English was not a first language. The num-
ber of respondents who had completed or was undertaking a post-graduate
degree program were higher, 55.4% compared to the 44.6% who had either
completed an undergraduate degree program or undertaking one.
Socio-demographic Data
N %
Sex
Male 39 69.6
Female 17 30.4
Age range
18-24 22 39.3
25-34 24 42.9
35-44 7 12.5
45 or older 3 5.4
English is a First Language
Yes 25 44.6
No 31 55.4
Education Level
Undergraduate 25 44.6
Postgraduate 31 55.4
Table 6: Participants’ Demographic Data
6.4.2 2-way-ANOVA Test
To address RQs2.1, RQ2.2, and RQ2.3, a 2-way-ANOVA was run to explore
the main effects of shared visual workspace and video but also to understand if
there was an interaction between the two independent variables on the de-
pendent variable, and to establish whether there is a statistically significant
interaction or not.
In order to run the 2-way-ANOVA certain assumptions will need to be ful-
filled — what follows is firstly, a discussion of the assumption tests, then fol-
lowed by a discussion of the results of the 2-way-ANOVA in Section 6.4.2.1.
The data setup for the 2-way-ANOVA is presented in Table 7 with the me-
dia groups in our experimental design split on a two-level design with 2
independent factors: video and shared visual workspace.
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Obs
Shared
Visual
Workspace
Factor
Video
Factor
Repair
Episodes
(Original Data)
Repair
Episodes
(Transformed Data)
1 No SVW Video 3.3684 1.926676
2 SVW No Video 2.8810 1.770734
3 SVW No Video 2.4923 1.637435
4 No SVW No Video 2.7097 1.713079
5 No SVW No Video .9859 .992361
6 SVW Video 2.2679 1.556098
7 SVW Video 3.2667 1.895043
8 SVW No Video 2.9828 1.804251
9 No SVW Video 3.6271 2.005221
10 No SVW Video 3.1800 1.867715
11 No SVW No Video 5.2549 2.449654
12 No SVW No Video 5.1429 2.421321
13 SVW Video 3.1912 1.871264
14 SVW Video 3.0606 1.829513
15 SVW No Video 3.8103 2.059292
16 No SVW Video 6.2558 2.691490
17 No SVW Video 4.3182 2.203249
18 No SVW No Video 4.6563 2.294786
19 No SVW No Video 4.8333 2.341486
20 SVW Video 2.3846 1.598838
21 SVW Video 5.7429 2.569987a
22 No SVW No Video 2.8621 1.764452
23 No SVW Video 4.7895 2.330004
24 No SVW Video 3.9180 2.090522
25 SVW No Video 1.4603 1.226871
26 SVW No Video 1.1864 1.096692
27 SVW No Video 5.1094 2.412791
28 SVW Video 2.8235 1.751562
a. indicates the outlier in the data
Table 7: Data Setup for 2-way-ANOVA
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pre-2-way anova tests : tests for outliers , normality of dis-
tribution, & homogeneity of variance : There was one extreme
outlier in the transformed data at data point 27 as assessed by the boxplot
— see Figure 32. A remedial action was taken to replace the extreme value
(2.569987) with the next highest value taken from the "same group’s distri-
bution" that is itself not an outlier but which helps the researcher retain the
original ordering of the data. This is called truncation of data. Figure 33
shows the Boxplots of the data after this remedial action was taken to trun-
cate the outlier. Changes made to the data were:
(27: 2.569987 −→ 1.995043)
Additionally, the transformed data was normally distributed for each group,
as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk test, (ρ > .05); (the p-values were: .089, .420,
.869 and .635). Assessment of a significance level (p-values) of a Levene’s
test of equality of error variancesa indicates that homogeneity of variance
was achieved in the data. * If the test is not statistically significant (that is ρ
>.05), you have equal variances and you have not violated the assumption of
homogeneity of variances. And in this particular test, the "Sig." value is .056
(ρ = .056), which indicates that the variances are equal (i.e., the assumption
of homogeneity of variances is met).
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Figure 32: Boxplots with outlier at Data point 27.
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Figure 33: Boxplots after remedial action
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Repair Episodes
SVW
Factor
Video
Factor
N Mean Std. D
Std.
Error
95% Confidence
Interval
Lower
Bound
Upper
Bound
no svw
no video 7 1.997 0.538 .147 1.694 2.299
video 7 2.159 0.283 .147 1.857 2.462
svw
no video 7 1.715 0.455 .147 1.413 2.018
video 7 1.785 0.160 .147 1.483 2.088
Table 8: Estimated Marginal Means for "Repair Episodes"
Figure 34: Profile Plot: Approx. means for "repair episodes"
Repair Episodes
Source
Type III
Sum of
Squares
df
Mean
Square
F Sig.
Partial
Eta
Squared
Observed
Powera
Corrected Model .861a 3 .287 1.905 .156 .192 .430
Intercept 102.596 1 102.596 681.113 .000 .966 1.000
SVW Factor .751 1 .751 4.988 .035 .172 .573
Video Factor .095 1 .095 .628 .436 .025 .119
SVW Factor
* Video Factor
.015 1 .015 .100 .755 .004 .061
Error 3.615 24 .151
Total 107.072 28
Corrected Total 4.476 27
a. R Squared = .192 (Adjusted R Squared = .091)
b. Computed using alpha = .05
Table 9: 2-way-ANOVA Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
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6.4.2.1 Putting Results of 2-way-ANOVA together
In addition to the pre-test assumptions of the 2-way-ANOVA test — that is
the tests for outliers, normality, and homogeneity which we reported in
the preceding sections, using outputs of the 2-way ANOVA, we equally
calculated:
1.) The descriptive statistics for the different groups.
2.) The statistical significance of the 2-way ANOVA result (null hy-
pothesis significance testing).
3.) A measure of effect size.
Communication media might contribute to communication grounding (and
grounding efforts), but that effect differ across different media. It was con-
sidered that the fewer visual cues or visual information remote interlocu-
tors have, the harder they might be expected to work to maintain common
ground.
Conversely, the more cues remote interlocutors have, the less realistic ef-
fort they may commit to maintain common ground. And in this is analysis,
conversational grounding effort was measured by the repair rate, calculated as
the number of repair episodes per minute. A 2-way analysis of variance tested
the average number of repair episodes per minute among study pairs in the
same or different "communication media" conditions.
As Table 8 shows, participants were classified into four conditions namely:
— "no shared visual workspace-no video" group (n = 7)
— "no shared visual workspace-video" group (n = 7)
— "shared visual workspace-no video" group (n = 7)
— "shared visual workspace-video" group (n = 7)
The descriptive statistics data is presented below as mean ± standard de-
viation. — As Table 8 shows, among participants using a shared visual
workspace, participants not using video constructed a fewer number of re-
pair episodes per min. The increase was from 1.72 ± .46 in the shared visual
workspace-no video group to 1.79 ± .16 in the shared visual workspace-video
group.
Overall, participants using a shared visual workspace constructed a fewer
number of repair episodes per min than those not using a shared visual workspace
— this means that for participants in the no shared visual workspace-no video
condition (2.01 ± .54) and in the no shared visual workspace-video condition
(2.16 ± .28). These results verify the trends identified in the profile plot in
Figure 34.
All three pre-test assumptions were all met. To recap data was normally dis-
tributed for each group, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk test. Also, homogeneity
of variances was not violated, the data had equal variances as assessed by
Levene’s Test of Homogeneity of Variance (ρ = .056).
Next, the 2-way-ANOVA results for RQ2.1, RQ2.2., and RQ2.3, is presented.
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rq2 .1 | results
RQ2.1) Is there any evidence that participants using a shared vi-
sual workspace expend less communication grounding effort than
those not using a shared visual workspace?
• H2.1 — Participants using shared visual workspace will construct
fewer number of repair episodes per minute than those participants
not using shared visual workspace.
The 2-way-ANOVA results in Table 9 show that in terms of the main
effect of "shared visual workspace", there was a statistically significant
difference in the "shared visual workspace" factor on the number of repair
episodes per min, F(1,24) = 4.988, ρ =.035, partial η2 = .172.
rq2 .1 hypothesis testing — For the main effect of "shared visual
workspace", the null and alternative hypothesis respectively are:
— H0: Participants using svw will not have a lower repair
rate than those participants not using svw.
— HA: Participants using svw will have a lower repair
rate than those participants not using svw.
* As there was a statistically significant difference between means (ρ <
.05), we can reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the alternative
hypothesis is true at the 95% confidence level.
rq2 .2 | results
RQ2.2) Is there any evidence that participants using video expend
less communication grounding effort than those not using video?
• H2.2 — Participants using video will construct fewer number of
repair episodes per minute than those participants not using video.
Again, with respect to main effect of "video", as the 2-way-ANOVA re-
sults in Table 9 shows, there was no statistically significant difference in
the "video" factor on the number of repair episodes per min, F(1,24) = .628,
ρ =.436, partial η2 = .025.
rq2 .2 hypothesis testing — For the main effect of "video", the
null and alternative hypothesis respectively are:
— H0: Participants using video will not have a lower
repair rate than those participants not using video.
— HA: Participants using video will have a lower repair
rate than those participants not using video.
* We fail to reject the null hypothesis as there was no statistically sig-
nificant difference between means (ρ > .05); therefore we conclude that
there is not enough evidence available to suggest the null is false at the
95% confidence level.
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rq2 .3 | results
RQ2.3) How do access to a video channel and a shared visual
workspace interact with each other to affect the amount of com-
munication grounding effort participants expend?
• H2.3 — There is an interaction between video and shared visual
workspace on the number of repair episodes per minute participants
construct.
At first glance of the profile plot in Figure 34, initial analysis seemed that
we might expect to see a statistically significant interaction term since
the "video" and "no-video" lines are not parallel at all. But as Table 9
shows that the interaction of "shared visual workspace" and "video" on
the "repair episodes" was also not statistically significant, F(1,24)=.100,
ρ =.755, partial η2 = .004. Therefore, we conclude that it would appear
that the interaction between "shared visual workspace" and "video" is
being hidden by the main effects in the ANOVA.
rq2 .3 hypothesis testing — For the interaction effect of "shared
visual workspace" and "video", the null and alternative hypothesis are:
— H0: There is no interaction between video and svw on
repair rate.
— HA: There is an interaction between video and svw
on repair rate.
* We fail to reject the null hypothesis as there was no statistically sig-
nificant interaction between means (ρ > .05). In conclusion, available
evidence is insufficient to suggest the null is false at the 95% confidence
level.
6.4.3 Pearson’s Correlation Test
To address RQ2.4 and therefore compute the change in "repair-episodes"
scores over time, a Pearson’s correlation test was conducted for the depen-
dent variable: "repair-episodes" measured against "time period" in the ex-
periment. Five increasing time segments of 5 minutes each (Time Point #1
- Time Point #5) were selected. This time period was the same for all cases.
Table 10 below shows the data setup for the Pearson’s correlation test.
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Repair-Episodes
Obs
Time
Point # 1
Time
Point #2
Time
Point #3
Time
Point #4
Time
Point #5
1 11.69 13.64 16.23 25.97 13.64
2 16.25 18.75 17.50 20.00 10.00
3 19.05 14.29 28.57 10.71 20.24
4 17.86 19.05 19.05 10.71 10.71
5 12.38 20.95 18.10 14.29 17.14
6 12.99 19.48 18.18 15.58 20.78
7 11.22 13.27 21.43 19.39 16.33
8 18.69 20.56 13.08 14.02 13.08
9 17.42 18.18 18.18 21.21 11.36
10 13.45 21.85 24.37 15.97 10.92
11 15.70 20.93 17.44 16.28 11.63
12 14.19 23.87 19.35 13.55 15.48
13 16.46 17.72 13.92 16.46 15.19
14 23.28 20.69 17.24 15.52 8.62
15 21.82 15.45 9.09 19.09 14.55
16 21.76 16.58 18.65 15.54 10.88
17 15.75 17.12 20.55 15.07 17.12
18 18.02 19.19 18.02 11.63 13.95
19 17.06 15.29 20.00 17.06 18.82
20 25.32 21.52 10.13 13.92 18.99
21 6.91 30.32 14.89 14.89 17.02
22 9.65 16.67 18.42 25.44 19.30
23 22.91 12.29 13.41 22.35 15.64
24 15.53 21.36 12.62 12.62 18.45
25 10.71 35.71 28.57 7.14 1.79
26 15.79 24.56 21.05 14.04 14.04
27 12.82 22.44 20.51 18.59 12.82
28 10.53 10.53 21.05 21.05 15.79
Mean
15.90 19.37 18.20 16.36 14.44
Time
5 10 15 20 25
Table 10: Data Setup for Pearson’s Correlation Test
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descriptive statistics : Figure 35 shows a sharp rise in the "repair-
episodes" in the first time period — that is Time Point #1. However, at Time
Point #1 participants were also involved in a flurry of very quick discussions
— these discussions where also not all task specific per se. For instance, they
were exchanging initial pleasantries, testing the equipments, or establishing
relevant conventions and strategies for approaching the collaborative intel-
ligence task, etc. Ignoring Time Point #1 as consequence of these reasons,
one can see that the graph shows there is a gradual decline in the amount
of repair-episodes participant pairs produced over time. The Pearson’s cor-
relation test reported here therefore focuses on Time Points #2 – #5.
Figure 35: "Repair episodes" over time
testing for outliers & normality : There are no outliers in the
data as assessed by a visual inspection of a Boxplot. Also, a Shapiro-Wilk’s
test for normality, indicates that "repair-episodes" scores for Time Points #2
– #5 were approximately normally distributed, (ρ = .972 | .877).
Time
period
Mean
#repairs
Time
period
Correlation 1 -.994∗
Sig. (2-tailed) .006
N 4 4
Mean
#repairs
Correlation -.994 1
Sig. (2-tailed) .006
N 4 4
∗Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level.
Table 11: Pearson’s Correlation Results
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rq2 .4 | results
RQ2.4) Is there any evidence that participants’ communication
grounding effort generally reduce as task progress?
• H2.4 — Participants will construct fewer number of repair episodes
per min over time as the task progressed.
There was a strong negative correlation between the repair-episodes par-
ticipant pairs produced and the time period — time points #2 - #5, that
the pair spent working on the collaborative intelligence task, (ρ = -.994).
The relationship is also statistically significant (ρ < .01; 2-tailed), (— see
Table 11).
rq2 .4 hypothesis testing — The null and alternative hypothesis
being tested for correlation are:
— H0: ρ = 0; the population correlation coefficient is
equal to zero.
— HA: ρ 6= 0; the population correlation coefficient is not
equal to zero.
* As there was a statistically significant relationship between repair-
episodes and time period, (ρ < .01), we reject the null hypothesis and
accept the alternative hypothesis.
6.4.4 Kruskal-Wallis H Test
To address RQ2.5, a Kruskal-Wallis H Test was conducted on Questionnaire
Item 16: As the collaborative intelligence analytic task progressed, our mutual
agreements and shared understanding improved", (1= strongly disagree, 2 = dis-
agree, 3 = undecided, 4 = agree, 5= strongly agree).
Mean scores for Item 16 differed by media condition: no shared visual
workspace|no video (M = 16.33), no shared visual workspace|video (M = 26.41) ,
shared visual workspace|no video (M = 28.64), and shared visual workspace|video
(M = 28.13) (— see Table 12). Looking at Figure 36, if we accept a mean
score above 3.0 as a significantly positive score, then we can conclude that
the chart shows that participant responses to this questionnaire item were
positive across all four experimental conditions
Groups N Mean Rank
— Mutual agreements and
shared understanding both
improved and increased
as task progressed.
no svw–no video 12 16.33
no svw–video 11 26.41
svw–no video 14 28.64
svw–video 12 28.13
Total 49
Table 12: Questionnaire Item 16: Mean Ranking
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Figure 36: Questionnaire Item 16: Mutual Agreement & Shared Understandings —
across all four media conditions.
rq2 .5 | results
RQ2.5) Does common ground generally increase as task progress?
The Kruskal-Wallis H test, tested whether common ground generally
increases over time across all four experimental conditions — more
specifically, the test was run to determine if there were differences in
scores for "improvement in mutual agreement & shared understandings
over time". Results showed that the scores distributions for Item 16 were
not similar for all four groups, as assessed by visual inspection of a
boxplot. Nonetheless, the scores distributions was positive in the right
direction and yielded a statistically significant agreement independent
of all four conditions, χ2(3) = 8.466, ρ = .037.
6.4.5 Mann Whitney U Test
To address RQ2.6, and RQ2.7, the researcher reports the statistical results
of Item 16: As the collaborative intelligence analytic task progressed, our mutual
agreements and shared understanding improved, (1= strongly disagree, 2 = dis-
agree, 3 = undecided, 4 = agree, 5= strongly agree).
rq2 .6 | results
RQ2.6) Does common ground increase over time more with shared
visual workspace than without?
— Mean scores were positively different between the shared visual
workspace condition (M = 4.27) and no shared visual workspace condition
(M = 3.87).
Statistical analysis of a Mann-Whitney U test showed that the distribu-
tion of the improvements and frequency of agreements and shared understand-
ings over time scores were similar across the two groups as assessed by
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visual inspection of the population pyramid. The distribution scores for
this item was statistically significantly different between the "shared vi-
sual workspace" and "no shared visual workspace" groups, U = 387.5, z
= 2.105, ρ = .035.
rq2 .7 | results
RQ2.7) Does common ground increase over time more with video
than without?
— Similarly, mean scores were positively different between the video
condition (M = 4.22), and no video condition (M = 3.96).
Statistical analysis of a Mann-Whitney U test, again showed that the
distribution of the "improvements and frequency of agreements and
shared understandings" scores between participants in the video group
and no video group were similar as assessed by visual inspection of the
population pyramid. However, the distribution of "improvements and
frequency of agreements and shared understandings over time" scores,
was not statistically significantly different between the "video" group
and "no video" group, U = 352, z = 1.261, ρ = .207.
6.4.5.1 Mann Whitney U Test: RQ2.8, RQ2.9
Questionnaire Items 9(2) and 9(3) addresses RQ2.8, RQ2.9.
Item 9(2), Rate the effectiveness of the communication media you used in the exper-
iment for collaboration, (1 = not at all effective, 2 = ineffective, 3 = undecided,
4 = effective and 5 = very effective).
Item 9(3), Rate the effectiveness of the communication media you used in the exper-
iment for communication & interaction, (1 = not at all effective, 2 = ineffective,
3 = undecided, 4 = effective and 5 = very effective).
rq2 .8 | results
RQ2.8) Does shared visual workspace improve communication ef-
fectiveness and collaborative work?
Item 9(2):
— Mean ranks was positively different between the "shared visual
workspace" condition (M = 28.84) and "no shared visual workspace" con-
dition (M = 26.06) (— see Table 13). Results of the Mann-Whitney U test
show that the scores distributions of "collaborative work effectiveness"
scores for the two groups were somewhat similar, as assessed by vi-
sual inspection. Median "communication and interaction effectiveness"
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scores was not statistically significantly different between "shared vi-
sual workspace" and "no shared visual workspace" groups, U =401.5 , z
= .736, ρ = .461.
Item 9(3):
— A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were dif-
ferences in "communication and interaction effectiveness" scores be-
tween the shared visual workspace and no shared visual workspace groups.
Mean ranks was positively different in the two conditions, "shared vi-
sual workspace (M = 30.23) and no shared visual workspace (M = 24.56)
(— see Table 14). Distributions scores of this item for the two groups
were not similar, as assessed by visual inspection. Median "communi-
cation and interaction effectiveness" scores was not statistically signifi-
cantly different between "shared visual workspace" and "no shared vi-
sual workspace" groups, U =440 , z = 1.424, ρ = .155.
Mean Ranking Test Statisticsa
N
Mean
Rank
Mann
Whitney
U
Wilcoxon
W
Z
Asymp.
Sig
(2-tailed)
— Item9(2):
Media effectiveness
for collaboration
no svw 26 26.06
401.500 807.500 .736 .461svw 28 28.84
Total 54
— Item9(2):
Media effectiveness
for collaboration
no video 27 24.06
457.500 835.500 1.825 .068video 27 30.94
Total 54
Table 13: Item9(2) Mean Ranking & Test Statistics
Mean Ranking Test Statisticsa
N
Mean
Rank
Mann
Whitney
U
Wilcoxon
W
Z
Asymp.
Sig
(2-tailed)
— Item 9(3):
Media effectiveness
for communication
no svw 26 24.56
440.000 846.500 1.424 .155svw 28 30.23
Total 54
— Item 9(3):
Media effectiveness
for communication
no video 26 26.21
397.500 803.500 .623 .533video 28 28.70
54
Table 14: Item9(3) Mean Ranking & Test Statistics
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rq2 .9 | results
RQ2.9) Does video improve communication effectiveness and col-
laborative work?
Item 9(2):
Mean ranks for the "video" and "no video" groups are: (M = 30.94) and
(M = 24.06), respectively, (— see Table 13). The Mann-Whitney U test
results showed that the scores distributions for Item 9(2) for the two
groups were not similar, as assessed by visual inspection. Median scores
for this item was not statistically significantly different between "video"
and "no video" groups, U =457.5 , z = 1.825, ρ = .068.
Item 9(3):
For the video and no video conditions, mean ranks for Item 9(3) was
positively different between the two groups: (M = 28.70) and (M = 26.21)
respectively (— see Table 14). A Mann-Whitney U test showed that the
scores distributions for both groups were also not similar, as assessed
by visual inspection. Median scores for this item was not statistically
significantly different between "video" and "no video" groups, U =397.5
, z = .623, ρ = .553.
6.4.5.2 Mann Whitney U Test: RQ2.10, RQ2.11
To answer RQ2.10, RQ2.11, Questionnaire Item 9(1) is used.
Item 9(1), Rate the effectiveness of the communication media you used in the ex-
periment for information sharing, (1 = not at all effective, 2 = ineffective, 3 =
undecided, 4 = effective and 5 = very effective).
rq2 .10 | results
RQ2.10) Does shared visual workspace improve information shar-
ing?
— Mean scores were positively different between the shared visual
workspace group (M = 4.07) and no shared visual workspace group (M =
3.44). A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differ-
ences in "media effectiveness for information sharing" scores between
the two groups — the scores distributions for the two groups were simi-
lar, as assessed by visual inspection of the population pyramid. Median
"media effectiveness for information sharing" score was statistically sig-
nificant, U = 495, z = 2.210, ρ = .027.
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rq2 .11 | results
RQ2.11) Does video improve information sharing?
— And for the video and no video groups, mean scores were positively
different between the video group (M = 3.96) and no video group (M =
3.56). Results of the Mann-Whitney U test showed that the scores dis-
tributions of "media effectiveness for information sharing" were similar,
as assessed by visual inspection of the population pyramid. However,
median "media effectiveness for information sharing" scores was not
statistically significant, U = 462, z = 1.587, ρ = .113.
6.5 ad-hoc analysis , discussion and conclusion
The focus in Chapter 6 are the results of the statistical analysis of an exper-
imental investigation on the effects of two communication media function-
alities — shared visual workspace and video, on conversational grounding.
The researcher presented numerical evidence to support the assumption
that communication media while contributing to conversational grounding
effort, the effect itself differ across different media, — a factor attributable
to the differences in media affordances.
Another assumption which these results supports is that the fewer visual
cues or visual information remote interlocutors have, the harder they might
be expected to work to maintain common ground. Conversely, the more
cues remote interlocutors have, the less realistic effort they may commit to
maintain common ground.
In the analysis presented here, conversational grounding effort was experi-
mentally operationalised and measured as the repair rate, calculated as the
number of repair episodes per minute. And within this research context, the less
conversational grounding effort parties expend translates to increased common
ground (or shared understanding, mutual beliefs, mutual knowledge, and so
on). In this way, grounding effort is a proxy for common ground.
Results from the experiments demonstrates that communication grounding
effort (or costs) significantly reduces as the collaborative task progresses —
regardless of the medium. Conversely, and complimentary of the findings
by Clark and Brennan[31] and others, the researcher claims that these ex-
periments further demonstrates that common ground generally increases as
task progress regardless of the medium.
Additionally, more generally, these results empirically demonstrates the
attractiveness and benefits of the shared visual workspace tool in particular
for collaboration not least because it offered collaborators in the intelligence
task an enduring source of visual information.
Compared to video-mediated communication, a shared visual workspace
offers a platform for people to orient to task artefacts and people’s activi-
ties, interactions and manipulation of task artefacts, as opposed to an ori-
entation to other’s faces. And in Chapter 4, the researcher argued that a
co-orientation to task-artefacts rather than a co-orientation to people’s faces
would provide true benefits of visual information in a remote work situa-
tions.
Results here demonstrate that grounding effort significantly reduced more
in the shared visual workspace conditions than in the video conditions. Nor
does it come as no surprise that in this study, communication grounding
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effort was highest in the no-shared visual workspace|no-video condition. This
result was also statically significantly different between the two groups.
In a way, these findings align with accounts from previous studies where
it was argued that a video of other’s faces did little to advance team perfor-
mance in remote tasks.
Analysis of participant subjective views corroborate the experimental re-
sults. In fact, participants were asked to rate the "improvements and fre-
quency of mutual agreements and shared understanding as the task pro-
gressed" — this was statistically significantly different between the shared
visual workspace and no-shared visual workspace groups. The study did not
record similar findings for the video and no-video groups.
Groups N Mean Median
no svw–no video 13 3.08 3.00
no svw–video 14 3.79 4.00
svw–no video 14 4.00 4.00
svw–video 14 4.14 4.00
Total 55 3.76 4.00
Table 15: Media effectiveness for information sharing
Figure 37: Questionnaire Item 9(1): Mean Media effectiveness for information shar-
ing across all four conditions.
The two independent variables investigated in this study appears to be hav-
ing positive effects on "effectiveness of the communication mode for infor-
mation sharing" in the experiment as Table 15 below shows. In fact, the
experimental condition where both these variables were not used received
the least rating, (M = 3.08). This is hardly surprising given that one may
expect that the amount of grounding effort invested to produce utterance
via audio-only media (that is the no svw |no video condition) would be
significantly more compared to the other conditions. For instance, the costs
associated with understanding and reception of certain constructions and
words will be significantly higher in audio-only media void of the shared
visual workspace or video media.
In short, these efforts (or costs) gets “compounded when contextual clues
are missing”[31][pp.17]. Therefore, the researcher attributes these results
to the absence of any form of visual cues or information with the audio
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communication mode — and no way for participants to establish any form
of co-orientation to task artefacts or to people’s actions, facial expressions,
glancing and gestures and so on. Also, as opposed to the main effect of
video, median scores distribution for "effectiveness of the communication
mode for information sharing" was found to be statistically significant for
the main effect of shared visual workspace.
The quantitative results reported here is only half the job. Beyond that an
understanding of the specific ways that participants in this experiment used
the shared visual workspace is needed, not least because initial analysis of
the observations in data showed there are so many different situations in the
experiment in which a shared visual workspace was useful. For example the
case when a participant is struggling to articulate or understand a difficult-
to-describe word.
To that end, Chapter 7 thus discusses the results of the qualitative analy-
sis of the experimental video data. There the researcher will demonstrates
how participants used the shared visual workspace as a means of reducing
their communicative efforts — the researcher believes the reason they do
so is because this communication mode offers them the least collaborative
or communicative effort to produce or make utterance. Additionally, the
chapter also discuses how participants used the shared visual workspace
medium to repair communication breakdowns. From those discussions will
emerge a conceptual process model of conversational grounding in shared
visual workspace for remote collaborative work (— see Chapter 8).
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E X P E R I M E N TA L V I D E O D ATA
A qualitative analysis beyond the statistical results in the last chapter is
needed to build a deeper understanding of the specific uses and ways access
to a shared visual workspace impacts conversational grounding in particular
and communication more generally, in remote work situations. To this end,
this part of the thesis focuses on a post-hoc qualitative thematic analysis (or
categorization) of the experimental video data from Study2.
Chapter 7 provides some of the solution to the primary research question:
RQ2 1; the conceptual process model in Chapter 8 completes it. The present
chapter satisfies one aim and that is to qualitatively analyse the key results
from the previous chapter with respect to the shared visual workspace me-
dia. An explanation is given for why participant pairs using shared visual
workspace for real-time collaborative intelligence analysis tasks are expend-
ing less conversational grounding effort than pairs not using a shared visual
workspace.
More specifically, why participant pairs with access to a shared visual
workspace are constructing fewer number of speech repairs per minute than
pairs without access to a shared visual workspace. Also, the researcher ex-
plains why participants with access to the shared visual workspace rated the
medium higher for increasing common ground over time than participants
pairs without access. Lastly, to explain why the shared visual workspace
media received a statistically significant rating for its effectiveness for infor-
mation sharing.
Results from the qualitative analysis in the present chapter are intended to
provide the basis for a conceptual model of conversational grounding via a
shared visual workspace medium — the model will be covered in Chapter 8.
Also, the results here will be used in Chapter 9 to provide complimentary
explanation to the statistical results previously covered in Chapter 6.
7.1 methodology : thematic categorization and analysis
Fereday and Muir-Cochrane[53] offer these definitions for the construct:
“ Thematic analysis is a search for themes that emerge as being im-
portant to the description of the phenomenon” — “it is a form of
pattern recognition within the data, where emerging themes become
the categories for analysis” —“the process involves the identification
of themes through careful reading and re-reading of the data” [Ibid.,
pp.82].
Thematic analysis is an analytic method in its own right which have also
become a significant part of the repertoire of qualitative analytic methods
[16]. They argue that it offers the benefits of flexibility. Additionally, they
stated that:
1 −→ RQ2) With respect to conversational grounding, how can we explain what is happening
when parties are collaborating on an intelligence task via the shared visual workspace?
118
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“through its theoretical freedom, thematic analysis provides a useful
research tool, which can potentially provide a rich and detailed, yet
complex account of data” [Ibid., pp.4].
To add to these arguments, we would say that thematic analysis is a cat-
egorizing strategy that a researcher can adopt when the analytic objective
is to discover patterns in the data and to develop themes and ultimately,
meanings from them.
Braun and Clarke[16] has stated that there are no clear consensus about
how you go about doing a thematic analysis of data, however they offer
some useful guidelines, some of which we have adopted in this study.
This study adopted a cyclical inductive analysis within the thematic anal-
ysis framework — in which the identified themes are data driven. In this
sense, we coded the data bottom-up without trying to fit it into any pre-
existing coding framework. The process was cyclical in the sense that the
data coding was done iteratively such that we were constantly returning to
the data between phases of the data analysis with various codes emerging
throughout the research process. As such, our strategy involved a process of
repeatedly defining and refining generated themes and emerging themes.
To create the initial set of thematic categorizations, it was important for
the researcher to first gain some familiarity with what the data entailed
— what then followed was the iterative reading and re-reading of all the
transcripts from the shared visual workspace conditions and the recorded
videos; and from that abstracting a list of items that show a reoccurring pat-
tern; paying particular attention to and noting down emerging patterns that
were observed — "where", "when" and "how" certain patterns occurred in
the data. It necessitated examining, identifying, extracting and document-
ing all the "episodes" in the video data and transcripts of observations of
shared visual workspace use. Incidences of participants’ interactions with
the shared visual workspaces were time-stamped and in some instances,
screen snapshots of several of these interactions were taken.
Limiting the data to only "observations and patterns of shared visual
workspace use" was critical to ensure a more efficient analysis. Subsequently,
each distinctive episode and observations of shared visual workspace use
were labelled with comprehensible descriptive phrases, together with a short
account of what each theme exactly mean.
At this stage, it became clear that a substantial amount of overlap existed
between the initial themes. Once connections between overlapping themes
were established, these themes were similarly grouped or combined into
overarching themes to create cohesive, mutually independent themes which
better depict the data or meaning. It is these themes that we now report in
the ensuing sections.
To conclude, for the thematic analysis reported here we used: Nvivo,
videos and transcripts of all the experimental sessions where shared visual
workspace was used, and videos and transcripts of the post-experiment in-
terviews.
7.2 thematic analysis of shared visual workspace use
Dialogue sequences and episodes of pairs’ interactions via the shared visual
workspace in the collaborative task, are organised into eight themes and
presented in the ensuing sections. It is these themes that form the level of
analysis in this part of the study. Line numbers have been included in the
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dialogue excerpts in this thesis for ease of referencing. The eight thematic
categorizations identified are:
(1) To minimize communicative effort. (2) For repairing communica-
tion breakdown. (3) For monitoring comprehension. (4) To authen-
ticate or clarify correctness of active or prior presentation. (5) To
facilitate conversation, introduce or complete presentation. (6) Re-
source for maintaining awareness. (7) Resource for joint activity. (8)
For deictic pointing referencing and representation.
7.2.1 Theme: Minimize Communicative Effort
Chapter 2 discusses several grounding principles in the literature review
including Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs[34]’s principle of least collaborative effort
which basically implies that communication is enhanced when people invest
minimal effort — in other words, people should invest no more effort in
grounding than what is sufficient to advance the process or discussion [25].
The principle of least collaborative effort provide theoretical empirical
justification for the thematic categorization covered this section. As are the
previously advanced discussions in Chapter 2 about media affordances and
grounding costs like: speech production costs, understanding costs and mes-
sage reception costs — which represents various efforts participants incur
in a communicative situation.
And the quantitative analysis in Chapter 6 showed there was a statisti-
cally significant difference in conversational grounding effort for pairs using a
shared visual workspace. Similarly, other results there also showed a statisti-
cally significant mean decrease in conversational grounding effort over time for
participant pairs in the shared visual workspace condition.
Correspondingly, qualitative review of the videos and transcripts also
showed that participants tended to use the shared visual workspace as a
way of minimizing communicative efforts with their discussion partners.
However, the patterns and contexts of shared visual workspace uses were
similar but also occasionally some-what different from one experimental
session to the next, some of whom we now highlight below.
Participants often turned to the shared visual workspace resource to avoid
them making, where necessary, lengthy descriptions or any follow-up expla-
nations (solicited or unsolicited), that they would otherwise have needed to
make to their discussion partners about an indescribable word. In this way,
the shared visual workspace became an effective mechanism to get round
articulating those difficult-to-describe words during active presentations.
Episode 1 — A24 is having difficulty pronouncing (or describing) a place
name where Farah has been; he decides to put up the related task artefact
(— E14) on the shared visual workspace.
A24: Farah’s brother Abubba has been to — Um, let me bring this up!74
[−→ A24 shares artefact E14 ] (— Refer to Figure 38)75
Right here we ago! So erm, it says here that Farah has been visiting there!76
Episode 2 — The dialogue sequence in lines 77-81 below shows a similar
pattern:
[−→A7 first shares artefact E31 on the shared visual workspace; thereafter, A7 asks:]77
A7: Does this name come up on your exhibit?78
A8: Argh! — Qadir Jumala?79
A7: Yeah.80
A8: I’m certain I’ve seen that name somewhere.81
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Figure 38: Artefact E14— Human Intelligence
Episode 3 — In this next episode, A11 is seen typing a difficult-to-describe
name on a blank shared whiteboard because the message recipient (i.e. his
discussion partner) gives a signal in line 83 to suggest he was finding it hard
to comprehend the prior presentation.
A11: Do you know someone named: al Saeedi Aarzam? Or Rana Baseerat?82
A12: These names. God! There are so difficult to pronounce ... [−→ A12 is heard83
laughing ]84
A11: Let me see if I can write on this thing. [−→ A11 is making reference here to the85
shared visual workspace ]86
A12: What was the first name you said?87
A11: Look on the board, I’ll show you there.88
A12: Alright89
[−→ A11 starts to writes on the SVW ]90
A11: You got it?91
A12: Wait92
[−→ A11 ignores this and begin to annotate a "square" shape over the typed text ]93
A11: Can you see this — what I just done, — the square?94
A12: Yeah I see it.95
A11: Let me change the color for you.96
A12: I see it. I see it. It’s Okay.97
Episode 4 — Similarly,
[−→A12 shares own artefact:E13)]98
Can you see Exhibit 13 I just sent you? Erm, let me highlight for you what I want99
you to focus on.100
A11: Aaaha, I see it now.101
A12: Do you see where I highlighted?102
A11: Disisabad? Yeah yeah yeah - Disisabad!103
A12: Okay104
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To summarize, the dialogue episodes described above suggest that in a bid
to minimize or even completely avoid the communicative effort of articulat-
ing or illustrating task-associated names or things to each other, especially
those of them that were hard to articulate in words, pairs chose time and
time again to simply share the related task-artefacts on the shared visual
workspace for their partner to grasps for themselves the intended contribu-
tion.
Contrarily, we found that when faced with difficult-to-comprehend presen-
tations, message recipients themselves often prompted their discussion part-
ners to publish the task-related artefact being discussed on the shared visual
workspace in order to make the intended meaning of what was being said
more comprehensible to them.
Finally, the researcher argues that by using the shared visual workspace
in the ways described above, the affordance of the shared visual workspace
technology helped participants in our study cut down the grounding pro-
duction costs — in both spoken words and the time it would normally take
for them to articulate intended words to their discussion partners.
7.2.2 Theme: Breakdown Repair
As we discussed previously in the literature review in Section 2.5, commu-
nication breakdowns which is also a signal a lack of common ground, mani-
fests through attempts by parties in a communication situation to repair mis-
understanding. This thematic categorization in this section describes how
participants in our study used the shared visual workspace media to repair
various communication breakdowns.
Although the examples presented here may appear similar to those we
gave for the theme in Section 7.2.1, whereas the episodes for the latter also
describe where a user pre-empts a possible communication breakdown and
uses the shared visual workspace to prevent it from happening, the episodes
in the current thematic categorization describe situations where the shared
visual workspace is used solely to repair a breakdown that has already oc-
curred.
In the ensuing dialogue sequences, communication breakdown is detectable
by a repair request preceding the repair action (or utterance)". An example of
this is A10’s query in episode 5 below: “Sorry? Say that name again”.
Episode 5 — A10’s response in line 106 signals a misunderstanding, the in-
tention being to force A9 into attempting a speech repair; A9 recognises
this and obliges by initiating the speech repair using the shared visual
workspace.
A9: Have you come across the names: "Muhammed Ja’al Kabar" in your artefacts?105
A10: Sorry? Say that name again. Which one? ((*ReqRepair))106
[−→ A9 does not reply with an utterance initially, instead A9 underlines the names:107
"Muhammed Ja’al Kabar" on artefact E14 displayed on the shared visual108
workspace] (— Refer to Figure 39). [−→ A9 then says: ]109
A9: This name!110
Episode 6 — Similarly, in the dialogue event below, reacting to A2’s solicited
request in line 112 for him to make a speech repair, A1 uses the shared visual
workspace to achieve this:
A2: What’s his name? Can you repeat what you just said? I cannot hear you111
properly. Can you repeat that? ((*ReqRepair))112
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A1: I’ll show you.113
[−→ A1 shares artefact E2 on the workspace ] (— Refer to Figure 40).114
There! This is the person!115
Figure 39: A9’s representation on Artefact E14 on the shared visual workspace
Figure 40: A1 publishes Artefact E2 on the shared visual workspace
Episode 7 — To action the speech repair request in line 118, A3 recalls
a previously shared map showing ballistic missile facilities on the shared
visual workspace.
A3: Also, they have been visiting these places — Erm what were those places116
called? Erm Erm , the ballistic missile related facilities — was it? Yes.117
A4: They’ve been visiting where? ((*ReqRepair))118
[−→ A3 recalls a task artefact on the shared visual workspace ]119
A3: Erm, do you remember this map?120
A4: Um —-121
A3: Well these are the places they’ve both been visiting. They visited these ballistic122
missiles related sites.123
A4: Show me.124
A3: I’m showing you right now. It is on the screen.125
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7.2.3 Theme: Monitor Comprehension
In the literature review on shared visual workspace in Section 4.2.1, we
noted that access to the same visual information helps to establish a joint fo-
cus of attention for collaborators during the grounding process [58][59][60].
Also it was shown that access to this visual information help parties in the
communicative context understand exactly which object is being discussed
at any given time — and as a consequence, they go on to makes references
to this information in the grounding process [14].
Arguments were presented in the review that "shared visual information
helps communicators develop common ground, by giving them evidence
from which to infer what others understand at any moment" [62], whilst
also providing "evidence about a partner’s level of understanding of the
language that is being used for coordination" [63].
Also, while discussing the negotiation of common ground in the literature
review in Section 2.2, we presented several arguments on the grounding
process. That grounding concerns people signalling to others their private
understanding of other’s contribution, and verifying whether and to what
extent their own understanding is different from what others intended them
to understand [7]. Also, when negotiating common ground, people become
aware of what one another knows and do not know which should then help
them formulate their responses more appropriately[172].
Additionally, in the review, it was highlighted that evidence of compre-
hension rather than evidence of incomprehension is what parties in a com-
municative context are more interested in. And we talked about how a mes-
sage recipient might offer evidence of comprehension in the form of eye gaze,
nods, verbal acknowledgements, and clarification questions, while a speaker is ex-
pected to monitor and evaluate the offered or observed response against the
response he expected [114].
Over and beyond all of these, interestingly, this thematic categorization
finds and primarily describes how message recipients used the shared vi-
sual workspace to track and monitor a speaker’s comprehension of what
the speaker is articulating. They were able to follow their partner’s active
presentations, and make sense of the discourse as it progressed. In this way,
they could compare a person’s utterance against the information on the
shared visual workspace.
And where there were discrepancies, the recipient of the trouble state-
ment was quick to spot this, and either prompt the speaker to make a
speech repair or he makes an unsolicited repair of the misinformation or
misunderstanding himself. In a nutshell, in the intelligence task, how well
participation pairs handled misinformation or misinterpretations depended
on participants seeing a visual artefact on the shared visual workspace about
what a group member was presenting or actively discussing.
Episode 8 — The speech repair alterations that follows in lines 132-134: "Erm
— Majjam is actually a location....", and in line 136: "Yeah! Majjam is actually
a location not a person" only occurs because A26 could access, and monitor
his partner’s own comprehension of the task artefact; he could also follow
what the partner was making references to or cursor gesturing to specifically
in lines 127-131. A26 recognises that all of A25’s prior presentation (— that
is lines 127-131) was erroneously flawed, and possibly his interpretation of
artefact E14.
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Figure 41: A25 shares Artefact E14 and is gesturing with the cursor on the shared
visual workspace
Now in any other circumstance, A26, could quite possibly have accepted
this presentation, but was quick to spot the miscommunication on seeing the
text items that the discussion partner had been gesturing to on the shared
workspace. By making the speech repairs, which both A25 and A26 later
accepts, the entire meaning of A25’s intended presentation also changes.
[−→ A25 shares E14 on the shared visual workspace ]126
A25: Now this Intel suggests that Abubba has been visiting these gentlemen —127
these four gentlemen over the last three years.128
[−→ As A25 makes this last utterance he is seen "gesturing with the cursor" at a129
statement on the first paragraph on the shared E14 which reads: "Abubba, has been130
seen visiting Majjam, Sagian, Zabihir and Fallenij ..." ] (—Refer to Figure 41).131
A26: Erm — Majjam is actually a location. It was the location of a weapons factory.132
Sorry, it was the location of a fabrication plant which was actually bombed by the133
coalition forces.134
A25: Is that so?135
A26: Yeah! Majjam is actually a location not a person.136
A25: Okay137
Episode 9 — A42’s presentation in line 138 pertains to an artefact he’d just
shared on the workspace. A41 is able to quickly spot that A42’s presenta-
tion is flawed because he has visibility to the shared artefact that was being
discussed, while also monitoring his partner’s comprehension. As a conse-
quence, A41 offers the speech correction in lines 139 and 141, which A42
accepts and acknowledges in line 142.
A42: They’ve all "received" payments from him.138
A41: It’s the other way round sweetie!139
A42: Uh?140
A41: They’ve "given" payments to his company.141
A42: Accounts receivable! Ooh he has "received payments" from these dudes! Okay.142
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7.2.4 Theme: Authenticate or Clarify Correctness of Active|Prior Presentation
In this collaborative task, visual workspace served as a resource for clarifica-
tion, emphasizing or illustrating things. Participants often relied on the tech-
nology to clarify their on-going or earlier submissions. Participants tended
to turn to the shared visual workspace when they are trying to establish or
authenticate the correctness of their presentations to one another.
Episode 10 — A16 is able to offer the verbal speech acceptance in line 154
— "Argh! Abdul Amar Qazafi. Yes", to A15’s prior presentation in lines 143-
144 because he sees the task-related artefact (E16) which A15 recalls onto
the shared visual workspace in line 151. The researcher argues that by re-
loading the previously shared artefact onto the workspace, A15 was trying
to authenticate or establish the correctness of his prior presentation.
A15: Abdul Latif and Abdul Amar Qazafi have had dealings with Farah’s ITC143
company. The company has received payments from them.144
A16: You see that? You can tell that ITC received payments from these men?145
A15: Yeah that’s on Exhibit 16, which I shared with you earlier.146
A16: Mm147
A15: It should be to the left of the tabs.148
A16: Yes I’m sure you have. I must have seen it before.149
A15: Yeah you have.150
[−→ A15 recalls artefact (E16) on the shared visual workspace, then say:] As you151
can see, both men turn up on Exhibit 16 — Farah’s Tooling Company accounting152
statement. (— Refer to Figure 43, Figure 42)153
A16: Argh! Abdul Amar Qazafi. Yes!154
Figure 42: A15 sharing Artefact E16 on the shared visual workspace
Episode 11 — In this next dialogue sequence below, A24 is making a pre-
sentation to A23 about the fact that he has got a similar task artefact to the
one his discussion partner has just put up on the shared visual workspace.
A24: I have a similar Exhibit — I’m gonna show. I’m going to bring it up now. If155
you can just pass me the green ball please.156
A23: Okay. I’m passing it over to you now. It’s coming over.157
A24: Thank you- I’ve got it.158
[−→ A24 shares E16 on the shared visual workspace] So this is Exhibit 16. You can159
see that it is very similar to yours – right?160
A23: Okay. Okay161
A24: Right then! I just wanted to show you that I have a similar Exhibit.162
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Figure 43: Artefact E16 — Human Intelligence
Episode 12 — Similarly,
A23: He is the son of a senior terrorist regime top leader. I’ll bring that exhibit up163
for you.164
[−→ A23 shares artefact (E2)]165
Here we are! "Musab Ramzi Sadul Khalq". Look it says here: "He is the son of a166
former terrorist regime top leader". This picture was taken March 2005.167
7.2.5 Theme: Facilitate Conversation; Introduce or Complete Presentation
It was highlighted in the literature review on shared visual workspace that
parties in an artefact-oriented collaborative situation are able to go on and
engage in a more focused discussion as access to the same information akin
to those provided by the shared visual workspace ensures that all the actors
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can understand exactly what object is being discussed at any given time
[14].
Analysis of the experimental video data revealed similar trends. But this
thematic categorization extends the above arguments. In particular, this the-
matic analysis finds that using the shared visual workspace, parties are able
to make connections to previously uncharted territories on the task artefacts
during the discourse. And so beyond existing arguments and findings, we
argue that the shared visual workspace can equally serve as a very powerful
motivator — engendering parties to initiate and complete new task-related
discourses; causing or challenging them (as may be the case) to engage in
conversations they would not otherwise have considered; or to see and con-
sider possibilities or links they may not have prior to seeing a shared task
artefact on the shared visual workspace.
Episode 13 — A15 is able to initiate and complete an entirely new discourse
topic in lines 168-170, and 172, from seeing task artefact (E5) which A16
shares on the shared visual workspace, and was currently discussing, having
established its connection to an item in his own dataset.
A15: Right, I should just say — actually before you take this off the screen, the168
reason I’m interested in this, is that if you look at this chap here: Abdul Amar169
Qazafi, who’s on this transaction list with the Tooling Company —170
A16: Right171
A15: He is the owner of a farm where a terrorist bodyguard was found and arrested172
in May 2007.173
A16: Who is the owner of the farm?174
A15: Erm: "Abdul Amar Qazafi" — Number 7, further down the list, on this175
accounting thing. He’s the owner of that farm.176
Episode 14 — Similarly, A31 shares E16 on the shared visual workspace
intending to make a presentation about it to her discussion partner, how-
ever A32 starts and completes new presentations in lines 183-189 which was
motivated from seeing the name “Abdul Latif” on the document which his
discussion partner had shared.
A31: Can you see this? This is a bill.177
A32: Hold on. [−→ A32 is seen scrolling further down the shared E16 on the shared178
visual workspace. ] Mmm. Abdul Latif! Mmm. I have something on this guy: Abdul179
Latif. Anyway, so tell me, what is this bill?180
A31: This is a bill for the Tooling Company — the company that he owns, that181
Farah owns.182
A32: Oooh Okay. Mmm! Interesting. This could mean that Farah has provided some183
services to Abdul Latif hence his name is listed on this ITC bill. Abdul Latif: I mean184
the 6th name on this list! This man was detained by US authorities. Apparently he’s185
suspected of having links with terrorist cells. And I have transcripts of a recorded186
interrogation he had with US authorities. In it, he didn’t admit to much, but187
apparently US authorities have strong evidence that he was involved in terrorist188
activities.189
A31: Mmm Okay190
7.2.6 Theme: Resource for Maintaining Awareness
The up-to-the-moment understanding of a discussion partner’s interaction
with the shared space was critical for advancing task-related contributions.
By this we mean an awareness of what the other person is doing, what/where
they are working on, the task artefacts being manipulated or annotated on.
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Awareness played a number of key roles in the intelligence task. Awareness
of participants’ activities ensured they continued working in a coordinated
fashion; it allowed group members to avoid duplicating their work in some
cases; it meant they were able to offer the right assistance to their discussion
partners intuitively, make their verbal communication more comprehensible
and manage their group work. In these ways, workspace awareness facili-
tated the team performance.
Episode 15 — The pair here are simultaneously mind-mapping on the shared
visual workspace. A50 sees his partner make a connection to the word “Zabi-
hir" ( — see top right on Figure 44). But A50 knows his partner’s represen-
tation is wrong and presents this in lines 191 -192.
A50: Erm, it should be Zarqawi there not Zabihir; this is because Zabihir is the191
name of a town not a person’s. It is not a person’s name. You should change it.192
A49: Ooh yes yes yes.193
Figure 44: Mind-mapping
Episode 16 — Here A3 is observed making an annotated comment against a
shared artefact that was actively displayed on the shared visual workspace;
it read: "Abdul Latif was killed in Madrid ..." At this point he asks A4:
A3: Erm — Can you see what I’ve just done?194
A4: Yeah: "Latif was killed in Madrid". Right?195
A3: Yeah196
Episode 17 — This next episode is taken from the post-experiment interview.
In this passage of statements the researcher (R) is probing for information
about a possible difficulty he observed the pair having with the shared vi-
sual workspace in the task.
R: Lets talk about the technology. You know, the times when either of you were197
flipping or scrolling down the page of an artefact on the workspace, were you each198
aware of what the other was doing at the time on the shared visual workspace?199
A17: Whatever she was doing on the whiteboard I could see. And so could she200
when I was on it.201
R: Okay202
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A17: But if I was reading or looking at something on a page and she felt she wanted203
to do something else on the whiteboard, she’d change the displayed artefact or204
page without realising I was on it.205
A18: I honestly didn’t realise she was looking at the page.206
A17: I’ll be half way through an artefact and she flicks it to a different page.207
R: She must have not realised you were looking at it then, that correct?208
A17: No it seems! It was very frustrating at times.209
7.2.7 Theme: Resource for Joint Activity
Figure 45, 46, show jointly constructed representations and interpretations
on the shared visual workspace by participant pairs in the experiment —
with this being a joint task this is expected, as often when people collaborate,
they are also performing some form of joint task.
And in the intelligence task, participant pairs were observed performing
coordinated task-related joint activities (E.g. mind-mapping, evidence list-
ing or organization) on the shared visual workspace using language and
other electronic communicative gestures. This was important for fostering
their communication and grounding activities during the task.
Episode 18 — A35 and A36 are simultaneously annotating, commenting,
and making connections to several arguments on a blank whiteboard.
A36: I’ve just made a note on the whiteboard.210
A35: I see it.211
A36: The first point on there is that: "Qadir Jumala wronged Latif."212
A35: Okay213
A36: Erm, Exhibit 1 supports that. Remember Latif’s interview? And also the letters214
that were found in Amar’s compound?215
A35: Yeah.216
A36: I also note there that: "Jumala funds and supports the terrorist group." And217
that: "Latif and Jumala seem unknown to Denkapsah."218
A35: Okay. That’s fine! Can you see the three evidence I too have written down219
there next to yours in support of your arguments? (— see Figure 46a)220
A36: Yeah I do.221
Episode 19 — A49 and A50 are charting a social network analysis of people
connected to Denkapsah Farah on the shared visual workspace(— see 45).
[−→ On the shared visual workspace, A49 adds: "Farah" — see Figure 45a]222
A49: So this is Farah! Erm, we know that his wife is Aisha and Abubba his brother.223
[−→ A49 adds "Aisha" and "Abubba" to the chart ]224
A50: His brother: Abubba owns a company with a terrorist. [−→ A50 inputs:225
"co-owns Rahimid Chemicals with Abdul Latif" — see Figure 45b]226
A49: Mmm Okay! Who else do we know is connected to Mr Farah? His Son’s name227
is —228
A50: Habil isn’t it?229
A49: Habil [−→ A49 adds "Habil"] And he is married to Shafiq’s daughter.230
[−→ A50 adds: "Married to Shafiq’s daughter" to the chart]231
A50: And Aisha is the cousin of Muhaymin.232
A49: Yeah. M-u-h-a-y-m-i-n.233
[−→ A50 adds:"Muhaymin" to the chart ]234
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(a) Point # 1.
(b) Point # 2.
(c) Point # 3.
(d) Point # 4.
Figure 45: Joint Activity on the Shared visual Workspace
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(a) .
(b) .
Figure 46: More examples: Pair’s joint activities on the Shared visual Workspace
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7.2.8 Theme: Deictic Pointing Referencing and Representation
Deictic referencing and gesturing is critical to ensuring a more efficient
means of communication in shared spaces. Deictic referencing is a "crucial
part of the way we communicate in shared spaces" [167][1117].
Kraut[101]’s study of interfaces revealed that deictic references to task
objects made up a critical dimension of overall messages contained in each
dialogue pairs produced. Green[71] noted that participants used "deictic
referencing and natural gestures to communicate effectively" in their 3D
Augmented Reality (AR) technology task. Newlands[121] noted that pairs
collaboratively designing 3D objects were inclined to gesture a lot when
referencing. Those findings are all consistent with ours.
Group members in this study’s intelligence task often used the shared
visual workspace as a referential resource; and for making representations
through which they were able to draw the attention of discussion partners
to discourse items or objects of interest in the task. In my opinion, this is
explained by an awareness that all group members had access to the same
visual data and workspace.
Figure 47a and Figure 47b show two different representations made on
Exhibit 15 by two different participant pairs.
(a) *
(b) *
Figure 47: Varying representations on the Shared Visual Workspace
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In both of these representations, the attention of the discussion partner is be-
ing drawn to the phone call records between Farah and his brother: Abubba
on the telephone records of Farah’s Islamic Tooling Company (ITC). One
participant marks the specific entries with "blue colored X" in Figure 47a,
whereas another participant chose to annotate these with "rectangular red
blocks" representations in Figure 47b.
Now while this is not altogether surprising and is to be expected as teams
naturally tend to adopt different strategies for team work, it is an interesting
observation nonetheless which we felt inclined to highlight in this report.
Auditory referencing techniques and deictic referencing (or verbal point-
ing) were a constant theme in the intelligence task — these were extremely
useful to pairs using the shared visual workspace, more so when they were
faced with difficult-to-articulate items or words.
To put this in perspective, when faced with a similar situation, pairs in
the audio-only conditions typically required lengthier descriptive dialogue
sequences and often required more time to complete their presentations
compared to the shared visual workspace conditions. This would suggest
that the affordance of visuality of information allowed pairs to use deictic
references in meaningful ways in the task.
Deictic speech referencing was in fact a crucial element of how participant
pairs using the shared visual workspace interacted. For instance, I observed
them using the mouse or other graphical referencing tools embedded in
the system in a deictic manner: to point to text, items, objects or parts of a
diagram published or newly created on the shared visual workspace. These
finding are consistent with those of Pierre and Dillenbourg[128] who found
that in groupware discussions, “pointing to an object is much easier than
indicating it through description" [np].
Episode 20 — In the next dialogue, "this" is used to refer to an upcoming
portion of the discourse relating to an item on the shared visual workspace.
[−→ A22 shares artefact E25 on the shared visual workspace]235
A21: Interesting!236
[−→ Making hand pointing gestures towards the artefact on the shared visual237
workspace:]238
Actually before "this" goes off the screen.... The reason I’m interested in "this" is this239
.... If you look at "this" chap "here" — Abdul Amar.240
[−→ A21 is seen "gesturing with a cursor" towards to an item showing on the241
artefact on the shared visual workspace]242
A22: Yes243
A21: Who is on "this" transaction list with the Islamic Tooling Company.244
A22: Right245
A21: He is in fact the owner of a farm where an al-Qaeda bodyguard was found246
and arrested in May 2007.247
Episode 21 — Similarly, the visual features and history mechanisms of the
shared visual workspace facilitates group members references to previously
articulated presentations in this next dialogue. In the the dialogue: "The IJAT
fabrication referenced there", "there" is used to refer to a prior portion of the
discourse.
[−→ Making reference to artefact E33 which was still showing on the shared visual248
workspace at this time, A22 says: ].249
A22: About the document I just shared with you.250
A21: Right251
A22: The IJAT fabrication plant referenced "there" is the same one as in these photos252
in artefacts 25 and 26: [−→ A22 makes this last utterance while simultaneously253
recalling artefacts E25 followed by E26 on the shared visual workspace: ]254
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A21: Ooh I see.255
A22: Also, "these" five companies listed on "here" [−→ A22 flips back to E33 on the256
shared visual workspace as he completes the presentation ] are all around "this"257
area mentioned "here".258
A21: Right259
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Figure 48: Images showing identical views of the Shared Visual Workspace
7.3 conclusion
Conversationally, the shared visual workspace provided participant pairs
a common reference space for them to discuss and compare task artefacts;
— it presented them with a platform to jointing maintain awareness, and
monitor group member’s understanding and grounding of articulated pre-
sentations. In this task, a shared visual workspace represented a channel
for participant pairs to make negotiated meanings and interpretations — it
served as a platform for their constructions and representations through a
negotiated process. It also facilitated easy deictic referencing to existing or
emerging views.
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Access to a shared visual workspace — which allowed participant pairs
to assess identical views of shared task artefacts at roughly the same time
— as illustrated in Figure 50, stimulated them to engage in more robust
conversation. It even prompted them to contemplate, and initiate new lines
of arguments / presentations they might perhaps not have anticipated.
Not altogether surprising, the shared workspace provided visual informa-
tion platform critical for the grounding process [58][59][60] — this in turn
precipitated the use of the shared space for establishing and maintaining
a joint focus of attention. A co-orientation to task artefacts on the shared
visual workspace ensured that participants understood at any given time,
exactly what task items were being discussed or manipulated or referenced.
This was particularly crucial to the grounding of discussions — with all ac-
tors having access to the same visual information, they were able to make
references to this information as need be.
In many ways, this instigated group members to engage in more focused
discussions; as a consequence team performance was furthered. These find-
ings are consistent with those of Kraut et al[102] and others who claim that
visual information can help group members formulate and coordinate their
utterance or actions with those of their discussion partners by providing
members with an up-to-date representation or situational awareness of the
state of the task and others’ activities.
In sum, what these results demonstrates is that visual information can
generally aid group members communications about the task and ground-
ing of their conversation. In the Chapter 8, this thesis reports a process
model for conversational grounding in shared visual workspace — the model
is constructed using results of the thematic categorizations in the present
chapter and the reviews in Chapter 2, 4.
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R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S
It is clear from the literature reviews in Chapter 2, 4, that, to a large extent,
conversational grounding is about parties in a communicative context ensur-
ing that they share a mutual understanding of what has been said — that
a message, or construction has been understood clearly as intended by the
speaker.
Furthermore the literature review and analysis of the video data from the
experiment, what is also clear is that part of the grounding requirements is
that a message recipient in a communicative situation is expected to provide
evidence about what s/he does or does or does not understand about any
presentations articulated by the speaker in order to advance the grounding
process or discussion.
If the message recipient offers evidence of incomprehension (for example if
s/he makes a clarification request), the speaker is expected to make a speech
repair (— in the form of clarification, repetition, restatement, paraphrases,
and so on). In this way, evidence of incomprehension constitutes a breakdown
in communication. A positive evidence of understanding usually manifests in
the form of acknowledgement (E.g back-channel responses — “Okay”, “Mm”,
and so on). With that said, the onus on repairing communication break-
downs lies with all the actors in the communicative situation and not just
with the speaker — what this simply means is that while it is expected that
the speaker of a trouble utterance would repair it, it is likewise perfectly
normal for a message recipient to initiate and complete the speech repair on
the trouble utterance.
The grounding process starts with a fresh contribution (or presentations)
— this represents a previously unshared idea articulated by a group member.
Subsequently re-presentations do occur in the course of the discourse, as
well as references to and/or actions on prior presentations.
The qualitative thematic analysis in Chapter 7 revealed eight conversa-
tional grounding related functions facilitated via the shared visual workspace
— these are restated below:
(1) To minimize communicative effort. (2) For repairing communica-
tion breakdown. (3) For monitoring comprehension. (4) To authen-
ticate or clarify correctness of active or prior presentation. (5) To
facilitate conversation, introduce or complete presentation. (6) Re-
source for maintaining awareness. (7) Resource for joint activity. (8)
For deictic pointing referencing and representation.
The conceptual process model in Chapter 8 is part of the solution to the
primary research question:
—RQ2) In relation to the negotiated process of grounding, how can we explain
what is happening when parties are collaborating on an intelligence task using a
fully shared visual workspace?
The model has been constructed from the themes above derived from the
experimental video data — it also takes into account certain constructs, and
understandings garnered from the literature reviews. Thereafter, a descrip-
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tion and discussion of key components of the model and their functions
follows.
Chapter 8 concludes with a discussion of four data-driven design recom-
mendations which combine to provide the answer to the primary research
question: —RQ3) How can we design better fully shared visual workspace systems
to support remote collaborative intelligence analysis tasks?
8.1 shared visual workspace conversational grounding model
Figure 49 summarises this research findings in the form of a model map-
ping a non-collocated conversational grounding process effected by using
the shared visual workspace. In this representation, remote participant pairs
are performing a collaborative task augmenting their verbal communication
with a shared visual workspace-media which allows them to access similar
views of task-related artefacts at approximately the same time. Real world
examples of a shared visual workspace are e-whiteboards and e-tabletops.
This model was constructed partly from an abstracted analysis of the ex-
perimental video data but also from the thematic categorizations previously
advanced in Chapter 7 1
Figure 49: Process Model of Conversational Grounding in Shared Visual Workspace
Media.
The arrows in Figure 49 represent events which serves to move the process
on, the nodes represent the states. To summarise:
— 1) At the outset of the collaboration, A and B start off each with pertinent
initial common ground: prior knowledge or information or experience — E.g. the
1 —1) For minimizing communicative effort. —2) For repairing communication breakdowns. —3)
For monitoring comprehension. —4) For authenticating or clarifying the correctness of active or
prior presentation. —5) For facilitating conversation, introducing or completing a presentation.
—6) For maintaining awareness. —7) For performing joint activity. —8) For deictic pointing
referencing and representation.
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pre-task briefing information they both received. A makes a fresh verbal
presentation to B augmenting this with deictic digital pointing referencing,
annotations or representations, as the case may be, on the shared visual
workspace, to which B is expected to respond to.
— 2) B maintains workspace awareness of A’s activities on the shared visual
workspace as he considers an appropriate response to A’s presentation.
— 3) If B understands it, he offers some positive evidence of understanding back
to A. In turn, A monitors B’s comprehension.
— 4) And if the articulated presentation have been mutually accepted by
A and B or sufficiently accepted in other to advance the communication,
the presentation becomes grounded and is added to the existing common
ground.
— 5) B makes a repair request if the articulated presentation is incomprehen-
sible or misunderstood, A then makes the necessary speech repair. Again
once both parties have accepted the repaired presentation, this is added to
the existing common ground.
— 6) In this representation, the researcher makes provision for situations
when a speech repair is not preceded by an explicit repair request — B may
offer a repair — clarification, if he considers this to be an alternative or more
appropriate construction, as would A, without having received a prior re-
pair request. In fact, the onus to make a speech repair does not rest with
the speaker of the trouble statement alone. In this study, there were times
when we observed a recipient of a trouble presentation making a speech
correction himself. Therefore, in this model, A and B are shown to each
have a commitment towards preventing or repairing misunderstanding and
fulfilling certain requirements towards the grounding process — that is the
continuous process of seeking, creating and negotiating meaning.
8.2 design recommendations
introduction : The researcher makes four data-driven design recom-
mendations in this section using the cataloguing format for design pat-
terns. The recommendations put forward here are from observing partici-
pant pairs during the collaborative task; from analysing the experimental
video data; and from analysing their post-experiment interviews with the
researcher. References to related examples in the data are also reported par-
allel to the recommendations to give further exposure to the data that’s
informed these conclusions.
— 1) Description: History of Shared Artefacts
what : Organize shared artefacts on the whiteboard using a named folder
feature of its creator and have each artefact contained within that bounded
space individually marked with the creation or modification time.
use when : In a real-time collaborative situation requiring parties in the
communicative context to individually share task-related artefacts on the
shared visual whiteboard.
rationale : It can be quite confusing with the current systems knowing
who shared what during a collaboration. Time stamping shared artefacts
would make it easier to find and locate shared artefacts faster.
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example : The following dialogue sequence from the experimental data
illustrates the sorts of confusion and deviations from active discourse that
transpires when collaborators are unable to distinguish between the se-
quence task objects was shared or between who shared what artefacts on
the shared visual workspace.
A3: Let’s start with the file you just sent through — the one that says
that Latif is Mohammed Ja’al Kabar. Where’s that file? Which one is
it? — (* Confusion)
A4: Sorry? — (* ReqRepair)
A3: Where’s the file you just showed me? — ((* Repair))
A4: Huh? — (* RegRepair)
A3: The file you just shared with me showing that Latif is Mohammed
Ja’al Kabar. — (* Repair)
[−→ * A4 begins sifting through the series of artefacts previously
shared on the SVW, and eventually finds and recalls the requested
artefact on the SVW ]
— 2) Description: Smooth Turn Transitioning
what : Shared visual workspaces should better support a seamless and a
more natural communicative way of turn-taking and transitioning between
parties involved in a real time collaborative situation.
use when : A user needs to share an artefact on the shared visual workspace.
rationale : With existing systems, a user has to first notify the other
person of their intention to share a task artefact or request a transfer of
the presentation rights before s/he can share the artefact. Communicatively,
this process is unnatural. It takes up communicative time and effort. Addi- Organise shared
artefacts in a folder
of its creator’s name
and the creation or
modification times
tionally, with respect to conversational grounding, one is likely to find that
sharing artefacts this way invariably impacts on the collaboration and the
active discourse at the time — it can be disruptive to active discourses, it
can cause study participants to digress from something they were actively
conversing on or even temporarily curtail their continued attention.
example : To illustrate this problem that has informed this designed rec-
ommendation, let’s consider one participant’s comment below taken from
the post-experiment interview:
“I mean — in a real collaborative meeting, I won’t necessarily seek the
approval of other members before I speak, would I? I won’t need to
ask: can I speak? can I share? We wouldn’t need to have a discussion
first to get them to agree for me to share something. This is exactly
how this feels like — to me at least. You have to request and then
wait a few good seconds for permission to be transferred before you
share. It’s not natural. It’s not right.”
— 3) Description: Yoked Artefact Window
what : This is design suggestion corroborates and extends similar pro-
posals for yoked browser made by Rogers et al[134] for conventional group-
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ware. In addition to facilitating workspace awareness[117], overall, real-time
distributed collaboration would be better supported if an option is provided
to yoke a presenter’s artefact window on the shared visual workspace albeit
momentarily, to that of his discussion partner in the collaboration. It will
need to be done in a way that ensures when one user is zooming in on
or navigating to a segment of the displayed workspace window, the other
group members’ shared artefact window zooms-in or navigates automati-
cally in similar fashion to the same segment.
use when : One user is navigating or zooming-in to one segment of an
active artefact window in the shared visual workspace.
rationale : Allowing users to see an identical view of an "active" shared
artefact window and at roughly "the same time" is important. Beyond that,
being able to tile one user’s window to another user’s albeit temporarily,
will help a user spontaneously follow the speaker’s active discourse relating
to a specific segment of the visual artefact. For instance, when one user is
zooming-in on a picture or object on the visual artefact and talking about
it, it will be helpful if all other shared visual workspace connected client’s
window can be tiled to the speaker’s in that instance at least.
example : In this example below, A11 has just made a blue colored rep-
resentation mid way between the top and bottom segment on the visually
shared artefact. But A12 does not immediately see this on her window be-
cause both their windows are not simultaneously tiled when A11 does this.
A12 is then forced to scroll back-up admits the transient communication
breakdown that ensued from her not immediately seeing A11’s representa-
tion.
Figure 50: Shared visual workspace views when both windows are not instantly tiled
-– 4) Description: Cues for Anticipating Artefact Window Switch
what : Include subtle cues that informs or helps one user anticipate that
the other person is intending to switch-over the active artefact window. Developers should
consider providing
cues that help parties
in a collaborative
context anticipate
when one group
member is about
switching an active
artefact window
use when : One group member in a collaborative situation is about chang-
ing "an active" shared artefact window to another previously shared artefact
window.
rationale : When one group member is singularly reviewing informa-
tion on an active shared artefact window in "utter silence", the other group
member have no way of knowing this. And so what tends to happens is
that the other person switches the "active" shared artefact window, in most
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cases, before the other group member has finished what they are doing on
that artefact window. Providing cues that helps one group member antic-
ipate when the other group member is about to switch the active artefact
window can help the user signal or warn the other user on time against
making the switch-over.
example : To illustrate this problem which the design recommendation
will look to fix, here’s a dialogue sequence the researcher presented earlier
— Episode 17 from the thematic analysis in Section 7.2.6 — * this example
was taken from the post-experiment interview
Researcher: Lets talk about the technology. You know, the times when
either of you were flipping or scrolling down the page of an artefact
on the workspace, were you each aware of what the other was doing
at the time on the shared visual workspace?
A17: Whatever she was doing on the whiteboard I could see. And so
could she when I was on it.
Researcher: Okay
A17: But if I was reading or looking at something on a page and she
felt she wanted to do something else on the whiteboard, she’d change
the displayed artefact or page without realising I was on it.
A18: I honestly didn’t realise she was looking at the page.
A17: I’ll be half way through an artefact and she flicks it to a different
page.
Researcher: She must have not realised you were looking at it then,
that correct?
A17: No it seems! It was very frustrating at times
To wrap up, videoconferencing group-ware is still far from being consid-
ered an adequate substitute for F2F communications [124]. Shared visual
workspace group-ware would benefit if system developers can find a way
to closely replicate the intricacies and nuances of artefact sharing in F2F
communications and with tools that better support more natural commu-
nicative nuances.
8.3 conclusion
The researcher have been demonstrating in the present chapter how the the-
matic categorizations from Chapter 7 have been applied to the construction
of a process model for conversational grounding in shared visual workspace
media. The model along with the thematic analysis provides the answer to
the primary research question: —RQ2)2.
Similarly, the answer to the primary research question: —RQ3)3 is
given by the four design recommendations put forward here.
Chapter 9 discusses and summarises the entire results of the thesis; con-
nections are made there between the qualitative results and the statistical
2 —RQ2) In relation to the negotiated process of grounding, how can we explain what is hap-
pening when parties are collaborating on an intelligence task using a fully shared visual
workspace?
3 —RQ3) How can we design better fully shared visual workspace systems to support remote
collaborative intelligence analysis tasks?
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results. A discussion of the contributions of the thesis, considerations for
future work and conclusions in Chapter 10 completes this thesis.
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Part V
D I S C U S S I O N , C O N T R I B U T I O N S &
C O N C L U S I O N S
Discussions and review of key results of the research are covered
in Chapter 9. Summaries, concluding arguments and contribu-
tions of the research along with a review of the study’s limita-
tions and suggestions for future research work are reported in
Chapter 10.
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Chapter 9 satisfies the following purpose:
To review the research questions and consider how the research that
has been presented addresses them.
* Chapter 6, 7 do triangulate — these results, that is results from the sta-
tistical and qualitative analysis, and findings from the literature review are
discussed in triangulation in the rest of this chapter.
9.1 answering the research questions
Let’s begin by recalling the three main research questions, and these are:
—RQ1) How can we expose aspects of conversational grounding in medi-
ated communication involving different combinations of a video (show-
ing a remote participant’s head and shoulder, and hands and work-area),
and a fully shared visual workspace in addition to voice?
—RQ2) In relation to the negotiated process of grounding, how can we
explain what is happening when parties are collaborating on an intelli-
gence task using a fully shared visual workspace?
—RQ3) How can we design better fully shared visual workspace systems
to support remote collaborative intelligence analysis tasks?
As Table 16 indicates, study1 investigates four secondary research questions
namely: RQ1.1, RQ1.2, RQ1.3 and RQ1.4.
These questions serve as groundwork for study2.
Table 16 also shows that for study2, the answer to —RQ1) is given by a
combination of the answers to RQ2.1 – 2.11. The answer to —RQ2) is given
by the thematic analysis in Chapter 7 and the conceptual process model in
Chapter 8. The answer to —RQ3) is given by the design recommendation in
Chapter 8.
Answered by
Study1 RQ1.1 — RQ1.4
Study2
RQ1 RQ2.1— RQ2.11
RQ2
Thematic categorization in Chapter 7
Conceptual process model in Chapter 8.
RQ3 Design recommendation in Chapter 8
Table 16: Research question matrix
146
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9.1.1 Study1 Question
* The question was asked in study1:
—RQ1.1) How can we measure the negotiation of common
ground by remote pairs involved in a distributed collaborative
intelligence analytic tasks?
The coding schema in Chapter 5 gives the answer to this question. This is
also one of the main contributions of this doctoral research.
Before delving into the core research questions reviewed in this chapter, it
is worth noting the informal question below explored as part of the ground-
work for the task design for study1 and study1.
—RQ0.0) What would we need to consider in choosing an in-
telligence analytic task which would be appropriately suited
for studying the negotiation of common ground? And how can
these be operationalized empirically?
The answer to this question lies in Chapter 3 of the literature review, where
the researcher discusses the hallmarks of intelligence analytic tasks. It is
these identified characteristics that were subsequently incorporated into the
task design. In particular, the researcher demonstrates in Section 5.2.2 how
some of these features were operationalized albeit in study1. Naturally,
lessons learnt, along with other task-related findings from that study in-
formed the task design and task manipulations in study2.
This research finds that participant comments favourably support the con-
clusion that the collaborative tasks used in the study was fully integra-
tive of those features previously advanced in the literature review. As a
consequence the researcher asserts that the task was representative of real-
intelligence analytic tasks. Excerpts from the post-experiment interview are
next presented just to give the reader an impression of the data that has
informed the conclusions reached in virtue of the research question above.
“It felt like with this task you suddenly became like this guy with
three beers in his hand and he finds that he needed to open the door
without spilling the drinks; the cognitive load for this task is heavy”
“The task was quite complex. The were so many different names and
pronunciations to contend with, it all plays in your head. Organizing
the information took a bit of time. Dealing with a lot of noise data
made this task very daunting too”
“The task was cognitively very challenging, there were lots of infor-
mation to process, there were lots of names – unfamiliar uncommon
names – names we wouldn’t normally use in this part of the world
on a daily basis. It made connecting the dots very daunting.”
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“How we approach collaboration is very much task-dependent. This
task however was very specific. A priori, I felt throughout that this
task was serious. With a less serious task, I would have been more
relaxed, I wouldn’t have been worried as I was about making a mis-
take. There wasn’t any form of lightness to this particular task. You
needed to bury yourself in it completely.”
9.1.2 Study2: Shared Visual Workspace Questions
In study2, the research asks the question:
— RQ2.1) Is there any evidence that participants using a shared
visual workspace expend less communication grounding effort
than those not using a shared visual workspace?
Results published in Chapter 6 with respect to this question are numerically
driven. They revealed that pairs using shared visual workspace generally
have a lower repair rate than pairs not using the shared visual workspace.
In fact, the number of repair episodes per minute was found to be statistically
significant different between the shared visual workspace and no shared visual
workspace conditions ( — see Table 9).
Similarly the researcher asked a related question:
— RQ2.6) Does common ground increase over time more with
access to shared visual workspace than without?
The answer to RQ2.6 above is given by questionnaire data Item 16: As the col-
laborative intelligence analytic task progressed, our mutual agreements and shared
understanding improved", (1= strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = undecided,
4 = agree, 5= strongly agree).
The mean scores were shown to be positively different between the shared
visual workspace group (M = 4.27) and no shared visual workspace group (M =
3.87). And the Mann-Whitney U test results indicated that the distribution
of the scores was statistically significantly different between both groups (—
see Section 6.4.5).
It is worth noting here that RQ2.6 is questionnaire-data driven and relating
to RQ2.1 which is itself experimental-data driven.
In the literature review the researcher noted that people generally become
aware of what one another knows and do not know during the grounding
process, which should then help them formulate their responses more ap-
propriately [172]. They can also assess what one another understands and
does not understand. Access to the same visual information should help
improve group members’ ability to accurately judge these things. Parties in
the communicative contexts with access to the same visual information are
also able to understand exactly which object is being discussed at any given
time [14].
The review makes clear that common ground is bound to increase over
time if communicators can continually access evidence from which to infer
what others understand at any moment [62]. Actually, this is what access
to a shared visual information offers communicators, whilst also provid-
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ing them with evidence at any given time during the collaboration about
a group member’s level of understanding [63]. Evidence from the thematic
categorization: monitor comprehension, in Section 7.2.3 supports these argu-
ments more generally. Actually, it goes further than that in that, the theme
partly describes how message recipients in the collaborative task were able
to monitor the speaker’s own understanding of what s/he (— that is the
speaker) is articulating using the shared visual workspace.
Now let’s turn to the qualitative results in Chapter 7 to see how they com-
pliment or explain both the experimental and questionnaire results. Firstly,
one possible explanation for why pairs using shared visual workspace con-
structed fewer repairs is as we demonstrated in Section 7.2.1, because par-
ticipants using shared visual workspace resorted to a strategy of using the
tool to curtail the time and effort it took to articulate presentations.
In the experimental task, it was much easier in terms of communicative ef-
fort and grounding costs for participants to use the shared visual workspace
to make their presentations when faced with indescribable words. It was not
uncommon for a speaker to share a task-artefact onto the shared visual
workspace upon anticipating a trouble utterance on the task artefact relat-
ing to the active discourse. It was also not uncommon to find that a speaker
starts to type a trouble name on a blank "shared whiteboard window", then
follow this up with a shortened verbal description or elaboration if needed.
There were similar observations for incomprehensible words. In these cir-
cumstances the recipient of the trouble utterance prompts the speaker to
share the task artefact relating to what was being discussed on the workspace,
in order to make the intended meaning of what was being said more com-
prehensible to the recipient. Also, it seems that by initiating and /or com-
pleting their presentations via the shared workspace this way, participants
were able to avoid making lengthy descriptions to their discussion partners.
Using the shared visual workspace in the ways the researcher been de-
scribing will suggest that the tool gave participants a resource for reducing
their communicative grounding effort — that is their utterance production
costs, understanding costs and message reception costs, and so on. The re-
searcher argues that with shrinking communicative effort, communicative
errors are generally fewer, and therefore, there is a significant reduction in
the needs for repair. Contrarily, without access to a similar view of task
artefacts, participants not using shared visual workspace are not able to
cut down lengthy descriptions or avoid making them in similar way as
participants in the shared visual workspace conditions. Additionally, the
researcher further argues that grounding is demonstrably more efficient in
the shared visual workspace conditions for these same reasons.
Another reason why participant pairs using shared visual workspace are
constructing fewer repairs than those not using shared visual workspace
may be because the former are actually able to make their speech repairs
via the shared visual workspace when communication breakdowns arises
whereas the latter can’t. To explain, naturally, whenever there is a commu-
nication breakdown, or upon receipt of an incomprehensible statement, the
recipient sends out a signal which tells the speaker that the articulated state-
ment was incomprehensible to the other person and therefore needs repair-
ing. More often than not, the speaker makes the speech repair or correction
upon receipt of the signal. However, in collaborative task, it appears that
participants with access to the similar view of task artefacts — using shared
visual workspace, were able to perform these repairs much quickly, and
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with relative ease and less communicative effort than those of them who
did not have access to the shared visual workspace.
The researcher finds that the need to minimize talk time equally drives the
motivation to minimize communicative effort. However, whether people are
minimizing their communicative effort or repairing communication break-
downs via the shared visual workspace, they are doing so because they felt
it will reduce or spare them making communicative errors. Thus the expecta-
tion is that the tool was helping participants make fewer mistakes. Mistakes
may appear as miscommunication and misinformation — both of which are
almost guaranteed to trigger trouble statements. Even so, when people are
making fewer communicative errors, the need for conversational repairs are
also fewer. The researcher concludes from the foregoing arguments that the
results of the qualitative thematic analysis do support the statistical results.
Additionally, the researcher showed in Section 7.2.6 how teams leveraged
the shared visual workspace for maintaining awareness. Workspace aware-
ness of what a group member is doing, what s/he is working on, the task
artefacts s/he is manipulating or annotating on, and so on, was shown to be
critical in the collaborative task for advancing group members presentations.
Awareness to this extent, was significant to ensuring that group members
continued approaching the task in a coordinated fashion. It also ensured
that their verbal communication were a lot more comprehensible to one an-
other.
To sum up these findings, the researcher discovered that when people us-
ing a shared visual workspace are taking maximum advantage of the system
to monitor their partner’s comprehension or to maintain awareness of part-
ner’s activities with respect to the task goals, such actions have the potential
to facilitate the grounding process as well as ensure a gradual increase in
the accumulated common ground over time by the parties involved. Existing
research, some of which we have previously advanced in the literature re-
view also corroborates these conclusions. Therefore, the researcher accepts
that these two factors can indeed explain the statistical results — that is,
why the improvements in mutual agreements and shared understanding over time
was statistically significantly different between teams with access to "shared
visual workspace and teams without.
Additionally, the question was asked in study2:
— RQ2.10) Does shared visual workspace improve information
sharing?
Item 9(1), Rate the effectiveness of the communication media you used in the ex-
periment for information sharing, (1 = not at all effective, 2 = ineffective, 3 =
undecided, 4 = effective and 5 = very effective).
— Mean scores were positively different between the shared visual workspace
group (M = 4.07) and no shared visual workspace group (M = 3.44). The distri-
bution of the scores was statistically significantly different between the two
groups.
Commentators have said that in F2F and any CMC environments, the
expectation of instant feedback (or reciprocity) is essential for knowledge or
information sharing [46][169]. In these environments, the person making a
presentation or giving the information often expects a reciprocal exchange
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to be made by the information receiver. One of the many benefits of the
F2F communications is that “as opposed to F2F environments, CMCs often
do not possess assurances of direct reciprocal behaviour from the original
information seeker” [46][pp.2].
However, because a shared visual workspace allows every individual con-
nected to the shared visual workspace client in the collaborative intelligence
analytic task to access the same visual information in real time, and because
it supports a co-orientation to task artefacts relating to an active discourse, it
stands to reason that the medium is able to influence an instant reciprocity
between a speaker and a recipient.
The researcher further argues that the expectation of reciprocation is con-
siderably high in a shared visual workspace medium offering these capabil-
ities, as are the actual actions or utterances individuals make to the infor-
mation seeker (or speaker) in order to advance the reciprocity element of
the discourse. It stands to reason therefore, that the visibility and contempo-
raneity1 of a shared visual workspace medium would mean that participants
pairs connected to the whiteboard client are able to facilitate reciprocity be-
tween them more swiftly than those not connected to it.
Besides reciprocity, media grounding costs can influence information or
artefact sharing — by grounding costs the researcher is talking about the
communicative effort it takes for an individual to produce these informa-
tion exchanges. For participant pairs using a shared visual workspace, it will
cost considerably less to communicate indescribable or incomprehensible words
to one another as opposed to participant pairs not using a shared visual
workspace.
In the absence of F2F environments, results here suggests that, partici-
pants in the intelligence task saw the shared visual workspace environments
as having the largest potential benefits with respect to knowledge share or
information exchange, trading off between reduced grounding costs and
expectations of reciprocity.
Participants positively rated the effectiveness of the shared visual workspace
medium for information sharing, and this may be because, by default the
system offered them support for their joint activity in the collaborative task —
a channel for them to share their intelligence artefacts, and to co-construct
interpretations and representations of meanings with respect to the task
goals. These add-on bonuses were of course lacking in the no shared visual
workspace condition.
9.1.3 Study2: Video Questions
The question was asked in study2:
— RQ2.2) Is there any evidence that participants using video
expend less communication grounding effort than those not
using video?
Unlike the results previously advanced at the beginning of the current chap-
ter for the shared visual workspace media groups, there were no statistically
significant difference on the repair rate between the video group and no video
group. No evidence was found in this task, to suggest that participant pairs
1 visibility and contemporality are two forms of media constraints Clark and Brennan[31] — see
Table 3 — visibility in this case, applies to seeing one another’s actions and artefact manipula-
tions on the shared workspace.
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using video utilized considerably less communicative grounding effort than
their peers who did not have access to a video showing their discussion
partner face — theirs gesture, glancing, and so on. This result may be as-
cribable to the fact that participants using video are not able to cut down
lengthy descriptions or avoid making them in similar way as participants
using shared visual workspace.
Surprisingly, for the video factor, as opposed to the no video group, the
only time conversational grounding effort was considerably lower in the video
group, participant pairs using video were also given access to the shared
visual workspace — that is the shared visual workspace|video group, hence
the decline in communicative effort from (2.0 ±.54) to (1.79 ± .16) (— see Ta-
ble 8). In fact in those cases, this suggests that the real effect for the reduced
communication grounding effort owes more to the presence of the shared
visual workspace than it is for the video effect.
Again, with respect to video effect a related question was asked in study2:
— RQ2.7) Does common ground increase over time more with
video than without?
To help answer this, the researcher analyzed questionnaire Item 16: As
the collaborative intelligence analytic task progressed, our mutual agreements and
shared understanding improved", (1= strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = un-
decided, 4 = agree, 5= strongly agree)
Even though the mean scores for improvements and frequency of agreements
and shared understandings over time were positively different between the video
group and no video group, the Mann-Whitney U test results showed that the
scores distribution was not statistically significantly different between the
video group and no videogroup (— see Section 6.4.5).
— Participants mostly cited "the nature of the task" for why video ap-
peared to be playing a more subdued role in the collaborative task as op-
posed to shared visual workspace — the factors commonly cited were: task
complexity and task cognitive challenges. All of these were revealed by analysing
the post-experiment interviews where the researcher probed participant
pairs for their perception of the benefits of seeing a talking-head video of
their discussion partner.
Interestingly, while participants overwhelmingly attributed improvements
in team performance to the criticality of having visual task-related artefacts
on the shared whiteboard medium, a video showing the face of their dis-
cussion partner did not receive the same sort of ringing endorsement from
a majority of them — the general consensus was that video had a minimal
impact on their performance in the intelligence task. Nonetheless, these find-
ings are somewhat similar to previous studies where researchers found that
adding video to audio made little difference with respect to improving task
performance or efficiency gains [58].
According to DiGangi and Wasko[46] an individual’s likelihood to share
knowledge is easily influenced by the associated costs. In the collaborative
task, as opposed to shared visual workspace, sharing of the intelligence
artefact information cost considerably higher in the video-mediated envi-
ronment. While participants shared intelligence information with minimal
explanation using the shared visual workspace, for participant using video
additional explanation requirements were needed.
In actual fact, it was much more difficult for participants in the video con-
dition to convey certain task information (E.g. geospatial images). And with-
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out a shared visual workspace to post or help them articulate indescribable
or incomprehensible words, people’s utterance production costs or message
reception costs in the video condition were significantly higher.
Costs associated with negotiation of meanings, constructions and repre-
sentations were higher and it took longer. These high cost levels mean that
in comparison to individuals using the shared visual workspace environ-
ment in the collaborative task, those using video communication were less
motivated to share task-related information. What’s more, they tended to
engage in lengthier descriptions. Unsurprisingly, communicative errors and
breakdowns were also significantly more and as were the needs for speech
repairs as a consequence.
Additionally, the question was asked in study2:
— RQ2.11) Does video improve information sharing?
The answer to the above is given by questionnaire Item 9(1): Rate the effec-
tiveness of the communication media you used in the experiment for information or
sharing, (1 = not at all effective, 2 = ineffective, 3 = undecided, 4 = effective
and 5 = very effective).
— Mean scores were positively different between the video group (M =
3.96) and no video group (M = 3.56). Contrarily to the results reviewed earlier
for the main effects of shared visual workspace, for the main effect of video,
a Mann-Whitney U test results here yielded a scores distribution which was
not statistically significant (— see Section 6.4.5.2).
As advanced earlier in the previous section, the expectation of instant
feedback (or reciprocity) is essential for knowledge or information shar-
ing. This is necessitated by the visibility and contemporaneity constraints.
The video media while equally offering the visibility and contemporaneity
affordances, does so not as effectively as the shared visual workspace with
respect task artefacts — with respect to information sharing, one can con-
clude that the fact video media lacks support for shared visual information,
or support for a co-orientation to task artefacts being discussed, this may
explain why it is video is also not able to influence instant reciprocity as
effectively as the shared visual workspace for these same reasons.
9.1.4 Other Questions
common ground over time : — Independent of the experimental me-
dia conditions, the researcher wanted to know if and how common ground
advances over the duration of the collaborative intelligence task. And so
study2 asks:
— RQ2.4) Is there any evidence that participants’ communica-
tion grounding effort generally reduce as task progress?
— RQ2.5) Does common ground generally increase as task progress?
The answer to RQ2.4 is provided by analysing the experimental data. Re-
sults of a Pearson’s correlation test showed that the repair rate was strongly
negatively correlated to experimental time for Time Points #2 – #5. The rela-
tionship was also statistically significant (— see Table 11).
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The answer to the RQ2.5 is given by questionnaire Item 16: As the collab-
orative intelligence analytic task progressed, our mutual agreements and shared
understanding improved", (1= strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = undecided,
4 = agree, 5= strongly agree).
Mean scores for Item 16 differed by media condition: no shared visual
workspace|no video (M = 16.33), no shared visual workspace|video (M = 26.41),
shared visual workspace|no video (M = 28.64), and shared visual workspace|video
(M = 28.13). A Kruskal-Wallis H test yielded a statistically significant agree-
ment independent of the conditions (— see Section 6.4.3).
9.2 conclusion
This thesis extends prior research with respect to conversational grounding
to include a comparison of knowledge exchanged through the medium of
video and shared visual workspace.
In the first instance, the findings on the peripheral effects of video as
opposed to shared visual workspace in the collaborative task are hardly
surprising if considered in the context of previous comparative research
that have included video environments — where many researchers found
that video made little difference to team performance in communicative task
situations.
Other results suggest that the collaborative tasks here played very critical
roles in the study — in fact, when probed at the post-experiment interview,
the consensus amongst participants was that the nature of the intelligence
tasks — its complexity, high cognitive workload and demands on partici-
pants’ human working memory, were very important in this joint task.
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10C O N T R I B U T I O N S , S U M M A RY, F U T U R E W O R K &
C O N C L U S I O N S
10.1 contributions
This PhD research makes the following contributions:
— Knowledge: It advances the academic literature on conversational
grounding, thereby enriching our understanding of the subject. Ad-
ditionally, this thesis establishes a conceptual framework for under-
standing conversational grounding processes in real-time remote col-
laborative intelligence analysis.
— Codebook: A coding scheme for studying conversational ground-
ing in real-time remote collaborative tasks, was another deliverable
emerging from the project.
— Design Recommendations: This thesis makes four design recom-
mendations for system developers to consider in designing future
collaborative shared visual workspaces.
10.2 summary
The thesis set out to answer three main research questions:
—RQ1) How can we expose aspects of conversational grounding in medi-
ated communication involving different combinations of a video (show-
ing a remote participant’s head and shoulder, and hands and work-area)
and a fully shared visual workspace in addition to voice?
—RQ2) In relation to the negotiated process of grounding, how can we
explain what is happening when parties are collaborating on an intelli-
gence task using a fully shared visual workspace?
—RQ3) How can we design better fully shared visual workspace systems
to support remote collaborative intelligence analysis tasks?
As Table 16 shows, two separate studies — study1 and study2, were carried
out in order to answer the questions above. However they equally addressed
separate secondary research questions.
study1’s exploratory descriptive investigation was intended partly to help
the researcher gain further insights into the problem — but also to sensitize
the researcher to formulate more focused hypotheses for investigation in
study2.
Essentially, study1 is needed as groundwork for study2. The coding schema
(that is the codebook) for the analysis of the negotiation of common ground,
emerged as a substantial deliverable from study1 — this represents the sec-
ond contribution of this thesis.
A combination of the secondary research questions in study2 gives the
answer to —RQ1) above.
The conversational grounding process model by pairs using the shared
visual workspace (— see Figure 49), is an extension of the contribution
to knowledge that this thesis makes. Also, the thematic categorizations in
155
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Chapter 7 and the conversational grounding process model in Chapter 8
give the answer to —RQ2) above.
Complimentary to the statistical analysis of the experimental video data
in Chapter 6, the thematic categorizations and the model provide a rich
understanding about how shared visual workspace influenced team com-
munication, and collaboration in general and conversational grounding in
particular; they provide a richer insight about how participant pairs used
the shared visual workspace in the collaborative intelligence task and for
what uses.
Overall this thesis extends prior comparative research on mediated com-
munication to include a comparison of conversational grounding (and knowl-
edge exchange, communication, and so on) through video medium and
shared visual workspace medium — it contributes to the knowledge silos
about how shared visual workspaces influences how parties negotiate mean-
ings.
It contributes to intelligence literature partly because study1 and study2
were performed within simulated remote intelligence analysis work con-
texts. As a consequence, it advances what is known about how meanings
and common ground is negotiated through the grounding process around
intelligence tasks, away from historical physical tasks that involve the iden-
tification or manipulation of physical objects which previous research have
favoured. These are the foremost contributions of this thesis.
The answer to —RQ3) above is given by the shared visual workspace
design recommendations outlined in Section 8.2 — this represents the third
contribution of this thesis.
10.3 strengths , challenges & limitations
The stated limitations and challenges of this doctoral research does not
in anyway invalidate the results of the research. Any consideration of the
results presented in this thesis would need to keep in mind the study’s
strengths and limitations.
With respect to the research strengths, to begin with, this thesis con-
tributes to the knowledge silos and discussions on media effect on "con-
versational grounding" by focusing on the benefits of real-time distributed
collaborative intelligence analysis. Using the number of repair-episodes per min
(that is repair rate) as a measure of conversational grounding effort this study
investigated the differences between the video communication media and
shared visual workspace media.
Additionally, the study is unique because it combines an objective mea-
sure of conversational grounding effort, good validity and code reliability
in the assessments presented here of the speech repairs that collaborators
invest to realise shared understanding in synchronous non-collocated col-
laborative intelligence analysis tasks.
Further, the qualitative analysis in Chapter 7 provide a rich description
which serves to strengthens the results of the quantitative analysis doc-
umented in Chapter 6 — the qualitative inquiry presents in-depth mean-
ings and explanations which are complimentary to the quantitative results.
Saying that, with respect to the research questions, the quantitative studies
provide strong and precise numerical evidence to support the conclusions
reached in this thesis.
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To negate the weaknesses akin to a singularly quantitative or qualitative
approach [41], a triangulation of qualitative and quantitative data analysis
was adopted in the study — the researcher ran these concurrently.
Contrary to Tress et al[162] claims that “integrative research can be in-
tellectually stimulating, intriguing, and innovative” [Ibid.,np], the interdis-
ciplinary nature of this doctoral research (consisting of the trio disciplines
of: common ground, intelligence analysis, and technology-mediated collab-
oration), contributed to making this study intellectually very challenging to
accomplish.
Experimental research in intelligence domain is fraught with numerous
rudimentary hiccups — of particular significance is the difficulty of finding
real-world intelligence examples and research materials. The intelligence
discipline is very closely guarded and typecast in secrecy. The clandestine
nature of the discipline made access to intelligence personnel and use of
intelligence case studies or data problematic. This meant that it was very
difficult to recruit in-service intelligence personnel to take part in the ex-
perimental studies, as was the researcher’s bids to secure the cooperation
of intelligence agencies to take part in any post-research interviews. Never-
theless, these limitations are common to many experimental studies in this
domain.
The fact that some of the participant pairs were familiar with each other
prior to taking part in the study may be construed as possible limitation of
the study. However, in real intelligence practices, it is quite the case to find The same “cognitive
processes and
limitations apply
across all population”
[76]
analysts who are well acquainted with one another undertaking a common
intelligence tasking together. Nonetheless, to minimize the effects of partic-
ipant’s existing affiliations, the researcher deliberately included a myriad
of items in the task design for which participants were unlikely to have a
shared language (or common ground).
The employment of students as study participants may be seen to impose
limits on the researcher’s ability to generalise the results to real industry
practices [23] or outside the scope of the study. But this very problem re-
mains one of the key issues in academic laboratory experimentation. Even
so, even though students in this experimental study may not be completely
representative of the population of intelligence analysts, Hayne et al[76]
have shown that the same “cognitive processes and limitations apply across
all population” [pp.98].
Host et al[84] corroborates these accounts. Results of the reviews they con-
ducted showed that the differences between students and real professionals
are only minor. Therefore, in virtue of these claims and many others, one
can argue that recruiting students for the studies reported in this thesis does
not at all threaten the validity of the studies.
Finally, upon reflection, the researcher considers that it might have been
worthwhile to manipulate and investigate deictic references (or representa-
tions) as a variable in the experimental study in order to gain specific in-
sights into how the observations of shared visual workspace use for deixis
impacted conversational grounding effort.
10.4 future work
In this section, the researcher identifies considerations for future work with
potential to extend the doctoral research outlined in this thesis — four of
which follow on directly from what is already in the thesis:
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—1) It may be necessary to refine the model further — in a way that it
addresses the properties of shared visual workspace, co-orientation to task
artefacts, etc more directly, as well as communication in general as it does
at the moment.
—2) Another possibility might be to understand better the generality of
this doctoral research — for instance, are all of this transferable to a non-
intelligence analysis domain? Equally, an evaluation of the "robustness" of
the coding schema mainly in the sense of its validity in other collaborative
task situations may likely yield interesting results.
—3) Further, the idea of conducting a future study to evaluate the design
recommendations given here is possibly worth pursuing.
—4) It will be interesting to explore a way to isolate and investigate indi-
vidually, the form of deictic references made directly on the workspace in
the shared visual workspace only condition, and those made via video in
the shared visual workspace plus video condition. This way one can com-
prehensively explore the effects of video on deictic references when using
shared visual workspace.
—5) Additionally, one may want to examine whether participants learn
strategies for improving common ground through experience in using the
shared visual workspace. So in principle, they may be need to further ex-
plore if there is a positive correlation between prior experience with remote
shared visual workspace collaboration and repair rate.
—6) Finally, it may be important to continue to refine the intelligence
tasks adapted for this study then make a start on demonstrating the perfor-
mance differences of the tasks on the shared visual workspace and video
conditions.
10.5 ethical considerations
Ethics approval was obtained prior to undertaking the experiments reported
in this thesis from the Research Ethics Committee of the School of Engineer-
ing and Information Sciences, Middlesex University.
In thinking about the sensitivity of both the intelligence domain, and the
intelligence tasks which participants would be required to perform, the re-
searcher considered early on, the implications of this to participants with
similar cultural backgrounds and religious affiliations to the names, places
and incidents included in the intelligence task design. And as part of that
consideration, and in order to check for foreseeable threats to participants’
values, dignity, and psychological well-being, the researcher struck several
partnerships with domain experts on the intelligence discipline and individ-
uals from the population on which the research is based.
Further, a copy of a consent form which all participants were required
to read and sign prior to taking part in the study was submitted to the
Ethics Committee for approval. It outlined the procedures involved, and the
provisions the researcher will make to preserve confidentiality of records
and the plans to safely store data. It included a statement that participation
in the study was voluntary, that the participant is free to withdraw at any
time and without adverse consequences, and finally, an undertaking that
any information gathered until such time will be destroyed.
Precautions were taken to protect participants’ autonomy, identities and
privacy — with their identities anonymised in the data and in this thesis.
Rights to the collected video data and the responsibility of safe-guarding
the video recordings is retained by the researcher. Collected data can be
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subject to a range of analytic interests and will only be used for academic
research purposes: in this doctoral research reported here, or re-used in
subsequent researches.
10.6 conclusion
The thesis has presented an experimental study conducted at the Middlesex
University London on the effects of non-collocated synchronous shared vi-
sual workspace-mediated interaction on conversational grounding. Primar-
ily, the researcher assessed the differences in repair rate as a measure of con-
versational grounding effort across four experimental media set-ups namely:
video, no video, shared visual workspace and no shared visual workspace
conditions. A 2 x 2 factorial between-subjects design was used.
Unlike many prior CSCW experiments on media effects, this study did
not use generic tasks that involve the identification and manipulation of
physical objects. Instead the experimental tasks were analytical, and re-
quired a negotiation of solutions to intelligence requirements. Additionally,
participant pairs needed to navigate incomplete, inconclusive and dissonant
intelligence evidence [157].
The task was designed in a way that required them to identify informa-
tion gaps and acquire information to either complete, confirm, or refute
fragmentary information [90]. Furthermore, they had to contend with the
pervasiveness of uncertain intelligence information and the demand to fuse
multiple information [26].
Participants needed to identify, and gather useful intelligence information
from a variety of intelligence reports and sources, and apply rich inductive
reasoning skills to analyse the data [79] and synthesize the information into
solutions for the intelligence task requirements. The fusion of these various
elements into the task design, ensured an increased cognitive load for the
study participants. Correspondingly, this also increased the realistic effort
study participants needed to commit to complete the collaborative intelli-
gence task.
With respect to conversational grounding, the findings from the quantita-
tive analysis of the experimental video data have confirmed that pairs using
the shared visual workspace have a lower repair rate than pairs not using
shared visual workspace. Other results also confirmed that pairs using the
shared visual workspace also have a lower repair rate over time as the collab-
orative task progressed than pairs not using shared visual workspace.
This thesis fills the void in literature about how shared visual workspace
influences how and why individuals negotiate meanings and exchange in-
formation (or knowledge). This thesis extends prior research to include
a comparison of knowledge exchange through the medium of video and
shared visual workspace. And based on the researcher’s observations and
findings from this research this thesis offers practical design recommenda-
tions for shared visual workspace — features the researcher believes if im-
plemented, could help improve remote collaborative work more generally.
10.7 closing remarks
In contrast with a video showing a person’s face, the researcher believes that
a shared visual workspace which allows all remote collaborators connected
to the workspace client to assess similar views of task-related artefacts at
roughly the same time, holds more promise for conversational grounding
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for collaborative intelligence analysis. It offers collaborators a common ref-
erence space with support for a co-orientation to task objects, and evidence
from which they can infer what a person understands or does not under-
stand.
Characteristically, intelligence analytic tasks are cognitively challenging,
and delicately complicated. Additionally, traditionally there is an expecta-
tion with intelligence tasks for analysts to sift through and analyse a vast
amount of different datasets. The inherent practical limitation of the human
working memory mean that the analyst’s mind can become saturated very
quickly — according to Heuer[78], the analyst’s ability to recall information
in these circumstances require considerable time and effort. To these we add,
intelligence tasks require a lot of concentration and they exerts considerable
strain on analyst’s cognition.
Technological aids are needed to augment a person’s analytical reasoning
capabilities or help them deal with their cognitive limitations. As opposed
to video, this is what a shared visual workspace will offer remote analysts
co-acting on an intelligence tasking. It provides a channel for analysts to
visualize and explore complex intelligence data interactively, and to develop
a clearer understanding of the underlying concepts, and relationships in the
vast collection of artefacts [147]. It will ensure that analysts can quickly and
jointly make and track connections in the data — this way their collaborative
analysis activities are advanced.
As Bier[12] observed, a shared visual workspace will also ensure that an-
alysts are able to communicate more intensely. To that we add that a shared
visual workspace engenders collaborators to engage in a more focused dis-
course. Plus as was shown in this thesis, a co-orientation to task artefacts
via the shared visual workspace forces remote collaborators to initiate and
complete other presentations they would not have otherwise considered.
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AI N T E L L I G E N C E S C E N A R I O & D ATA
Appendices included here are: participant’s consent form, the tasks, task
instructions and the intelligence artefacts that participant pairs used in the
collaborative tasks for study1 and study2. Also included is study2’s self-
administered post-experiment online questionnaire. Each intelligence
artefact used in the
collaborative task is
marked: Exhibit "X"
— where "X" is a
unique number
identifier.
Beginning with task artefacts for study1, next, is a chronicle of the intelli-
gence artefacts for the Reconnaissance Intelligence Analysis Scenario in study2
— there every artefact is marked Exhibit followed by a unique number rang-
ing from 1- 52. Each group member was given a portfolio containing differ-
ent sets of artefacts; the list of artefacts contained in the respective portfolio
for each group member is given below:
— Analyst 1 — Exhibits: 1, 2, 3, 5, 13, 14, 15 and 16
— Analyst 2 — Exhibits: 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 31, 32, 33 and 34
162
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 Task Instructions |Study 1 
 
You and your partner will each be presented with 2 task artefacts — *these are significantly different for the 
both of you.  More specifically, you will each be given: 
1. An intelligence report marked either IR1 or IR2.  
2. An intelligence statistics marked either IS1 or IS2 — A distribution of terrorist attacks by 
weapon type covering 1998–2010. 
 
Note  
 The data/datasets available to you for this task are significantly different from those of your 
discussion partner. These differences may be obvious or subtle in some cases. 
 The task artefacts you have been given contain some irrelevant and possibly misleading information 
— you will need to be mindful of that. You may also notice some inconsistencies.  
 
 This task will require that you both make every effort to communicate, collaborate, share and 
compare task information. In fact, in other for the pair of you to successfully complete the task, you’d 
have to actively collaborate and discuss openly with each other— ascertain the variations, if any 
between your data, then work together to agree on the optimal solutions to the tasks.   
 
 You’re free to adopt any strategy you please in order to accomplish the task.  
 
 Please read the intelligence report entirely.   The task duration is 1 hour.  
 
 
Task 
The pair of you are to:  
1. Determine quickly and reach a consensus on the two most preferable weapon types for terrorist 
attack incidences in US shopping centres in the last decade.   
 
2. Determine also the two most suitable explanations for the higher incidence of suicide bombings in 
shopping centres.   
 
 
.1 study 1 : task artefacts
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Narrative on terrorism attacks and threats — Terrorism risks at US shopping centres.  
 * Intelligence Report | IR1  
The threat of terrorist attacks in the United States is highly uncertain, but, since September 2001, there 
has been a heightened awareness of a greater potential for attacks across the nation. Although there have 
been no large terrorist attacks in the United States since September 11, 2001, subsequent attacks 
elsewhere, such  as those in Bali in 2002, Madrid in 2004, and London in 2005, suggest that the risk of 
terrorism has increased  internationally and that it remains a serious concern.  
· Typically, malls and shopping complexes attract a wide cross-section of a population. The 
threat of terrorism at commercial shopping centres is a prominent concern, with over 60 
terrorist attacks against shopping centres in 21 countries, including those in Western Europe 
and North and South America since 1998. Because of this threat, shopping centre operators 
are beginning to explore and implement increased security efforts specifically designed to 
combat terrorism. Terrorists have repeatedly targeted shopping centres in particular.   
 
· Groups seeking to carry out high-impact terrorism will likely choose targets that have a high 
probability of being attacked successfully; - they often measure success by the number of 
people killed and injured or the permanent destruction of property. Societies like the United 
States and United Kingdom provide terrorists a large number of "soft" (i.e., loosely protected 
or unprotected) targets that could be more easily attacked with greater effect than say a 
"spent fuel storage facility". Transportation systems, refineries, chemical plants; and other 
facilities, crucially characterized by the large pool of people it attracts - constitute the long 
list of "soft targets”.  
 
· Shopping centres present numerous challenges for security; not lest the concern about the 
unimpeded access affordances it offers the public. Shopping centres are distributed 
throughout the United States, both in areas that are considered high risk for terrorist attack 
(e.g., prominent cities or areas with iconic targets) and in areas that are not (e.g., rural or 
suburban areas). This wide distribution makes prioritizing security efforts difficult. Unlike 
facilities like airports which provide an essential service with few alternatives, shopping 
centres therefore differ markedly. Most people have access to alternative venues for their 
shopping needs, and can therefore avoid shopping centres without suffering undue hardship. 
For this reason, shopping centre customers and tenants may not tolerate the expense and 
inconvenience of increased security. In addition, shopping centre operations are governed by 
a complicated ownership and decision making structure consisting of, among others, 
property owners and managers, tenant retailers, on-site employees, contract security, and 
customers. This multi-stakeholder structure increases the difficulties of implementing 
security and other risk-reduction measures. Finally, as with any competitive private-sector 
business, shopping centres may have a difficult time justifying investment in reducing the 
seemingly remote risk of terrorism.   
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· A key consideration in prioritizing efforts to address the risk of terrorism is on 
understanding the relative frequency of different weapons used by terrorists. Different 
security measures address different weapon and attack types, and an overall security 
approach needs to be based on an expectation about what sorts of incidents are most likely.  
The intelligence statistic: "ISI that you have been given characterizes the relative frequency 
of different types of terrorist attacks and the consequences of those different types of attacks 
since 1998.  It shows terrorist incidents specifically targeting shopping centres and 
everywhere else. Overall, the intelligence statistic: "ISI" shows the frequencies with which 
different weapons are used in all circumstances.  
 
· Intel Corp ― one of the private Intelligence contractors to the US Homeland Security 
Intelligence Unit claim that the terrorist attack types  and weaponry often used by terrorists 
are categorized as follows: Explosives –Suicide, Explosives Non-suicide, Car Bomb –Suicide, 
Car Bomb – Non-suicide, Fire, Fire Bomb, Firearms, Knives and Sharp objects, Truck Bomb, 
Chemical agents, Biological agents, Miscellaneous and Unknown.   
 
· Explosives Non-suicide are a factor of 2 more common than firearms; the next most common 
weapon. Together, Firearms and one other category of weapon-type constitute about 75 
percent of the attacks.  A review of Firearms attack incidences indicates that the majority 
these have included:  targeted political assassinations, roadside ambushes, or sieges on small 
villages. Firearms attacks in indoor facilities such as commercial businesses or government 
offices are expected to be rare.  The remaining weapon types combine to make up the 
remaining 25 percent. No fewer than 0.5 percent of known attacks used chemical or 
biological weapons.      
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                                                                                                                                                                                                  Analyst 1 |Artefact: IS1 
                                       Frequency distribution table of terrorist attacks — by weapon type 1998–2010 
 
                                                 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                  
     
 
  
 
Weapon Type 
All Incidences  Incidences in shopping centres 
No of Attacks % of Total  No of Attacks % of Total  
Car-bomb(Suicide) 18 0.1 0 0.0 
Car-bomb(Non-suicide)   3 4.8 
Biological Agent 15 0.1 0 0.0 
Chemical Agent 26 0.2 0 0.0 
Fire |Fire-bomb 1378 10.7   
Explosives(Suicide) 215 1.7   
Truck bomb   0 0.0 
Knives & Sharp Objects 175 1.4 1 1.6 
Firearms 3222 25.1 1 1.6 
Explosives(Non-suicide) 6323 49.3 44 71.0 
Misc. | Unknown 1256 9.8 0 0.0  
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Narrative on terrorism attacks and threats — Terrorism risks at US shopping centres.  
* Intelligence Report | IR2  
Since September 2001, there has been a heightened awareness of a greater potential for attacks across 
the nation, even though the threat of terrorist attacks in the United States remains highly uncertain. No 
large scale  terrorist attack incidence has been recorded in the United States soil since September 11, 
2001, but there has been subsequent attacks elsewhere, such as those in Bali in 2002, Madrid in 2004, 
and London in 2005, which all suggest that the risk of terrorism has increased internationally and that it 
remains a serious concern.  The threat of terrorism at commercial shopping centres is a prominent 
concern.  In 21 countries including Western Europe and North and South America; over 60 terrorist 
attacks against shopping centres were reported since 1998.   
· Groups seeking to carry out high-impact terrorism will likely choose targets that have a high 
probability of being attacked successfully; - they often measure success by the number of 
people killed and injured or the permanent destruction of property. Do you recall the 2004 
Madrid train bombings, or indeed - the 7/7 London Underground Tube Network Attack?  In 
the intelligence community, those sorts of targets in the above incidences are categorized as 
"soft" targets – what then does that term “soft target” explicitly imply? 
 
· As potential terrorist targets, shopping centres present numerous challenges for security. 
Shopping centres are distributed throughout the United States, both in areas that are 
considered high risk for terrorist attack (e.g., prominent cities or areas with iconic targets), 
and in areas that are not (e.g., rural or suburban areas). This wide distribution makes 
prioritizing security efforts difficult. Shopping centres also allow unimpeded access to the 
public and attract a wide cross-section of the nation’s population. Report indicates that 
shopping centre customers and tenants are less likely to consent to the expense and 
inconvenience of increased security. This is because, unlike facilities like airports which 
provide an essential service with few alternatives, shopping centres therefore differ 
markedly in that  most people generally have access to alternative venues to carter for their 
shopping needs, as such they can  avoid using shopping centres completely without suffering 
undue hardship. In addition, shopping centre operations are governed by a complicated 
ownership and decision making structure consisting of, among others, property owners and 
managers, tenant retailers, on-site employees, contract security, and customers. This multi-
stakeholder structure increases the difficulties of implementing security and other risk-
reduction measures.  
   
· The terrorist attack types  and weaponry often used by terrorists are categorized as follows: 
Explosives(Suicide), Explosives(Non-suicide), Car-bomb(Suicide), Car-bomb(Non-suicide), 
Fire, Fire-bomb, Firearms, Knives and Sharp objects, Truck –bomb, Chemical agents, 
Biological agents, Miscellaneous and Unknown.  Non-suicide explosives are a factor of 2 more 
common types than firearms. Firearms and Non-suicide Explosives constitute about 75 
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percent of the attacks in shopping malls and centres. A review of Firearms attack incidences 
indicates that the majority these have included:  targeted political assassinations, roadside 
ambushes, or sieges on small villages. Firearms attacks in indoor facilities such as 
commercial businesses or government offices are expected to be rare.  The remaining 
weapon types combine to make up the remaining 25 percent. No fewer than 0.5 percent of 
known attacks used chemical or biological weapons.     
 
· A review of your group’s intelligence statistic artefact marked: "ISI [— note: artefact IS1 
is not included in your own particular dataset], will show that incidences specific to shopping 
centres suggests that every weapon type that involves some form of explosives [E.g. Non-
suicide explosives, suicide explosives, and car bombs] represents a larger fraction of 
incidents recorded at shopping centres than of terrorist attacks in general. It seems bias 
exists towards explosives in general – which might explain the increased use of suicide 
bombings for attacks at shopping centres. It makes up 15 percent of attacks.  The reasons for 
the preference or  higher incidence of Suicide bombings in shopping centres is less clear; but 
the truth most probably reflects the bias of such attacks towards the characteristic feature of 
such targets.   
 
· Comparable to the case for all incidents, Suicide attacks at shopping centres are significantly 
more lethal than non-suicide attacks. Shopping centre attacks consistently result in greater 
numbers of fatalities than for all incidents. This difference in lethality between suicide and 
non-suicide bombs probably reflects two distinguishing features. The first is that, compared 
with placed bombs, suicide bombers are better able to choose the best location and time to 
detonate to maximize the casualties. The second is that suicide bombers generally intend to 
kill victims, while non-suicide bombers sometimes target property only and purposely avoid 
victims. 
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                      Analyst 2 |Artefact: IS2 
                     Graph: Distribution of terrorist attacks by weapon type, 1998–2010  
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Task Instructions 
 
 
You will shortly begin a team problem solving task; you will be required to work as a member of a team 
of two to complete a scenario-based intelligence analysis task. You will be using reconnaissance 
information from a number of different categories: E.g. Image Intelligence, Geospatial Intelligence, 
Human Intelligence, and Open Source Intelligence. 
 
The two of you have been provided with the same:  
 Task instructions and Intelligence task. 
 Background information — Exhibit 52 
 
In addition, you will also each receive a second portfolio containing several pieces of different 
intelligence information. Please note that the contents of this portfolio are unique to ONLY you; this 
means that intelligence information in this portfolio will be completely different from the one your 
discussion partner receives.   
 
Success in the task will depend on well you collaborate, share information, your ideas and opinions; and 
collectively piece together the evidences in your datasets.  You would need to work together quickly to 
sift through the vast datasets supplied; to fuse disparate streams of data, to link unrelated events; to 
construct an accurate interpretation of the situation; and arrive at analytic decisions about the dynamic 
events described in the scenario narratives for the policy maker.  * Basically, you must work together to 
solve this problem. 
 
The entire session will last 2 hours which includes a short 15 minutes briefing and training prior to the 
commencement of the collaborative task, and a further 5 minutes de-briefing session upon completion 
of the task.  You will be given 30 minutes to familiarize yourself with your respective datasets and a 
further 60 minutes for the two of you to complete the collaborative intelligence analysis task. 
Thereafter, you will individually complete a 10 minutes post-experiment online questionnaire at the end 
of the task.  The experimenter will be your time keeper throughout the task; you will be notified 10 
minutes before the end; this should allow you to wind down your collaborative session, finalize your 
solutions to the problem and complete your agreed solutions on the worksheets provided.   
 
The experimenter will notify you 10 minutes before the 1 hour mark elapses; at which point you must 
begin to finalize your solution(s) to the problem, and wind down your collaborative session; this will 
help you ensure that you have sufficient time to complete your agreed solutions on the worksheet 
provided. 
 
You must have your final answers for the task written down on the worksheet provided by the 1½ 
Hour mark!!! 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.2 study 2 : all-source intelligence task artefacts
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Intelligence Analysis Task:   
Special Operations Reconnaissance Intelligence Scenario  
 
 
 
Intelligence obtained from the Joint Coalition Task Force: 
 
The date is 26 May 2006. 
 
Denkapsa Farah is a local, coalition supported warlord in Disisabad in Eastern Afghanistan. 
 
Local intelligence suggests that an al-Qaeda element is reforming in the town. This group may be 
attempting to strike a deal with Denkapsa Farah. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Picture 22 
Denkapsa Farah 
January 2005 
 
 
 
 
Based on the intelligence provided to the both you, work together as quickly and accurately as 
possible as a team to: 
 
· Determine if Denkapsa Farah — pictured above has allegiance with al-Qaeda.   
· Next, determine the most 5 pieces of evidences (* from your combined intelligence pool) 
that best supports your conclusion in the above.     (Task Duration: 1½ Hour)  
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Exhibit 52 
 
 
Some Background Information 
 
 
*   The credibility of the information provided here has previously been established.  
 
 
  
 
Historical Background: 
 
1988:     Al-Qaeda is founded in Afghanistan by Osama Bin Laden. 
 
1990:     Denkapsa Farah establishes the Islamic Tooling Company (ITC), manufacturing tools for 
industrial machinery. 
 
1991:     Sudan becomes a base for al-Qaeda’s business operations and preparations for jihad. A 
number of attacks on western targets are alleged to have been organized and supported from this 
base. 
 
1993:     (26 February) A 500 kg bomb explodes at the World Trade Center in New York City, killing six 
and injuring more than 1,000. Abbas Jaleel was convicted of plotting the attack and is currently 
serving a life sentence. Al-Qaeda’s involvement remains unclear, but ties to Jaleel have been 
established. Jaleel’s uncle, Kaleem Rashid, was also convicted of a lesser sentence for his role in the 
attack. 
 
1996:     Bin Laden returns to Afghanistan. 
 
1998:     (23 February) U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania are bombed, killing more than 220 
people. The U.S. retaliates with air strikes against alleged training camps in Sudan and Afghanistan. 
Bin Laden is later indicted in the U.S. for the bombings. 
 
1998:     (07 August) Ayman al Zawahiri co-signed and issued a fatwa (binding religious edict) under 
the banner of the World Islamic Front for Jihad against the Jews and Crusaders. 
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2000:     (12 October) In Yemen, suicide bombers ram a boat carrying explosives into the USS Cole. 
Seventeen American sailors are killed and 39 are injured. 
 
2001:     (11 September) Four hijacked commercial jets are flown into the World Trade Center in New 
York City, the Pentagon in Washington, DC, and a field in Pennsylvania. These coordinated terrorist 
attacks result in the deaths of approximately 3,000 people.   
 
Intelligence indicates that al-Qaeda is allegedly behind the attacks. President Bush declares a 
Global War on Terrorism (GWOT). 
 
(7 October) In support of GWOT, the U.S. launches attacks on Afghanistan, Bin Laden’s 
suspected base of operations. 
 
(12 November) Faysal Muhaymin is charged with conspiring with Osama Bin Laden to plan 
the 11 September attacks. (Farah’s wife, Aishah, is a first cousin to Muhaymin.) 
 
(21 November) Robert Cummings, a British citizen, is arrested for carrying explosives in his 
clothing aboard a commercial jetliner. During his detainment, he pledges allegiance to 
Osama Bin Laden. Robert Cummings is also known as James Beachum. 
 
2002:     (15 July) U.S. Homeland Security authorities arrest Jonathan Striker, a U.S. citizen, for 
planning to build and detonate a bomb filled with radioactive materials. Striker was arrested at JFK 
airport, returning from Disisabad, Afghanistan. Striker’s alias is Jonathan Smith. 
 
2003:     (13 February) Qadir Abdulwahab, thought to be a senior leader in al-Qaeda, is arrested in 
Turkey. Intelligence indicates that Abdulwahab played a key role in the planning of the 11 
September attack. 
 
2004:     (11 March) Ten bombs explode on commuter trains in Madrid, killing 191 people and 
injuring 1,800. Spanish officials state the investigation focuses on a militant organization with close 
ties to al-Qaeda. 
 
(29 September) Six suspected al-Qaeda militants are charged with the 2000 bombing of the 
USS Cole. Four are sentenced to serve jail terms while two are sentenced to death. 
(10 October) Pakistani police shoot and kill Sayyid Bahij, a suspect in the Madrid bombings. 
(12 December) According to the U.S. Government, two-thirds of the top leaders of al-Qaeda 
from 2001 were captured, including Ramzi bin al-Shibh. 
 
2005:     (16 April) Yasar Murtaza and Ahmed Shafiq are tried and convicted in an Italian court for 
their role in the 11 September attacks. The two were accused of conducting reconnaissance of the 
World Trade Center and other U.S. targets. (Farah’s son, Habil, is married to Shafiq’s daughter, 
Saliha.) 
 
2006:   (15 May) Faysal Muhaymin is found guilty of conspiring to hijack planes and crash them into 
the World Trade Center. He is sentenced to life in prison. 
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Exhibit	  1	  
Open	  Source:	  News	  Report	  
U.S.	  Troops	  Capture	  an	  al-­‐Qaeda	  Bodyguard	  
Reuters	  
26	  May	  2007	  
Himalaba,	  Afghanistan.	  
	  
U.S.	  troops	  have	  captured	  Mufala	  Omasa,	  a	  bodyguard	  to	  several	  high	  ranking	  al-­‐Qaeda	  officials.	  
Information	  provided	  by	  local	  villagers	  supportive	  of	  the	  coalition	  forces	  led	  to	  the	  arrest	  yesterday.	  
Through	  his	  close	  contact	  with	  key	  al-­‐Qaeda	  members,	  Omasa	  is	  believed	  to	  have	  detailed	  
knowledge	  of	  the	  terrorist	  infrastructure.	  “This	  is	  a	  real	  break-­‐through	  for	  us,”	  said	  LT	  Ron	  Palmer,	  
Commander	  of	  the	  3rd	  Infantry	  Division,	  who	  led	  the	  early	  morning	  raid.	  
	  
The	  raid	  began	  at	  4	  a.m.	  on	  a	  small	  farm	  in	  the	  village	  of	  Himalaba.	  The	  farm,	  owned	  by	  Abdul	  Amar,	  
the	  cousin	  of	  a	  high	  ranking	  al-­‐Qaeda	  official,	  has	  been	  under	  observation	  for	  suspicious	  activity	  for	  
several	  weeks.	  A	  search	  of	  the	  farmhouse	  resulted	  in	  the	  confiscation	  of	  small	  arms,	  materials	  for	  
IED’s,	  and	  anti-­‐American	  propaganda.	  
	  
Other	  materials	  found	  in	  the	  farmhouse	  included	  several	  letters	  addressed	  to	  a	  person	  named:	  
“Achmed	  Jumala”.	  This	  name	  has	  not	  been	  identified	  before	  as	  a	  link	  to	  terrorist	  behaviour.	  
However,	  officials	  are	  now	  looking	  into	  records	  involving	  this	  name	  or	  similar	  names.	  The	  letters	  
involve	  vague	  plans	  for	  violent	  activity	  against	  Americans	  as	  well	  as	  sympathy	  for	  the	  al-­‐Qaeda	  
regime.	  The	  letters	  have	  been	  confiscated	  and	  will	  be	  further	  investigated.	  
	  
Information	  leading	  to	  the	  capture	  was	  gained	  by	  decoding	  al-­‐Qaeda’s	  simple	  encryption	  technique.	  
The	  current	  technique	  is	  to	  use	  simple	  map	  overlays	  to	  identify	  true	  locations,	  dates,	  and	  times.	  
Omasa	  was	  taken	  to	  an	  Army	  detention	  centre	  where	  he	  will	  be	  interrogated	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   *	   	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	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  3	  
	  Map	  Imagery	  –	  Ballistic	  Missile	  Facilities	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Picture	  2	  
Ballistic	  Missile	  Facilities	  
(*Marked	  in	  Red)	  
April	  2006	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Exhibit	  5	  
	  Satellite	  Imagery	  Intelligence:	  Museum	  Complex	  
Intelligence	  reports	  that	  Farah	  has	  made	  several	  business	  trips	  over	  the	  past	  3	  years	  to	  this	  museum	  
complex	  located	  in	  the	  town	  of	  Zabihir,	  presumably	  to	  sell	  tooling	  equipment.	  Satellite	  Intelligence	  
indicates	  the	  presence	  of	  military	  vehicles	  and	  equipment.	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   *	   	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	   	   	   	  
	  
Picture	  4	  
Museum	  Complex	  
Date	  Obtained:	  5/24/2006	  Time:	  1345	  
Scale:	  1	  in.	  =	  300	  ft.	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Exhibit	  13	  
Human	  Intelligence	  –Coalition	  Support	  	  Intel	  on	  Bin	  al-­‐Shibh	  and	  al-­‐Zarqawi	  
The	  meetings	  that	  have	  been	  taking	  place	  between	  Bin	  al-­‐Shibh	  and	  al-­‐Zarqawi	  frequent	  about	  3	  
times	  per	  week.	  Informants	  from	  the	  town	  of	  Disisibad	  have	  been	  passing	  along	  information	  
regarding	  the	  meetings.	  According	  to	  the	  informants,	  it	  is	  revealed	  that	  the	  two	  are	  not	  directly	  
connected	  to	  al-­‐Qaeda	  and	  are	  probably	  not	  involved	  in	  the	  recent	  reformation	  in	  the	  town.	  The	  
search	  for	  more	  information	  continues.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   	   *	   	  Some	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Exhibit	  14	  
	  Human	  Intelligence	  –	  Coalition	  Support	  Farah	  Location	  
Farah’s	  brother,	  Abubba,	  has	  been	  seen	  visiting	  Majjam,	  Sagian,	  Zabihir,	  &	  Fallenij	  over	  the	  past	  3	  
years.	  For	  the	  past	  10	  years,	  his	  brother	  has	  owned	  and	  operated	  Rahimid	  Chemicals,	  a	  small	  factory	  
that	  produces	  cleaning	  products.	  This	  company	  is	  co-­‐owned	  with	  Muhammad	  Ja’al	  Kabar.	  	  
Abubba	  has	  many	  business	  affiliates	  in	  each	  of	  these	  cities	  –	  all	  known	  business	  affiliates	  are	  
legitimate.	  
For	  the	  past	  2	  days,	  Farah	  and	  Abubba	  were	  seen	  regularly	  at	  the	  Zabihir	  and	  Ja’al	  Karem	  sites	  
outside	  of	  Disisabad.	  It	  is	  believed	  that	  Farah	  is	  still	  around	  the	  Ja’al	  Karem	  site.	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   	   *	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	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Exhibit	  15	  
	  Human	  Intelligence	  –	  May	  2006	  Phone	  Records	  –	  I.T.C.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Date	  
&	  Call	  Time	  
Call	  	  
Duration	  
From	   To	  04/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (0917)	   22	  min	   Zain	  Jagis	   Denkapsa	  Farah	  07/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (1213)	   44	  min	   Esam	  Fakhir	   Denkapsa	  Farah	  08/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (0845)	   34	  min	   Sahar	  Abbas	   Denkapsa	  Farah	  10/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (1449)	   63	  min	   Denkapsa	  Farah	   Bashir	  Hassad	  13/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (1022)	   5	  min	   Abubba	  Farah	   Denkapsa	  Farah	  13/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (1146)	   2	  min	   Denkapsa	  Farah	   Abubba	  Farah	  14/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (1745)	   12	  min	   Iyshak	  Babib	   Denkapsa	  Farah	  15/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (1511)	   43	  min	   Uday	  Majid	   Denkapsa	  Farah	  17/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (0732)	   21	  min	   Daoud	  al-­‐Heed	   Denkapsa	  Farah	  18/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (1016)	   22	  min	   Denkapsa	  Farah	   Bahir	  Kareem	  22/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (1333)	   5	  min	   Denkapsa	  Farah	   Abubba	  Farah	  25/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (0748)	   3	  min	   Denkapsa	  Farah	   Abubba	  Farah	  28/05	  	  06	  	  	  	  	  	  (0813)	   6	  min	   Abubba	  Farah	   Denkapsa	  Farah	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   *	   	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	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Exhibit	  16	  
Human	  Intelligence	  –	  Forensic	  Accounting	  I.T.C.	  
Forensic	  accounting	  investigations	  uncovered	  the	  following	  transactions	  between	  the	  Islamic	  Tooling	  
Company	  (ITC)	  and	  various	  sources	  in	  February	  2005.	  
	  
I.T.C.	  
FEBRUARY,	  2005	  
Date	   Source	   Accounts	  
Receivable	  
Accounts	  
Payable	  02-­‐Feb.05	   Rahimid	  Chemicals	   	   82.35	  AFN	  02-­‐Feb.05	   AAF	   	   682.39	  AFN	  08-­‐Feb.05	   Hadir	  Mujib	   1063.98	  AFN	   	  08-­‐Feb.05	   Ishaq	  Hasayn	   885.79	  AFN	   	  08-­‐Feb.05	   Abdul	  Latif	   1050.26	  AFN	   	  09-­‐Feb.05	   Franklin	  Thomas	   2559.11	  AFN	   	  10-­‐Feb.05	   Abdul	  Amar	   1555.78	  AFN	   	  11-­‐Feb.05	   Ying	  Lee	   688.31	  AFN	   	  13-­‐Feb.05	   RRC	   	   942.68	  AFN	  13-­‐Feb.05	   Ishaq	  Hasayn	   423.89	  AFN	   	  15-­‐Feb.05	   Ghassan	  Industries	   	   56.31	  AFN	  18-­‐Feb.05	   Bakr,	  Inc	   	   811.21	  AFN	  22-­‐Feb.05	   Sayyid	  Bahij	   5662.10	  AFN	   	  25-­‐Feb.05	   Theodore	  McMillan	   7799.14	  AFN	   	  
	  
	  
(*Transactions	  are	  in	  Afghani	  currency)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   *	   	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	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Exhibit	  21	  
Open	  Source:	  News	  Report	  
Top	  Al-­‐Qaeda	  Leader,	  Abdul	  Latif,	  Captured	  in	  Pakistan	  
Reuters	  
25	  January	  2006	  
	  
	  
A	  suspected	  top	  al-­‐Qaeda	  official,	  Abdul	  Latif,	  has	  been	  detained	  by	  authorities	  in	  Pakistan	  for	  
suspicion	  of	  orchestrating	  several	  terrorist	  attacks,	  including	  the	  2004	  bombings	  in	  Madrid,	  Spain.	  
Latif,	  also	  known	  as	  Muhammad	  Ja’al	  Kabar,	  will	  possibly	  be	  handed	  over	  to	  the	  U.S.	  for	  trial.	  U.S.	  
law	  enforcement	  officials	  declined	  to	  comment.	  	  
	  
For	  several	  months,	  Latif	  has	  been	  thought	  to	  be	  actively	  involved	  in	  terror	  training	  camps	  
throughout	  Afghanistan.	  His	  alleged	  expertise	  is	  in	  the	  production	  of	  chemical	  weapons	  and	  the	  use	  
of	  poisons.	  While	  U.S.	  officials	  refused	  to	  comment	  on	  his	  capture,	  they	  did	  note	  that	  he	  was	  “a	  
suspect	  of	  high	  interest.”	  Latif	  relocated	  to	  Afghanistan	  10	  years	  ago.	  Over	  the	  past	  year,	  his	  
movements	  have	  been	  traced	  to	  England,	  Spain,	  Syria,	  and	  Iraq.	  He	  has	  been	  connected	  with	  several	  
al-­‐Qaeda	  supporters	  such	  as	  Hamed	  Jumaa	  Farid	  (also	  known	  as	  Abu	  Rana)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   *	   	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	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  22	  
	  Open	  Source:	  Disisabad	  Demographic	  Information	  –	  World	  Demographic	  Database	  
 Disisabad	  is	  in	  the	  mountainous	  province	  of	  Parvan,	  300	  miles	  west	  of	  the	  Pakistan	  border.	  
 Parvan	  is	  approximately	  9,584	  sq.	  km.	  
 The	  population	  of	  Parvan	  is	  estimated	  to	  be	  about	  919,000,	  the	  majority	  of	  whom	  are	  Sunni.	  
 The	  population	  of	  Disisbad	  is	  estimated	  to	  be	  about	  45,000	  people.	  
 The	  population	  of	  Zabihir	  and	  Ja’al	  Karem	  is	  approximately	  3,560	  and	  8,650,	  respectively.	  
 89%	  of	  the	  population	  speaks	  the	  Brahui	  language	  and	  10%	  speak	  Balochi.	  
 The	  terrain	  is	  mountainous	  with	  valleys	  and	  one	  main	  river.	  
 The	  climate	  is	  arid	  –	  hot	  in	  the	  summer	  and	  cold	  in	  the	  winter.	  Rainfall	  mostly	  occurs	  in	  the	  
winter.	  
 	  The	  economy	  is	  based	  on	  agriculture	  and	  livestock	  farming.	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   	   *	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	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Exhibit	  25	  
	  Satellite	  Imagery	  Intelligence:	  IJAT	  Fabrication	  Plant	  (Before	  Bombing)	  
	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   *	   	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	   	   	   	  
	  
Picture	  5	  
IJAT	  Plant	  before	  Bombing	  
Date	  Obtained:	  04.30.06	  Time:	  1100	  
Scale:	  1	  in.	  =	  60	  ft.	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Exhibit	  26	  
	  Satellite	  Imagery	  Intelligence:	  IJAT	  Fabrication	  Plant	  (After	  Bombing)	  
	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   *	   	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	   	   	   	  
	  
Picture	  6	  
IJAT	  Plant	  after	  Bombing	  
Date	  Obtained:	  04.30.06	  Time:	  1400	  
Scale:	  1	  in.	  =	  60	  ft.	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Exhibit	  31	  
Human	  Intelligence	  –	  Audio	  Recording	  Abdul	  Latif	  Interview	  Excerpt	  
Abdul	  Latif	  was	  captured	  in	  January	  of	  2006	  for	  his	  involvement	  in	  several	  terrorist	  attacks.	  He	  has	  
been	  detained	  for	  several	  days	  and	  is	  being	  utilized	  as	  a	  source	  of	  information	  involving	  other	  
possible	  terrorist	  cells.	  A	  3-­‐hr	  interview	  with	  Latif	  is	  held	  as	  authorities	  attempt	  to	  extract	  
information.	  Below	  is	  a	  small	  excerpt	  of	  the	  interview.	  Latif	  does	  not	  speak	  English	  so	  a	  translator	  
was	  brought	  in	  to	  mediate	  communication.	  
Investigator:	  We	  know	  you	  have	  other	  connections	  because	  all	  this	  work	  couldn’t	  be	  done	  by	  one	  
man.	  
Latif:	  I	  have	  no	  reason	  to	  give	  you	  any	  information,	  none	  at	  all	  [inaudible).	  
Investigator:	  Well,	  you	  must	  be	  aware	  that	  you’ll	  get	  a	  lesser	  sentence	  if	  you	  help	  us.	  I	  don’t	  have	  to	  
tell	  you	  that.	  
Latif:	  I’m	  not	  foolish	  enough	  to	  believe	  that.	  
Investigator:	  Just	  give	  us	  one	  name	  that	  could	  lead	  us	  somewhere,	  that’s	  all	  we	  need,	  or	  even	  part	  
of	  a	  name.	  Any	  help	  you	  give	  us	  will	  only	  look	  better	  for	  you.	  
[…	  Latif	  refuses	  to	  give	  any	  information,	  so	  the	  two	  men	  argue	  back	  and	  forth	  for	  the	  next	  2	  hours]	  
:	  
:	  
Investigator:	  Look	  we’ve	  been	  through	  this	  too	  many	  times	  and	  I’m	  speaking	  clearly.	  There	  is	  clear	  
evidence	  against	  you	  so	  you	  might	  as	  well	  give	  us	  something	  to	  work	  with.	  
Latif:	  And	  what	  reason	  do	  I	  have?	  Give	  me	  one	  good	  reason	  .	  .	  .	  you	  keep	  speaking	  of	  this	  lesser	  
sentence,	  but	  I	  know	  full	  well	  you	  cannot	  offer	  such	  a	  thing.	  Regardless	  of	  what	  you	  promise,	  I	  still	  
get	  life	  because	  you	  people	  will	  find	  me	  guilty.	  
Investigator:	  There	  must	  be	  someone	  out	  there,	  someone	  at	  one	  point	  who	  must	  have	  betrayed	  
your	  trust.	  Maybe	  he	  did	  something	  horrible	  to	  you	  personally	  or	  something	  that	  harmed	  the	  
regime.	  Or	  maybe	  he	  just	  betrayed	  one	  of	  your	  friends	  and	  now	  you	  have	  the	  chance	  to	  destroy	  him.	  
You	  could	  finally	  get	  your	  revenge	  on	  someone	  –	  there	  has	  to	  be	  someone	  who	  did	  you	  wrong.	  
[....	  Latif	  pauses	  but	  eventually	  begins	  to	  speak]	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Latif:	  There	  is	  someone	  who	  has	  wronged	  me.	  He	  took	  my	  land	  and	  left	  me	  and	  my	  family	  out	  in	  the	  
cold	  for	  months.	  I	  couldn’t	  pay,	  he	  was	  the	  landlord	  and	  I	  couldn’t	  pay.	  He	  evicted	  me,	  my	  wife,	  and	  
my	  children.	  That	  was	  nearly	  20	  years	  ago.	  His	  name	  was	  Achmed	  Jumala.	  He	  has	  since	  made	  a	  lot	  of	  
money,	  I	  don’t	  know	  how	  or	  what	  he	  does	  exactly,	  but	  I	  know	  he	  has	  ties	  with	  al-­‐Qaeda.	  He	  funds	  
them	  now.	  But	  I	  have	  no	  allegiance	  with	  him,	  he	  is	  nothing.	  There’s	  no	  use	  in	  me	  keeping	  quiet,	  he	  
wronged	  me	  and	  my	  family	  morally.	  In	  the	  end,	  I	  have	  served	  God	  and	  all	  He	  stands	  for	  –	  you	  
hedonists	  will	  be	  punished	  in	  the	  end,	  just	  as	  Jumala	  will	  be.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   	   	   	  Some	   *	   	   	  Never	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Exhibit	  32	  
	  Human	  Intelligence	  –Forensic	  Accounting	  I.T.C.	  
A	  follow-­‐up	  forensic	  accounting	  investigation	  between	  ITC	  and	  various	  sources	  led	  to	  the	  uncovering	  
of	  the	  following	  additional	  transactions	  in	  May	  2006.	  
	  
I.T.C.	  
May,	  2006	  
Date	   Source	   Accounts	  
Receivable	  
Accounts	  
Payable	  02/05-­‐06	   Kaleem	  Rashid	   4489.23	  AFN	   568.45	  AFN	  03/05-­‐06	   Iydar	  Muhaymin	   	   774.32	  AFN	  05/05-­‐06	   JJF	   	   	  05/05-­‐06	   Aden	  Hashi	  Farah	  Ayro	   896.54	  AFN	   	  05/05-­‐06	   Barakah	  al	  Din	   876.55	  AFN	   	  07/05-­‐06	   J.	  Beachum	   9996.31	  AFN	   	  08/05-­‐06	   Esam	  Fakhir	   	   557.33	  AFN	  10/05-­‐06	   Jonathan	  Smith	   264.96	  AFN	   	  	   	   	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   *	   	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	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Exhibit	  33	  
Human	  Intelligence	  –	  Coalition	  Support	  	  Missile	  Sites	  
Reports	  indicate	  that	  Majjam,	  a	  small	  village	  located	  45	  km	  east	  of	  Kundagan,	  was	  the	  primary	  
location	  for	  Afghanistan’s	  long-­‐range	  missile	  program	  housed	  in	  the	  IJAT	  fabrication	  plant.	  A	  major	  
building	  in	  the	  IJAT	  plant	  was	  destroyed	  in	  April	  2006	  by	  coalition	  forces.	  Evidence	  indicated	  this	  was	  
a	  central	  location	  for	  airframe	  design,	  rocket	  engine	  development,	  and	  missile	  construction.	  Also	  
found	  were	  prohibited	  missiles,	  support	  equipment,	  and	  specialized	  tools.	  Several	  distinct	  
businesses	  were	  found	  on	  site:	  
1. Afghan	  Weaponry,	  Inc.	  (AWI)	  –	  R&D	  for	  nuclear	  weapons.	  
2. Fallahal,	  Inc.	  –	  Produces	  epoxy	  and	  fiberglass	  for	  missile	  casings.	  
3. Helionic	  Industries	  –	  Produces	  missile	  casings.	  
4. Labat	  al	  Sharif	  –	  R&D	  for	  missile	  propulsion	  systems.	  
5. Rahman	  Productions	  –	  Produces	  the	  airframes	  and	  warheads	  for	  SCUD	  missiles	  and	  
122	  mm	  rockets.	  
	  (Machining	  tools	  were	  found	  throughout	  the	  destroyed	  compound.)	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   	   	   	  Some	   *	   	   	  Never	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Exhibit	  34	  
	  Human	  Intelligence	  –	  Handwritten	  Notes	  
Handwritten	  notes	  have	  been	  provided	  by	  the	  locals	  indicating	  that	  Abubba	  is	  still	  in	  the	  area.	  These	  
notes	  contain	  the	  Arabic	  symbol	  of	  a	  circle	  surrounded	  by	  stars,	  which	  indicate	  the	  information	  has	  
been	  updated	  and	  is	  currently	  valid.	  
	  
	  
Information	  Reliability	  
	  
Source	  	  
Reliability	  &	  	  
Past	  Performance	  	  
	   High	   Medium	   Low	  Always	   	   *	   	  Some	   	   	   	  Never	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Participant Post Experiment
Questionnaire
This questionnaire assess participants' perceptions of the tasks, team interaction 
and collaboration, conversational grounding  and work-space awareness.   
                                              CONFIDENTIALITY AND ANONYMITY OF THE EVALUATOR 
IS ASSURED
*Required
Demographic Information
ID No: *
1. Please indicate the media condition you used in the task? And
 Audio Conferencing ONLY ①
 Audio Video Conferencing  ONLY ②
 Audio Conferencing & Shared Visual Workspace ③
 Audio Video Conferencing & Shared Visual Workspace ④
2. I took part in the collaborative analytic intelligence study on:
dd/mm/yyyy
3. My age range is:
 18-24 ①     
 25-34 ②    
 35-44 ③     
 45 or older ④     
4. Is English your first language?
 No ⓪
 Yes ①
Edit this form
.3 post-experiment online questionnaire
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Common Ground & Communication
5. Please indicate your level of familiarity with Intelligence Analysis prior to participating in this
study
1 2 3 4 5
Not at all familiar ① Very familiar ⑤
6. How well would you rate your level of experience with the following:
None ① Basic ② Moderate ③ Intermediate④ Significant ⑤
Remote
collaboration 
Audio-
conferencing or
Video-
conferencing
7. How familiar are you with your discussion partner prior to taking part in the study?
1 2 3 4 5
 Not at all familiar ① Very familiar ⑤
8. Rate the ease / difficulty of communicating with the media provided by checking the
appropriate box
Very easy ① Easy ② Neutral ⑧ Difficult ③ Very difficult④
Ease of
communicating
using the media
provided
9. Rate the effectiveness of the communication media you used in the analytic task for:
Not at all
effective ① Ineffective ② Neutral ⑧ Effective ③
Very effective
④
Information
Sharing
Collaboration
Communication &
Interaction
10. Rate the ease / difficulty of describing or illustrating content on your artefact to your
discussion partner generally?
1 2 3 4 5
Very easy ① Very difficult ⑤
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11. Please rate the comment below:
Strongly
disagree ① Disagree ② Neutral ⑧ Agree ③
Strongly agree
④
I believe it is useful
for remote
collaborators to be
able to use visual
signals such as
pointing to refer or
clarify content
12. In remote collaboration, visual gestures can be useful because they help:
Strongly
disagree ① Disagree ② Neutral ⑧ Agree ③
Strongly agree
④
Reduce
communicative
effort
Reduce
communication
transaction time    
                    
Reduce risk of
miscommunication
                   
13. Simply answer yes/no for the statement below
No ⓪ Yes  ①
Collaboration and Information
transfer between us got easier
and better as the task progressed
14. Simply answer yes/no for the statement below
No ⓪ Yes ①
Communicating with my partner
got easier and improved as the
task progressed
15. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
Strongly
disagree ① Disagree ② Neutral ⑧ Agree ③
Strongly Agree
④
Our consensus
making and
negotiation
improved for the
most part of our
collaboration
16. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the comment below?
Strongly
disagree ① Disagree ② Neutral ⑧ Agree ③
Strongly agree
④
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Powered by
As the
collaborative
intelligence
analytic task
progressed our
mutual
agreements and
shared
understanding
improved
Task Design
17. The level of concentration required for this task was:   
1 2 3 4 5
Very low ① Very high ⑤
18. How would you rate the level of cognitive challenges in the analytic task?
1 2 3 4 5
Very Low ① Very high ⑤
***
19. Being able to see a motion of my partner's hands, head, or body when s/he was emphasizing an
idea, or verifying or clarifying content is:
1 2 3 4 5
Not at all useful ①       Very useful ⑤
This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google. 
Report Abuse ­ Terms of Service ­ Additional Terms
Submit
Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
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Appendix: Consent Form 
 
 
 
Researcher Bio 
My name is Laurence Okonmah. I am a PhD student in the School of Science and Technology.  
And my Director of Studies and supervisor are Dr. Simon Attfield & Dr. Bob Fields respectively.  
Informed Consent Form 
This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process of informed 
consent.  It should give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what your 
participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or 
information not included here, please ask.  Please take the time to read this form carefully and to 
understand any accompanying information. 
 
 
 
This study is looking into conversational grounding processes and how people communicate during 
an intelligence analysis task. You will be asked to assess a possible terrorist threat based on a series 
of reports. We are using a mock task, based on the real thing. The study is conducted in pairs and 
takes around two hours. In return, we will give you a £20 Amazon voucher. At the end you will be 
asked to complete a questionnaire online about your experience. You are not being tested; 
discomfort in this study is unlikely, but you can stop the study at any time if you wish without giving 
a reason and we will ensure that all your data will be deleted.    
 
You will be audio and video recorded as you perform the task. All data will be stored on a password 
protected external hard drive.  Results of the study will be published in my PhD thesis and possibly in 
academic papers. All data will be anonymised so that you will not be personally identified.  A copy of 
this consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.   
 
Agreement 
You are making a decision whether or not to participate. Your signature on this form indicates that 
you have understood to your satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research 
project and agree to participate as a participant.  In no way does this waive you legal rights nor 
release the investigators, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional 
responsibilities. You are free to not answer specific items or questions in interviews or on 
questionnaires.  Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent. If you 
have further questions concerning matters related to this research, please contact the researcher. 
 
    
Participant Signature and Date ---------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Researcher’s Signature and Date --------------------------------------------------- 
 
  
.4 participant consent form
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